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6. 
FOREWORD 
This account could not have been written with6ut the 
assistance and forbearance 6f the heads ef the schools 
considered, members of their staffs, and particularly the 
school librarians. They are too numerous to mention here 
but are named in the list of references for the particular 
schools, and I should like to record my thanks to them and 
to the various private individuals who have replied to my 
questions, often at great length. I am also grateful to 
the staffs of the different libraries and record offices 
who have done their best to. help me, and to Dr. N. Beswick 
for his supervision o~ my work. 
All work is original unless otherwise indicated, 
·including maps, diagrams and photographs. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
, ••• as well as for great poverty of the common people 
there as also by cause of long time passed, the teaching and 
bringing up of young children to school, to the learning of 
grammar, hath not been taught there for lack of sufficient 
Schoolmaster and Usher there, so that the children in the same 
county having pregnant wit, have been most part brought up 
rudely and idly, and not in virtue, cunning, erudition, 
literature and good manners'. 
Thus Hugh Oldham, founder of Manchester Grammar School in 
15~5, described the state of education in Lancashire at the 
time (Mumford, p.,lO). Indeed Lancashire lagged far behind the 
rest of the country in this great period of school foundation, 
but it was to catch up_and eventually become the best serv~d 
-~rea in which no-one was more than ten miles from a grammar 
school (Brown, p.13). This is illustrated by the map (fig.l), 
which shows the provision of grammar schools in the county 
about 1750, as given by Wa11is (H.S.L.C. 120, 1969, pp.10-17). 
Many of these schools were destined to be short-lived but 
their foundation normally represented, as in Hugh Oldham's 
case, the desire of individuals to improve the educational 
opportunities of an area, and this desire expressed itself also 
in the provision of libraries. Books were of course far less 
accessible than they are today, even though forming the basis 
of contemporary learning, and in many cases were made available 
to grammar school boys in the form of bequests or donations 
which became the school libraries. Clearly the term library 
here meant the collection of books, not necessarily implying 
, 8. 
any special housing for them, although this did occasionally 
ex; st. 
Much is now written about school libraries; investigations 
are reported, comparisons are made and statistics produced by 
individuals and government departments relating to their nature 
and function, but such activity is comparatively recent and 
related to contemporary public concern with4interest in 
education generally. The Bullock Report of 1975, for example, 
considered school libraries and found only 1% of its secondary 
school sample to be without a library of some sort (Bullock, 
1975, p.423), whilst the Newsom Report of 1963 found that, 
'Roughly two-fifths have libraries built for the purpose; two-
f~iths have improved"libraries, and one-fifth no library at all 
(Newsom, 1963, p .. 255). Every source consulted for the early 
period gave a different figure but by about 1750, the date 
qualifying libraries ~pr consideration here, there seem to have 
been in Lancashire some 70 grammar schools and at least 12 
school libraries, giving 17% with libraries in 1750 compared 
with the national figure of 80% ~nd 99% in 1975. Thus the 
number of libraries and the interest taken in them have been 
growing, but although school libraries have frequently been 
mentioned since their beginnings in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries this has mostly been as adjuncts of their 
schools. Rarely have they been considered separately until 
the twentieth century, and thus it is interesting to find an 
account of Lancashire school libraries written in 1685, and 
at the same time understandable that it should have been 
concerned with these libraries as collectionsof books of note 
in themselves, rather than as an aspect of educational provision 
within the schools. 
T~e book referred to, The Old Church and School Libraries 
9. 
of Lancashire by Richard Cop1ey Christie, published in 1885 by 
the Chetham Society of which he was then president, contains, 
in his words: 
all the information which I have been able to collect 
respecting the old Church and School Libraries of Lancashire 
which were in existence "before the year 1750. 1 (Christie, 
p.iii). 
He suggested that more information might be found by 
prolonged research, and indeed some additional material has 
come to hand and been included, but the aim here has not been 
to further Christie's research, but to accept his findings in 
general and extend the work by discovering what has become of 
th~se school libraries since his study was published. They 
have been taken one by one in the manner in which he considered 
them, but in so doing the term library has been used in its 
modern sense, coverin~ various aspects of accommodation, stock, 
administration and use, not in the more restricted sense of a 
collection of books. His account did not claim to be exhaus-
tive, and nor does this. It has been impossible to follow up 
all the available lines of enquiry for each of the libraries 
within the scope of this thesis which has therefore been 
limited to an attempt to produce at least an outline history 
for each one, to enable comparison to be made and to provide a 
record of what must be a reasonable sample of library develop-
ment within our rapidly disappearing gr~mmar schools. 
In most instances the problem has been too much information. 
The limitation of overall length coupled with the wish to con-
sider each of the libraries has effectively determined the 
length of each chapter, although this has been modified to some 
extent by the existence of a few schools for which there was 
. 
found to be very little information. Limited length has aiso 
10. 
led to the exclusion of junior libraries and the libraries of 
associated girls· schools where these existed. 
Sources found included normal library documents, school 
publications, archive collections within the schools and in 
local record offices, genera1 school documents, published 
school histories 'and correspondence or conversation with past 
and present librarians, members of staff and occasionally 
pupils, and only where information was very meagre was it 
deemed necessary, or indeed could time be found, to consult 
all the possible sources for anyone school. Those consulted 
have been listed at the end of the appropriate chapter as well 
as being given in the complete list which concludes the work. 
One of these sources, school documents, has remained 
largely untapped in the case of existing schools.' These 
documents must contain a great deal of information, particularly 
in governors· minutes and accounts, and would need to be 
consulted for a fulls~tudy of an individual library, as \'/ould 
official reports, but this was not thought necessary in this 
case. The documents in question would naturally have been 
less readily available than those used and there was consid-
ered to be enough information without recourse to them. 
Similarly, former members of staff and pupils were, not normall~ 
consulted without a specific reason, although a high propor-
tion of the information has been obtained from people rather 
than from written records. It became clear from thi~ that in 
many instances knowledge has unfortunately been entirely lost, 
having gone un-recorded and died with the individuals involved. 
Where they exist, books have been used to provide outline 
histories of the schools since they v/ere considered to be 
incidental to the library histories. Most of the information 
for these has been obtained from the schools themselves. 
11. 
The most fruitful and comprehensive printed source was 
found to lie in the various school magazines, a fact which 
justified the. labour involved in going through the hundreds 
of issues, many of them unfortunately without index or 
contents page. It was not normally possible to borrow these, 
or other school documents, and thus many hours had to be spent 
in the schools. Each one was visited at least twice, most 
more often, and the same questions were asked in each case 
under the headings finally used. Direct comparisons turned 
out to be very difficult because of dispartty in the systems 
and in the nature and extent of the information available. 
An actual questionnaire was formulated but not used, partly 
because one school indicated an objection to this (clearly 
stemming from past experience), and partly because of the 
difficulty of applying an inflexible set of questions to what 
turned out to be quite~diverse establishments. 
A further problem was presented by closed schools in 
which some ~ifficulty was found not only in::finding information 
according to the desired pattern, or indeed any information at 
all, but also in the first instance in tracing the schools 
themselves. Official bodies proved curiously unsatisfactory 
in this respect, and although the two schools lost in the 
re-organisation of secondary education were located relatively 
easily through the heads of the new comprehensive schools, 
the one which had long been a primary school was initially 
identified by inspecting the site indicated by an early map 
of the county. 
Several of the schools in question have recently been 
re-organised under the comprehensive system, and some are no 
longer in Lancashire as a result of the new county boundaries, 
12. 
but in the interests of consistency the latter point has been 
ignored and the former dealt with where practicable by 
terminating the accounts at the point where the schools ceased 
to be grammar schools. 
In the concluding chapter an attempt has been made to 
compare the histories of the twelve school libraries and 
assess some of the factors which have affected the survival-
of the old libraries and the development of the present ones. 
A more general study of school library history in roughly the 
same period was carried out by H.M. Ellis in 1973, in an M.Ed. 
thesis entitled The Evolution of the School Library 1860-1870, 
and some reference ha~ been made to this where it seemed 
reievant. Close comparison was felt to be beyond the scope 
of this work and "also difficult in that Miss Ellis' thesis 
covered mainly state education at primary and secondary level, 
" 
and the approach was principally via official documents and 
publications, rather than through the schools themselves. 
Christie made passing reference to school libraries at 
Chipping, Huyton, Standish and Tunstall, and gave details of 
twelve others. It is the story of these twelve grammar school 
libraries: Bolton, Burnley, Bury, Hawkshead, Heskin, Kirkham, 
Lancaster, Leigh, Manchester, Rivington and Blackrod, Wigan 
and Great Crosby that is to be told here. Great Crosby School 
was placed out of order by Christie because of the late 
arrival of information, but it has here been placed in its 
correct alphabetical order under the title of Merchant Taylors' 
School, Crosby, by which itis now known. A brief history of 
each school precedes the account of its library so that the 
latter may be seen in context, and the map (fig.1) shows their 
locations. 
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(Brown,p.l13) 
2.1. THE SCHOOL 
CHAPTER 2 
BOLTON SCHOOL 
The origins of Bolton School are obscure but ~here seems 
- -
to have been a school in some form from at least 1516, 
certainly re-founded as a grammar school in a new building in 
1656, by the will of Robert Lever (fig.2). It suffered in the 
general decline of schools in the eighteenth century, but was 
kept goi~g until the 1780s by sound financial management. 
Thereafter it went steadily downhill, particularly in the face 
of the development of-other schools, and was saved only by an 
increase in the value of the farming lands with which it had 
been endowed. 
The dilapidated old building was replaced in 1883 (ffg.3), 
, 
the sch60l having occ~pied temporary premises fot three years 
during its construction, but not until 1898 was there a real 
revival when agreement was given to a merger suggested by-the 
Bolton High School for Boys arid the school virtually refounded 
by Lord Leverhulme. It flourished from then on, with his 
continued financial support, in the fashionable suburb of 
Westbourne to which it had moved, and by 1902 had 166 boys. 
In 1915, again at the instigation of Lord Leverhulme, the 
existing Bolton School was founded to incorporate the Giammar 
School as the Boys' Division, and the Girl's High School as 
the Girls' Division. Building on the Westbourne site was held , 
up by the war, and in fact not completed until the 1960s, th~ 
two divisions remaining separate, their impressive buildings 
being mirror images connected by a central arch and tower (f~g. 
4). Although they are both parts of the same independent 
school, they have retained their autonomy, and it is therefore 
14. 
possible to consider the Boys' Division of some 800 pupils as 
a separate entity. 
2.2. THE 1885 LIBRARY 
There is little to add to Christie!s account of the 
library at this time. He gave a brief history, mentioning the 
first ~ecorded purchase "of a book for the School in 1661, and 
gifts of 10 books prior to 1682 when their donor, Thomas 
Boardman, gave in addition lands and property for, 'the 
erecting, purchasing, and maintaining of a Library , . .. . He 
noted that in 1828 the Charity Commissioners could find little 
sign of the income having been used for this purpose, although 
he recorded the existence of a small collection of books and a 
r01m for them in the"old building which had been demolished two 
or three years before his enquiry. He stated that there seemed 
to be no provision for the maintenance of a library under the 
new sch~me then just sanctioned by the Charity Commissioners, 
"-and completed the account with detailed comment on the Chained 
Library which the school has had since 1694, when it was 
donated by James Leaver. 
AccommOdation and FOrrtishfngs 
Two years before the ~ublication of Christie's book, the 
prospectus for the re-opened school of 1883 offered use of the 
Reading Room and Library (Brown, p.98), so it may be assumed 
that a special room existed as it had done in the previous 
building (Ch. Corn. 1828, p.165), despite the comment made by 
him that no provision for a library had been made in the new 
scheme. It may also be assumed that at least some of the 
books were housed in the Chained Library, which has clearly 
always moved with the school, and perhaps others in the book-
case known to have been bought for library books in 1845 
(Brown, p.85). 
15. 
\ 
Stock 
The prospectus mentioned above described a library of 600 
volumes, clearly more' than could be accommodated in the Chained 
Library, which is the only collection mentioned by Christie. 
He listed the books known to have been there in 1735 when they 
were chained, and showed 18 of them as still being there, 
together with 56 volumes from Chetham's Church Library, and 
three other named works, a total of 77. He mentioned the 
addition of a few other unspecified books, but it would seem 
that he did not see, or chose to ignore, other books fotming 
part of the school library. At least a lexicon and several 
companions to classical studies are known to have been 
purchased in 1843, a~d there may well have been others from 
time to time to make up the 600 (Brown, p.85). 
Classification & Cataloguing 
According to Chri~tie the book list of 1735 appeared '~n 
the School's minute books which have not been inspected and 
may well contain further details, although nothing was noted 
by Sculthorpe when he wrote about the library in 1948. Qther-
wi.se there seems to be no information available about either 
of these aspects. 
Additions 
Again, lists of additions may appear in the school records 
since it is likely that books were added, even in what was a 
period of decline in the school. Certainly in 1899, the year 
of the final move, the first issue of the school magazine 
recorded additions and requested donations of books from leavers 
as if this was not unusual (Boltonian, May 1899, p.2). 
Administration & Staffing 
The library was certainly the concern of the usher in 1845, 
and presumably this pattern continued. There could only have 
16. 
been about 70 boys in 1885, and by 1889 there were fewer than 
40, so administration can hardly have involved very much (Brown, 
pp.85, 98, 106). 
Regulations & Use 
Again the prospectus provides the very limited information; 
in 1883 use of the Library. and Reading Room were optional extras 
at 2/6d (12%p) a term. This suggests money raising rather than 
encouraging the use of books. 
Finance 
As early as 1828 the Charity Commissioners noted that the 
funds provided for· the library had been mixed up with other 
monies (Ch. Corn. xix, 1828, p.165), and they seem never to have 
be~n re-applied to their original purpose. Early entries in 
the Boltonian sho\'1 the library to have had no income in the 
early 1900s when the school was beginning to prosper, and it 
seems fair to assume that, with the possible exception of 'some 
,~~ 
-of the 'optional extra' money, it had no regular income in 1885. 
Summa ry 
Thus there was a book collection, probably larger than 
that indicated by Christie, but not more than 600 books 
including those in the Chained Library. Use was probably little 
and income nil, but considering the numerous moves and changes 
of fortune associated with the school, it is perhaps surprising 
to find the library continuing at all. 
2.3. THE PRESENT LIBRARY AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 
Accommodation & Furni~hing' 
A brief history of the library given in the Bo1tonian 
stated that in 1926 the school library was a collection of 
about 200 books in a dim recess beneath the staircase of one 
of the three private houses then occupied by the school 
(Boltonian, Dec. 1937, p.19), presumably in locked bookcases 
17. 
as there was mention in the minutes of a broken lock (MB.l, 
1917). The ~tatement was repeated by a later writer (Brown, 
p.17S), and it was suggested that the modern library grew 
from this, but there is some conflict here with other 
information. 
The school's last move took place in 1898, and there 
were several references to a library between that date and 
1926. The most reliable of these was a Charity Commissioners' 
Report (Brown, p.118), which spoke of, 'the remainder (of the 
N.front of the new building) being a single room in which the 
ancient school library is now lodged.' In 1918 the governors 
furnished the librarY,with a large oak table and a dozen chairs 
(Soltonian, Dec. 1918, p.36). All these entries and several 
others suggest the existence of a reasonable collection of 
books and a room to house them, quite possibly that noted by~ 
the Charity Commissioners as the home of the Chained Libra~y. 
Other entries suggest inadequate teaching space at an early 
date and it is possible that increased numbers led to the use 
of the room as a classroom with its subsequent disappearance 
as a library, but this is not the only possibility indicated. 
In 1920 a branch library was opened in one of the former' 
private houses occupied by the school, apparently to give more 
room and cater for the needs of junior boys (Boltonian.Mar. 
1920, p.24), and in 1932 the middle school section of the 
library was said to be the remains of the old library, and at 
the foot of a staircase (Boltonian, July 1932, p.34). This 
would suggest that the writer of 1937 was unaware of the 
previous existence of any other collection, which would by 
then have been absorbed into the present library opened in 
1929, and assumed the middle school library which indeed may 
have been the original lending section, to be the origin of 
18. 
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Fig.4 Bolton School 1979 . 
Fig.5 Bolton School LibrCL:Y. 
the entire collection. This theory is weakened by the fact 
that Mrs. Saxelby, the librarian abou t wh ose work he wa s 
speaking, held office fro m 1926 to 1946 and presumably was 
consulted, but the matter remains in doubt . What is cl ea r , 
however, is that the Middle School Library developed as a 
SEparate entity , not to be considered here, and that t he re 
was a tremendous . growth of the ma in library following the 
opening of the present room in the early phase of the buil din g. 
This library was purpose built, and one of the first parts 
of the present building to be occupied, perhaps an indication 
of the value placed upon it, not si mp ly an accident of design. 
As was the rest of the school, it was built of t he best as 
Lord Leverhulme had in te nd e d. It wa s furnished by Garden 
Russell and it h ~ s been cl ai med that~ 'his most striking wor k 
was done in the libraries of the two divisions and in the 
laboratories. The li ~rar ies are exceptionally fine, with 
Russell shelves as well as ta bles and chairs' (Bro wn, p.l??). 
Miss McGavin reported t he scornful co mm ent of a vi siting 
County Librarian during her time as library clerk, 'Ah:, an 
architect's library', butit ;s indeed a. fine room. 
The main room, the original library, is on the first 
floor. It is entered by double doors at the east end~ and 
has steps at the west end leading to the tower roo m over the 
s ~ hools' main entrance, which connects it to the Girls· 
Division library on the other side, (fig.S). Although there 
is little co mmuni cation betwee n the libraries, the tower room, 
ab ou t one third the size of the library and designat~d ~ 
gen eral studies room, provide s work i ng space for up to 28 
uppe r sixth boys and girls, and houses some books, although 
no t prope rly a part of the libra ry . 
Th e original adjustable sh elving is about 3m. high, and 
i 9 . 
access is provided by two pairs of steps in ma tc hing wo od. 
The bookcases line the walls between the tall win dow s wh ich 
overlook the courtyard on one side and t he ma in road and 
entrance on the other, and are curtain ed in red velvet. 
Although one side faces north ) the windo ws admit plenty of 
light, and the high ceiling an d yellow pai nted walls add to 
an almost false air of spacio usness. In fact the room is 
quite crowded. 
As early as 1935 demands were being made for completion 
of the wall shelving to acco mm odate the books (Boltoni an , Dec. 
1935, p.31). Many · of the science boo ks were hou sed in the 
s cience dep artment bY , 1936 (Boltonian, Jui. 1936~ p.33), an d 
. . 
t he shelves we re again full in 1939 (Bal t oni an , De c. 19 39 , 
p.18). Bookcases were added a t various ti me s, but there were 
again co mp laints .about iack of shelf sp ace in 1956 when th e 
wh ole question was ref,.,e rred to the Staff Co un cil (t·18 3, Jan. 
1956). Some of the stoc k was temporarily housed in the tower 
roo m in 1959, and th e area wa s furnished for private st udy in 
1964 al t hough there is a problem in that this roo m, the only 
physical link between the two divis ion s, cannot be useo 
independentiy by either of th em. Theoretically it might be 
possible to turn this roo m and the two libraries into one 
large library co mplex, but the integr a tion of schools and 
facilities, even in relation to the different parts of one 
foundation, is never an easy e xercise. Other ac t ion taken 
in 1964 in volv e d t he a cquisi tion of a large bookcase plac ed 
in the co rridor outs ide the library, and still t here tod ay, 
and the occ upati on of additional rooms in the libra ry corridor, 
one of which now doubles as a sixth form room and the fiction 
l ibrary. Desp ite this expa sion,however, the shel ves i n the 
ma i n area remain quite full and the six island bookcases limit 
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the space avai lable so that there is seating for only 44 in 
addition to the librarian and a member of staff ,on supervision 
duty. All chairs are upright, although with pa dded seats , and 
match the t wo large and six small t ables which are of the s am e 
me di um s hade a s th e rest o f the woodwork. 
On e of the a dv antage s of the changes ma de in 1964 was the 
provi sion of an of fice for the library clerk, a r a th er dark but 
reasonably spacious north facing room just outside the library ' 
door. It is about 6i me tres by 4 and equipped with desks 
typewriter, bookcases and shelves ( and temporarily a harpsichord) 
and provides useful work and storage space. 
Also outsid€ the . library, and in fact on the ground floor 
below it at the foot of the stairc ase, is the Ch a ined Library 
(fig.7), whi ch in appearance is as described in 1948 . IThe 
a1mery bears the inscription "The gift of Mr. James Leaver 
c i t i son 0 f L 0 n don 1 6 9 4 11 • The des k and cor n .j c e h a v e bee n 
restored, but an illustration whi ch forms the frontispiece of 
Christie1s Old Lancashire Libraries (fig.6), shows the old desk 
hac ked with schoolboys' knives. So far as the desk is concerned 
the restoration has been ac curate, but th e front moulding of the 
present cornice differs from that there shown. The height from 
the floor to the top of the cornice is 6 16 11 (1.9 8m), the ~·lidth 
(excluding the overlap of the almery cornice) is 6'4~" (1.9LJrn), 
and the depth of the almery front to back is 1'6" (O.46rn). The 
legs which support the front edge of the desk st a nd out 11211 
(O.29m) overall from the a1mery. The rods are looped a t the 
en d an d are f ixed t o th e sides of t he al mery by s t a ples passing 
t hrough thes e loop s. The ro ds fro m each end r es t, at the middl e, 
i n s lot s i n th e cen tral up r ig h t~ and are held there by a lo ck e d 
has p 3 f ' ( 0 . 09 m) 1 0 n 9 by 2 ~ 11 ( 0 . 0 7 m) w i de. A c ur i 0 us f eat u re 
is the keyh ole , which i s pierce d th ro ugh the has · to gi ve ac cess 
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to the lock. The chains are in the same style as at Hereford, 
wit h the s \Id vel i nth e mid d 1 e . I ( S C u 1 t h 0 l~ pep . 1 ) . 
This library has been moved ab out several times ; from 
building to building and then within th e prese nt one. At one 
time i t wa s used t o r e s t rict the ma in library exit in an 
attempt t o reduce book l"osses, it was moved out i n the space 
maki ng activities of 1964, and it is about t o be move d a gai n 
as expla i ned below. 
Overall , then, the library has many parts , but the main 
section, and that on which the ot he rs are based, i s still 
hous e d in the fine room provided in 1929. 
Stock 
It is impossible to give pre cise info rmat i on about the 
size and scope of the stock, either in 1885 or now . The co n-
flicting information about the earlier pe riod has already been 
discu s sed and at the present time many of the books are no"t 
housed in the library or on the shelves within it, and re-
organisation is taking place. Thus whilst figures ma y be 
arrived at for the present period, they are of limited app1i-
cation and may not satisfactorily be compared with those of 
the other libraries investigated. 
A r ough count revealed about 800 books in the fiction 
library and about 8,500 bo oks on the shelves in the main 
library, grouped as follows: 
Genera l referenc e 2% Maths & Gen . Science 10 % 
German 6% Eco nomi cs & Social Science 6% 
Fine Arts 4 cl /0 History 20 % 
Sports & Pasti mes 3% English 12 % 
Cl assi cs 401 /0 Ru s s ia n 1% 
Music 2% Fren ch 1 05~ 
Geology & Geo graphy 9% Theol ogy 2% 
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(Fiction) ( 9 %) 
The list follows the order in which the subjects appear; 
an as yet unreso lved l egacy of the earlier arrangement according 
to the teaching department of the person who reco mmende d the 
book, and since many of the spines are unm arked, finding the 
desired shelf area is initially ve r·y diffi cult .. This problem 
is curre ntl y being dealt with , as is that of too many out da t d 
books on t he shelves , although the latter problem is less 
pressing. Limited space seems to have encouraged careful 
rejection, although support for this impression wa s found only 
in one report (Bol ~on ian, Jul. 19 47, p.3). Inspection of the 
stock reveals it to b~ well s uited to its purpose: the provision 
cf reading and study material for an academic upper school . 
Mo re attention to repair and binding might improve the 
appearan ce of the books, but on the other hnnd the French 
section of t he mod ern .,l ang uages, renowned in Mrs. Saxelby's 
ti me and associated with her fame as an innovator of mode rn 
teaching methods in these subjects, is better than so me. Ma ny 
of the books' ... bou gh t at her own expense in Fran ce every 
su mmer ' and 'bound in unifoi~m bl ue ' (Bro vi n, p.17S), are still 
to be foun d and compare very f avourably with the tattered and 
yellowing paperb acks of the sa me period still found on th e 
shelves of other schools. All new books are covered. The 
general i mpressi on is that the stock is good, but suffers 
from the arrangemen t. 
The fig ure of 8,500 books in the library is in no wa y 
re presentat i ve of the true size of the stock . Indee d the 
library had reached that siz e by 1955 ( B01ton i a n ~ Jul. 19 55, 
p.2), ha ving a lmo s t doubled in size in the previou s twenty 
yea rs, a n average inc rease of ab out 200 books a year. 
Unfortun a tely, it was impractica ble to attempt a count of 
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the stock held outside the library, of which there is clearly 
a large amount. As early as 1927 all natural history books 
were handed over to the newly formed Science Society, and by 
1936 a larg e number of science books, probably including these, 
was kept in the science roo ms (Bo l tonian, july 1936, p.33). 
Today all new physi cs, ch em istry an d biology books go straight 
to t hese de par tmen ts, an d hen ce only general science is to be 
found in the main library. There is some mention of the 
for m a t ion 0 f de par t men t a-l- ·1 i bra r i e sin 1 9 2 8 (B 0 1 ton i an, 0 e c . 
1928, p.39), and books from the English and history sections 
have b~en moved out at times. Since the fiction was moved out 
in 1964, the re are at l~ast four whole sections missing~ and 
parts of others. The librarian feels th a t this is unsatis -
factory, but in view of the lack of space, there see ms little 
that can be done immediately. 
Also ' part of the libra ry stock, although of little use 
and rarely seen by t he boys, are the contents of the Chained 
Library. When the books were chained and listed in the school 
minute book in 1735, there were 47 of them. Christie ide ntified 
18 of the original 47, and when Sculthorpe wrote his account he 
listed at least 14. Christie also discovered 56 volumes from 
Chethamls Chu rch Library. formerly be lieved lost, and these too, 
Sculthorpe claimed were still there in 1948 although only 33 of 
these 56 can positively be identified by comparison of the two 
lists. Christie listed 77 books in all, Sculthorpe 108, and 47 
of them can be readily identified as appearin~ in both lists. 
Two other accoun t s also exist: Stree ter, The Chained Library, 
1931 and Barto n , His tor i cal Gleanings of Bo lto n & Dist r ict , 1881 9 
but the s e hav e not be en co nsu l te d. A more re ce nt s tudy was made 
in 1976 by Bolton1s Princ i pal Lib rar i an . He advi s ed r emoving 
some of the volumes to allo w t he rest t o !brea t he! , a nd mo i ng 
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the chest itself,po ssibly of greater monetary value than the 
books, to a warmer and less draughty spot to1essen the r a te of 
deterioration of the volumes. Thus there are now only fif ty 
volumes chained and three loose on the shelf across the top. 
These include the 16 works pic ke d out by Mr. Thomas Dunne, 
Bolton's Bibliograp hical Services Librar i an, as being the most 
significant now in the library, and thes e are listed below and 
their origins indicated where known. 
9th (1684) foli o edition if Fo xe 's 
Book of t~artyrs 
Ainsworth's Thessaurus Linguae Latinae 
Co mpendi a rus 
Reynolds Treatise of the Passions and 
Fa c u 1 tie s 0 f the SOUl 0 f ~i a n 
Blake Vindiciae foederis 
Blake The Covenant Seal ed 
Feat1ey Grand Sacrile oe of the Church 
of Rome - -
Co11ings Cordial for a Faintina Soul 
- - ~ 
Hindlesha m Lecture on the Psalms 
Cartwright Confutation of the Rhemists 
Morney Mystery of Iniquity 
Gatakef Cert~i~ Ser~6ns 
Fuller Holy Har 
Taylor Works 
Galvin Ins t it ute s of the Christian 
Rellglon 
Arndt De Vero Chri st ianismo 
Rogers Seven Treatises 
1735 Chetham Add it. 
list Library 
x 
X 
X 
x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
x 
x 
x 
The questio n of a f ull valuation and the gradual re bin din~ 
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of the books is under consideration, an d meanwh ile the books 
removed from th e chest have been housed tempora ril y i n the 
library clerk's office. The chest itself i s to be mov ed up 
to the lib r ary corridor. 
The clerk ' s office is in f act the home of sev e ra l hund red 
oth e r book s waiting to be dea lt with , many of them placed there 
i n t he t im e of previous library s taff , and add ing to the con-
fusion over the size of the stock. Again there is the cupboard 
in the corri dor which contains several hundred volumes, mostly 
19th century according to the records ( MS 3 Oct. 1964)~ and 
these, too , are awaiting attention. 
In addition to books the library also has periodicals wh ich 
we re appa ren t ly a ne \'l ven t ut'e in 1907 when the Gua rdi an, Da il y 
G rap h i c, S pe c tat 0 r, Pun ch, I 1 1 u s t rat e d L 0 n don New s. ~ J e s a i s t 0 ~..!. ' 
and Die Wo che made their appearance (Boltonian, Mar. 1907, p.31). 
The mi nute books show that they ha ve bee n a l te red and reduced 
in nu mbe rs many times~ as in the cutbac ks of 1967, and there 
are now 8 purchased, excluding newspapers. As seems t o have 
been c ustomary from very early years, there is a regular supply 
of magazines passe d on by governors as well as those from 
school societies. Thus there is a reasonable and expected range 
from the Lis t ener and Scientifit Am~rican to Climbirtg Magazine. 
The library possesses a small archive collection, again 
kept in the library clerk1s office and waiting to be sorted out. 
Some of the documents rel a ting to the library's history have 
already bee n me ntio ned , but there are also some photographs of 
the Chained Library inc l uding that us ed by Chris t ie as a front-
ispi e ce, a nd wha t ap pear fro m co mpa rison s of their tex t with 
t hat of th e pub l i ca t ion , t o be Christie 's own notes on the 
books from Che t ham 's Ch ur ch Libr ary f ou.nd i n the schcol library. 
The notes are unsi gned and marked as f oun d am ongs t ot her pa pers 
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in 1924. 
The library is only really conc er ned with books, other 
materials being held elsewhere in the school , including a 
collection of slides and fi lmstrips organised by Mr. D. Allen 
of the Geography Department. Repr ographic serv ice s are also 
ava il ab le, and in addition t here is a sch ool press which 
inc ludes the printing of library tickets f or t he middle 
school among st its services. 
Classification & Cataloguing 
The present library is classified under a mod ifi ed Dewey 
syst em : t he adoption of which was agreed upon in 1929 with the 
opening of the new library (Boltonian, J~l. 1929, p.34) alth oug h 
th~ modifications ca me later foll ow ing discussion of the re ten-
tion of the sys t em in 1946. Miss McGavin explained that she wa s 
ob li ge d to ad apt the sy stem to s uit the ma sters, particularly i n 
that history an d geogr~phy were no t to be sh e lved together~ and 
some de tails of the ch anges were recorded in the minutes (MS 2, 
Nov. 1946). One modific atio n still foll owed is that geography 
follo ws geology at 559 with the addition of area codes, t hus 
Euro pean geography becomes 559. 4 . Number s were no t put on the 
spi nes bec ause the system was considered to be experimental, 
and books were not shelved numerically, but according to the 
depar tme nts throug h whic ~ they had been ordered. This continued 
until 1976 when spine la belling wa s begun and the library comm-
itte e agreed to nume rical arrangement ( MB 5, Dec. 1976). The 
tas k of re-classifying, l abelling a nd re-arranging the books . 
now in the library , apart fr om those e l sewhere in t he building, 
is clearly enormous and unlikely to be completed in the ne-r 
futu re with the staff ava ilabl e : t he librarian with a sm a ll 
allow an ce on his timetable, and the library cler k. 
Although noth i ng wa s seen of earl y catalogues, atten ti on 
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seems to have bee n giv en to them from about 1919 when the first 
one was made for the reference library, (Bo1 t onian, Apr. 1919. 
p.23), follo wed by a lo ose le af catalo gu e of t he l e nding sec tion 
co mpiled in 1920 (Boltoni an, Jul. 1920, p.23). It seems that 
from the beg i nni ng of the card catalogue in 1929 (Boi tonia n, 
De c . 1929 , p . 34 )3 all li brary books have in theory been cata-
logue d in the main library~ even if s he lved i n depa rtments, 
although, regre ttably, the system see ms to have lapsed in about 
1971, and only recently been revived. Prior to the division 
into dictionary and classified catalogues in 1954, the cata-
logue see ms to have been used primarily by librarians f or stock 
checks, but with the ch ange , the former began to be used by 
b0~'S (Boltonian~ Dec. 1954, p.2). A title index of fiction is 
currently being compiled and should be fini sh ed shortly . 
Additions 
It has already been said that the libra ry had no r egu1ar 
- income in 1885, and it was clearly dependent on gifts for its 
expansion for some time after that, and certainly up t o 1905 
(Bo1tonian, Apr. 1905, p.25). The first minute book, although 
unfortunately only a very limited record of the period 1910 to 
1924, shows book s purchased only occasionally, whi lst many 
gifts were recorded in the Boltonian. The magazine also 
contained many requests for the donation of books by past and 
present me mbers of the school, including some in this decad e. 
These requests do not appear to have been in vain, so that 
early popula r boys' authors such as Henty. Reid and Haggar d 
soo n appeared , and gif ts gen erally seem to have been fairly 
r e adab le. 
With the excep ti on of the per io d 1924 to 1946 for whi ch no 
record wa s f ound, the minute boo ks show clearly the ~ c tivities 
of the co mm ittee in respect of the addition of boo ks and 
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periodicals. All changes and additions have had to be 
justified, and all books bought with appr oval have been listed. 
The constitu tion of the commi ttee has varied from ti me to time , 
and occas ional ly sub-committees have been appointe d, as in 19 49 
when book s were found to have been boug ht without agreement 
becau se of the length of t i me between meetings . The co mmi ttee 
still controls additi ons , and not the least i nteres ting of th e 
recent entr i es in t h~ minutes are the present librarian's 
criteria for book se lection, formulated in the face of the 
increasingly difficult distinction between te xt and library 
books resulting from modern teaching me thods: 
1. Is it a book that wi1 1 , or should be% used? 
2. Does it add si gn ific an tly to the materials avai la ble in 
course books? 
3. Does it add signific ant ly to the mate rial available in 
other boo ks in th~ Library? 
4 . Is it value for money? 
5. Will one, or at least two copies be adequ at e? 
Although these questions make little allowance for what 
may be termed recreati on a l reading, they see m to offer a geod 
basis for the s election of academic material whe n money and 
space are limited. 
Administration & Staffing 
The general adm inist ration of the library through a 
co mmittee has alrea dy been mentioned. The first minute book 
began in 1910, bu t the first library report in t he Boltonian 
showin g the constitu t ion of that comm i tte e di d not a ppe ar unt il 
1917 (Bolto nian, De c. 1917, p.28). At that t ime there was a 
master, Mr. Preston , as Chairman, a boy as li brarian and six 
boys as assistant librarians. Changes i n staff 'e e given in 
the minutes in the i ntervening years, but never the hole 
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committee, and in fact these earliest minutes are not very 
informative. There is little detail of activities and matter s 
were often entered as referred to t he Headmaster and subs eque nt 
decisions not reported, and although this demonstrates the lack 
of autonomy at this period it can prove irr itating, as can some 
of the poor writing in this first handwritten notebook. The 
later books were typed and much more co mp rehensive, and it is 
unfor tun ate that there appears to be at least one missing. 
In the early period boys appear to have taken a far mor e 
active part than they do today wh en th e duties of the half 
dozen or so assistant librarians are ma inly confined to keepi ng 
the place in order. They are not involved now, as they clearly 
~E re then ( Bol ton ian, Jul. 1920, p.23) in cata lo guing and 
classificat ion. This is perhaps because the present activities 
in those areas are at a stage when unskilled la bo ur could be 
rather more hindrance than help, and because of a fundamental 
change in 1946 which introduced some permanent staffing. The 
boys still carry out termly shelf checks, however, as they have 
always done, and that is no mean task. 
Mr. Presto n was followed in 1918 by Mr. Ranki1~r, who 
seems to have called on the assistance of other members of 
staff in what was termed a IIdifficult post v.Jar period" (Boltonian, 
Mar. 1926, p.24). In particular Mr. Rankilor enlisted the a id of 
the lady membe r s of staff, their presence itself unusual and 
perhaps a sign of t he wa r periods including that of Mrs. Emma 
Saxelby. She took over the library from him in 1926, and wa s 
therefore in charge in the great period of growth associ ated 
with the opening of the present library. Although she was a 
noted linguist and involved in many spheres of school activity 
apart from teac hing, her husb and wrote that 'i n later ea r s~ 
her great \'l ork was the school library', (Saxelby, p.60). 
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Brown reported that: 'She took very seriously her main 
additional responsibilitys the school library. There were 
only 200 books when she took it over in 1926, and it was built 
up to over 6,000 by the time of her death in 1947. She bought 
many books at her own expense in France every s umm er, and had 
t he m bound in uniform blue: they form a French collection 
superior to those of ma ny college libraries . I n the dinner 
hours she supervised the readers and borro we r s and guided their 
reading.' (Brown, p.165). 
This extract repeats the state me nt that there were only 
200 books in 1926, upon which doubt has already been cast, ~nd 
in fact Mrs. Saxelby died in 1946, not 19 47~ but there is no 
~ c ~ son to doubt that the library developed con iderably under 
her care, and that the number of books grew rapidly. 
With Mrs. Saxelby's death came a major chang e, possibly 
because those obliged jo fill the gap were less willing or ' able 
to sacrifice the extra time and energy which she had devoted to 
the library, and because her activities and the library's 
considerabl e growth had shown part-time staffing to be inade-
quate. At any rate there was a short interval during which Mr. 
Brown, the senior history mast~r, ran the library with assist-
ance fro m boys) before Miss McGavin, who had secretarial rather 
than library training but had been senior library assistant in 
her own school, was appointed as library clerk. Mr. Brown 
retained the position of librarian for 20 years, but ·Miss 
McGavin , to use her own word s: 
.. . wa s entire ly res pons ible fo r th e running of the litra y . 
Mr . Brown and ( l ate r ) Mr . ·Wilkin son were t he librar ians in ~y 
day, and I di sc usse d wi th them policy a nd problems, in c luding 
disciplin~, I sat at a desk in t he library so that I could be 
consulted by the boys i f need be, and. I supervise d th eir 
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behaviour.' 
When Miss McGavin left in 1971 Mr. Booth, formerly head 
of English, beca me full time libra r i an until his retirement 
in 1976. At that time the system of a librari a n and a libra ry 
clerk was revived and the present holders of these posts, Mr. 
M. J. We lch and Mrs. A. Nigh tingale, took over. Mrs . Nightingale , 
although h lding no l i bra ry qualificat ions, has wo r ke d in the 
public library service. Her duties are much as Miss Mc Gavin's, 
but the librarian takes an active part in the running of the 
library, including classification and cataloguing, and in 
addition to her other duties the library clerk is responsible 
for clerical work for the middle school library, and for 
~s~istance wit h the issue of books there during time-tabled 
library periods. 
The main library is normally supervised by masters during 
lesson ti me s so that Mrs . Nig hting a le is ab le to wor k in the 
~ 
- office $ perhaps a mixed blessing since there is no view of, nor 
direct access to the library from it. 
R~gulationsand Use 
An entry in the first minute book shows that in 1914 the 
library was open twice a week, and the sa me source reveals 
"that by 1919 it was three times a we ek~ and that boys were 
allowed to borrow one fiction book and one other. Also in 1914 
an entry in the Bolt6~ian explained the situation regarding 
reference books in that they were available to any of the 200 
or so boys th en in school, and this implies the existence of 
s e pa r ate collections (Boltonian, Apr . 1914, p . 24). Entries 
from then until 1927 al l r eported increa s ing use of the library, 
and in 19 24 the r e wa s menti on of surveys of borrowing figures 
an d a week ly turnove of 90 books noted (B01tonian~ Apr. 1 24, 
p.2 4 ). In 1928 there wa s a re ference to borrowing graphs on 
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the library notice board, unfortunately without details 
(80ltonian, Mar. 1928, p.22), and generally there seems to 
have been a fair amount of activity, and this mostly be fore 
the reign of Mrs . Saxelby. 
By 19 36 the middle sch ool library was established and 
the main libra~ became the province of the fifth and sixth 
for ms as it is to day (Boltonian, Dec . 1936, p.32). At this 
time the school's rate of growth was exceeding that of its 
buildings, there being 550 boys in a building for 300 in 1939, 
including a sixth form of 118 (Brown, p.240). and this ha~ its 
effect on the library. By 1943, in addition to having private 
study periods in the libra ry, different forms we r~ being 
a1)ocated to different lunch hours to prevent overcrowding 
(801tonian, Jul. 1943, p.2), and two yea rs later there was ne ws 
of increasing use of the library for meetings and as a class-
room (Boltonian, De c. 1943 5 p.8). 
In 1946 the library committee introduced rules regarding 
behaviour in the library, particularly at lunchtime, and the 
numbers of books whi ch might be borrowed by different groups 
of boys, namely upper sixth, 6; lower sixth, 4; fifth forms, 
2. Fines were incurred after one month (MB 2, Nov . 1946). It 
was later agreed that fourth forms might borrow through masters . 
The discussion of rules foreshadowed the problems inherent 
in large numbe r s of boys inadequately supervised: from 1948 
onwards the minutes were full of reports of bad beha vio ur in 
the li brary. The greatest problem, however, has cl early been 
the loss of book s, first men tioned in 1936, but particularly 
bad since the late 195 0s. Th e ef fe ct of this included th e 
introd uct io n of lo ckable bookcases in Miss McGavin's time , ar d 
stro ng wor ds in the Boltonian on several oc casions. The 
follo wing e xtra ct appe ar e d i n Mar ch 19 70 wh en gift s were 
acknowledged, and it was pointed out that missing books could 
not be replaced at current prices, and that the stock was 
liable to deteriorate: 
'We are most fortunate to receive these generous gifts 
but do we really deserve them? Losses are still far too 
numerous and are mainly 'due to borrowers taking books without 
signing for them', and despite this, the loss of 294 books was 
reported in the foilowing year, an indication of the size of 
the problem. There have also been several changes in the issue 
system in connection with this matter, of which the most recent 
is the current introduction of book issue cards. Before 1946 
there was a simple entry book, followed by a voucher system 
~h~ch was later simplified, and then altered by the addition 
of carbon copies ,to allow for filing by boy as well as book. 
The adoption of the ,normal ticket issue system as proposed in 
1961 was never begun. 
The fifth forms may only use the library at lunchtime and 
not normally during the library clerk's lunch break. The upper 
sixth may use it during private study periods if they wish, and 
the lower sixth must spend a proportion of' their private study 
periods in the library, these periods being supervised by 
masters. Borrowing figures are not available but demands are 
said to be increasing with the greater size of the sixth form, 
now about 230 boys (Boltonian, Mar. 1973, p.4). 
In 1964 the headmaster decreed that school societies should 
not meet in the library if this could be avoided (MB 3 Oct. 1964), 
and this is now the case, although it was not so in 1929 when 
the present library was opened, nor for some time afterwards. 
There were mentions in the Boltonian of lantern lectures held 
there, of cricket teams assembling, of old boys gossiping over 
coffee and so on, but these are things of the past. Exhibitions 
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of one kind and another were regularly held in the library at 
one period, including in 1948 'The Development of the Book', 
using the Chained Library augmented from outside sources 
including the Rylands Library, but they seem to have been dis-
continued in the early 50S. The only extra activities which 
take place there now appear to be meetings of adult societies 
connected with the school, and occasional parents' meetings. 
Finance 
The librarian feels that the present sum allowed for the 
senior library is adequate, but only as long as book prices 
remain the same and care is taken in the choice of books, and 
particularly in the exclusion of course books and multiple 
ccpies. The sum was' about £700 in 1976, immediately prior to 
which there had been several increases. A curious factor was 
a temporary reduction in the grant in the late 1960s, for which 
there was no reason gi .. yen, whi ch forced the commi ttee to "Ook 
carefully at its own allocations. The system seems always to 
have been that the governors made the initial grant, and that 
its division between the senior, middle, and at first junior 
libraries, was and is the province of the library commfttee. 
Additional income has come in the form of gifts from the 
very beginning, from fines since about 1917, profits from the 
sale of Christmas cards for many years, and more recently 
profits from other school activities and organisations. There 
seem to have been no subscriptions or charges since the brief 
period of the library's existence as an optional extra in the 
1880s. Although the grant from the governors is now easily the 
main source of income, this has arisen only gradually since the 
days when the library was entirely dependent on gifts, as 
indicated by the first balance sheet which appeared in the 
Boltonian in 1921, which showed the following receipts: 
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'" 
£. s . d. £ • P • 
Interest 5 . 6. ( 27.) 
Governors 10. O. o. (10.00.) 
Lord Leverhulme 5. O. O. ( 5.00.) 
Fines 10. 5. ( 0.52.) 
Money found· 8. 9. ( 0.44.) 
Car r i e d f 0 rw a r d 23. 8. 9 . (23.44.) 
39.13. 5. (39.67.) 
(Boltonian, Mar. 1921 p.23) 
Expenditure was not specified, only the names of the persons 
spending the money being supplied. The entry does show that a 
9 ran t was be i n g m a de tot h e 1 i bra }~y by t his t i me, but 0 the r 
E~tries suggest that it was fairly new, and the publication of 
the figures may well have been the result of its commencement. 
Despite an increase in the grant to £25 in 1928 (B6ltonian, 
Dec. 1928, p.39), the ·average annual income, including sums 
carried forward, remained at about £30 for at least the next 
twelve years. 
In 1937 the grant became £100 and it was not increased 
again until 1948 when it became £120. In the following year an 
extra £100 was allowed for the expansion of the fiction section, 
but there was not really any substantial increase until the late 
1950s. Since then the amount has been increased gradually, 
apart from the temporary reduction mentioned above, and money 
seems to have been made available for extras as and when required, 
as in the current purchase of new issue cards. 
2 • 4 • S U MfM R Y 
Bolton School library is basically sound in that it is a 
. good book collection. Although books have been withdrawn over 
the years there is a fair range of both old and new stock to 
provide the width and depth that its users require, and there 
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seem to be adequate funds to maintain this state. It suffers 
as a central collection in having several sections missing. 
because of the existence of departmental libraries, and from 
the shortage of space which has contributed to, but not been 
entirely responsible for, this situation. 
The administration by cbmmittee seems tri have worked well 
~-over"the years as far as book stock has been concerned, and in 
maintaining interest in the library within the school. It may, 
however, have contributed to some of the organisation~l p~oblems 
by allowing non-specialists to overule those most concerned 
with active administration, as in the enforced modification of 
Dewey in 1946. Against.this are indications that strong 
personalities hav~ still been able to influence the path the 
library has followe"d. The present problem of reorganisation 
is massive, and although it is being tackled with enthusiasm, 
is unlikely to be solvednfor some time yet. This is mainly 
b~cause of the lack of time available to the staff, although 
the system of librarian and library clerk seems to be one 
which works well for routine activities. 
There was considerable activity before the opening of the 
new building in 1929, and progress seems to have been 
accelerated following this. Some changes took place in the 
late 1950s as a result of acute shortage of space, and some 
more recently following the appointment of new staff, but on the' 
whole development has been fairly even, consistent with the 
general progress of the school (fig.8). 
Much of what Christie investigated remains intact, but is 
a small and insignificant part of the present organi~ation. 
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CH.A.PTER 3 
BURNLEY GRA MMAR SC HOOL 
3.1. THE SCHOOL 
Th e sc hool began as u ch an t ry s cho ol, know n to ha ve 
e xi s t e d be fo r e 1 5 3 2 (B e n net ( 2 ), p. 5 ) , and wa s fi r s te n d O\'l e d 
as .a gra mma r school i n 1559. I t s eems t o have occ upi ed three 
differe nt buil dings prior to 1693, whe n i t wa s move d t o a 
central site in t he town, principally bec a use of religi ou s 
differences amongs t the tru s tees. 
The school se em s to ha ve existe d wi t hou t much i nc id en t 
f or the next 100 years, a lthough not wel l end owed a nd gradua lly 
baco mi ng less s a tisfactory becau s e of it. With th e rap i dly 
incre asing popul at ion of the town in the 1800s, ho we ve r , fr om 
3,918 in 1801 t o 97,04 3 in 1901, t he prob le ms becam e acu t e and 
, 
actio n was taken t o tr ansfer control of t he sc hool f r om the 
governors to t he town, t hereby gaining fin anci a l ass i stance. 
The school had been moved out of i t s dilapi da ted building to 
temp o rary pre mises in (871) and the first not able resul t of 
its cha nge in go vern ment wa s t he opening of a ne w building in 
1874 ( fi g.9) which was exte nded in 1889 and not entire ly 
vacated until 1959, when the school moved to its prese nt site 
on the outskirts of the town (fig.l0). The 1693 building was 
demolished in 1872. 
The school re mained s mall for much of its life, the pupils 
not numbe r i ng 100 unt i l the en d of the 19th cent ury, even th ough 
gi r ls we re ad mitt ed a t t i mes. There a re no w abou t 550 boys ag ed 
betwe en 13 and 18 as i t is an upp e r s ch oo l with i n t he to wn 's 
co mpreh ens i ve sys tem . It may not remain so, however, as th is 
syst em is itself unde r r evi ew at the pr esent ti me . 
3.2. THE 1885 LIBRARY 
A paper on t he sc hool li br a ry was r ea d bef ore the Burnley 
Litera ry and Sci ent ific Club in 188 1 by th e th en hea dmaste r J.L. 
Ward, Esq., M. A. He was sti l l th e he ad master i n 1885 an d 
avail able f or cons ulta tion, and pe r ha ps beca use of thi s Chr is t i e 's 
acco unt of th e l i br ary was f ai r ly fu ll an d les s r est r ic t e d t o t he 
book s themselves than we r e ma ny of the oth e rs. Mo st of t he 
i nfo r mat ion give n be low is f rom t his sou rc e. 
Accommodation and Furnis.hing 
The library was housed in a separate r oom on t he gro und 
floor of th e build i ng, so me of the f it t i ngs of wh i ch ha d bee n 
made fr om oak fro m t he old s chool. 
S-!:.0 ck 
The libra ry originated in th e beq uest of Hen ry Ha ls te a d in 
1728, wa s a ugm ented sh or t l y afte rwa r ds fr om the library of 
, 
Edmund Tow nley, and ha d ve ry few add i tio ns t herea fter. Th e re 
were 1 ,04 0 books seen by Christie in 1885, mos tl y th eological 
but \'Jith, 'a go od s prin kling of cl assical, med ical, legal a nd 
politic al works'. They were in poor condit-lon and some of t he 
r eas ons f or th is were given ; being hab i t ually us ed as missiles 
in a n ea r lie r pe riod by boys sent t o the library as a punish-
ment; being ca rel essly store d in a roo m over t he fire-sta ti on 
during the rebuilding of the school in 1872; be in g slid dow n a 
plank into a waiting cart to be ca rried to the new school four 
years later and fi nally, being left in a heap f or two ye a rs 
before a bookcase was bu i l t. Cl ear ly the mis use an d neg lec t 
of boo ks is no thin g ne w. Th e bo ok s the mselve s we r e desc ribe d 
in so me de tail, as were the manus cript s hi ch the s choo l al s o 
possesse d. 
Cat alogu i ng and Classi fi cation 
Ha ls tead ' s will ment ione d a catalogue of his books which 
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was prob ably lost by 1842 when the trustees or de red a new one 
to be made. According to Christie this Via s) l a mode.l to 
catalogue makers of what to avoid ' ) the bo oks being arranged 
in it i a lly by size and then by langu age ) and numbered consecu-
tively. There were 1 )046 books listed. Th is catalogue was 
ob vi ou l y still in use and had been amended twice; by a Mr. 
Thomas Shore in 1872, pro ba bly when t he li brary wa s disp l ayed 
to the pub lic on the 1ast day of the old schoo l ( Benne t (1) 
4 p.190), and by Mr. Ward in 1880. Mr. Ward had also expressed 
the intention of preparing a full and accurate catalogue. 
Additions 
Christie stated tha t only two books had been added to the 
1i~ r ary since 1729 , but thi s is quite li kel y to mean tha t 
noth i ng which he con sidered worthwhile had been adde d to this 
particular coll ection . In ot he r cases he ignored modern work s 
in the sch ool , an d Bur ry ley too may well have possessed othi r 
-books, although nothi ng has been found to show thi s. 
Staffing 
The headmaster him se lf was cl ea rly invol ved with the 
library at this time. 
Regulations an d Use 
Nothing has been found. 
Fi nan ce 
Nothing concrete has been found alt houghChristie's 
mention of the abs ence of additions and no attention given 
to repa ir or binding suggests that there wa s no money . 
I n th e abs ence of almos t a l l information ot her t ha n tha t 
pr ov id ed by Ch r i stie i t is i mpossible to be precise, but it 
see ms th at t here was at 'least an old library of about 1,000 
boo ks , in a roo m for t ha t purpose. There may ha ve bee n other 
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Fig.ll 
Fig. 1 2 
Sch oo l Librar t h e 
orig inal area .• 
Burnley Graw~ar School Library sho~ing part of the 
1973 ey-tension. 
books, they may have been used, but the genera l impression is 
of a long period of neglect which wa s being brought to an end. 
3.3. THE PRESENT LIBRARY AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 
Although the school has retained its name and building, 
s tric tly speaking this account should end in 1973~ th e date of 
reorganisat ion . . This was felt to be impracticable, however, 
since the only real ch ange has been the extension of the accomm-
odation which has not in its~lf provided a sufficient ly clear 
distinction between one period and the next. 
Accommodation and · Fur~ishin~ 
In 1 956 the school began to occupy its new premises, 
including the library, wh ich is therefore relatively modern 
al ~~ough it was extended about 19 73 when reorganisat io n tempor-
arily reduced the numbers an d gave more room . Thus it now 
occupies its original site on the fi r st floor (fig.l1)) and th~ 
class room wh ich wa s next door to it, the connecting wal l havi ng 
been kno cked down. Part of the additional area, which is abo ut 
the sa me size as the orig in al, is also shown (fig.12). 
The wh ol e area is about 22m. x Bm. ~ narrower where the 
new room has been added since the cor r idor co mp leting the 
rectangle fer med by the two rooms has been r etained. Thus there 
are three doors into the library, one at the end and one , facing 
it half way down the roo m and giving onto the corridori as we ll 
as the former e ntrance to the second room. 
The origin a l room contains island bookcases about 2m. high, 
arranged so that they virtually continue the corridor wi thiri th e 
library, with bays on th e other side , containing tables. There 
is so me rather lower shelving across the far end of the exten-
sion, and against the cor ridor wall, but th e long walls are 
almost entirely wi ndows, consis tent with the design of the 
building. Pictures and posters decorate the a115 above t he 
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bookcases a nd the whole area is ca r peted. Th e library is 
furnished with a mixture of wooden chairs and t ables i n light 
oak to match t he shelving, and more mo der n me t al and pla s tic 
seating . Th e total seating capacity is si xty , of which just 
under a t hir d is supplied by easy chairs. Th e re are r acks for 
periodi cals and news pap ers , to gether with ca t alogue cabinets 
and an issue desk . The de s k is by t he doo r t o the cor r i dor, 
nea t ly utili s ing the junction of the original t wo r oo ms a nd 
well placed for both, although rather a long way from the 
librarian's office. 
This office is to the side of the or ig i nal e ntr ance and 
is entered by a door from the library, alt hough it is re ally 
ail adj acent r oo m, glassed on the iibrary s i de. It is about 
6m . x Am., well supplied with shelves and cupboards and a 
large desk, and with its own small, lockable storeroom. 
Thus the l i brary i s effectively ne w: in a new buildi ng and 
with no obv iou s connectio n with what it replaced except t hat it 
was supplied in pa rt to house a book collection which already 
existed. Apparentiy the books were kept in a ciassroom prior 
to the move, but thi s had not ah~ ays been the case, and the 
earlier arrang em ents have so me interest. 
Christie mentioned a room set apart in 1885, and although 
nothing has been found to prove this, it seems to have continued 
in this II, ay until the early 1920s when a report in Brun sho\'.'s 
books being di st ributed to formrooms to encourage reading (~, 
13,1923 , p .1 2) . The re port is headed 'The Libral~Y' and suggests 
t hat this move is i n the nature of an ex perimen t, the ma in 
col l ect io n remaining in room 1 . Twelve months later the sc heme 
wa s hai l ed as a suc cess and the reports of four separate 
l ibrar ies appeared under the main heading. By 1929 th e heading 
had be come ' Sc ho ol Libr ari es' and s eve n were named, but there 
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was no mention of a gene r al coll ection. To co mp l ete t he ci r c le 
1938 saw the gathering t og ether of all t he boo ks and t he r e-
establishment of a centra l sch ool l i br a r y, th i s time i n room 4 , 
which was eq ui pped with she lv es an d t abl es ( Brun , 59, 193 8 , p.3 ). 
In f orm atio n ends at th i s poin t , bu t th e book s a re s a i d t o 
have . been in a cla ssroo m prior to the move, a nd it i s presu ma bly 
th is re - es t abl i she d library whi ch t he prese nt one repla ced . 
Stock 
The s chool appears to have had a central library pri or to 
the dispersai of 1924, and activi t y in 1920 sug ges te d th at it 
had been much neglected; 
' Ma ny changes ha ve been effec ted an d ar e st ill in pro g re s~ 
- . 
wi th t he school library. Ol d v ol u m e s~ so t orn and dirty as t o 
be use l ess, and e ve n dangerous , we re fir st wee ded ou t an d so ld 
as was te paper , an d th e li br a r ians undertook the on e r ous ta sk 
of indexing a nd re-number i ng the rem ai ning vol umes', ( Br un ,3, 
1920, p.l7). 
Unfortun a tely, the le ngthy account f r om wh ic h t his ex trac t 
has be en take n gave no indication of t he size of the stock or 
of its nature. It is te mpt i ng t o s ugg est t hat s ome of t he book s 
from t he ori gina l library may have been di spo se d of at this ti me~ 
but in fact i t s eems that the old libr a ry was kept as a s ep ara t e 
collection, and left alo ne . Christie fo und l t 040 books in 1885, 
there is a cat alogue belie ve d to have be e n compiled ab out 1900 
w hi ch 1; s t son 1 y 840, bu t Ben net, i n 1 940, put t he nu m be r a t 
abo ut 1,000. The pr obab le in accu ra cy of some of t hese lis t ings 
is borne out by the rece nt acquisition by the pre sent l ibra r ian 
of a book which see ms to hav e belo ng ed t o the old library~ bu t 
is not in the 1900 cat alo gue of which he has a copy. Neverthe -
l ess , the con c lusion is that fe w of the books, of hich very 
many mu st have been i n poor condit ion , cou ld have been di s posed 
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of. 
The collection was cer tainly transferred as a whol e when 
the new building wa s occupie d in 1956, an d wa s housed on t he 
open shelves faci ng th e pass ageway they formed between the two 
libra ry do ors. This was f e lt to be uns at isfact ory , and in 1966 
the books were t r ansfer red to Burnley Public Library. The re , 
most of th em have been rebound, but not cat a loy ued , and since 
they wer e not availabl e for inspection, it is not po ssib le t o 
say exactly what re ma ins, alt hough the Burnl ey librarian spoke 
of about 1,000 boo ks and some manuscr ip ts . In January 1979 
the complete collec t ion was transferred to Lancaster Unive rsi ty 
on permane nt loan. 
Thus the fate of th e greater part of the book s ins pecte d 
by Christie can be traced, but the parallel growth of the presen t 
coll ec tion is much more difficult to follow . 
The repor t from wb ich the extract quoted above wa s ta ke n 
went on to say that book s of tadventure, trav el , standard novels, 
essays, criticism and intellectual literature - all kinds' , were 
being bou ght to pro vide reading for all ag es and tastes, 50 new 
books being ant ic ipate d. The general impression that the 
library had been lo ng negl ect ed is rei nforced by mention of 
wh at were obviously ne w efforts to provide books, and of the 
reopening of the library. 
In 1923, however, cam e the beginning of the dispersal of 
books to cl assrooms. This began with reading clubs providing 
news pap ers an d periodicals, wh ich presumably the library did 
not, but later each year group was supp lied with a doze n o r so 
library books as a nucleus to promote readi ng~ alt hough the 
fourth and fifth for8 library seems to have been based on the 
ex ist in g school libra ry to which all books 'ere Eve ntually 
rettirned 15 years later, with the same end in iew. These 
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divided libraries seem to have had 200 or 300 books e ach, but 
nothing has been found to give a cle a r in dicatio n of the ove ra ll 
number or type. It may be assumed, howe ve r, t ha t there was 
considerable variety when the libra ry was re-forme d, both from 
the intentions expressed in 1920, and fro m the f act that it was 
an ama l ga mati on of t he libraries of the differe nt age grou ps 
wi thin the s chool, a l l of which it conti nued to serve . Thi s 1 5 
sti11 the case, and although the pa t t ern might be expected to 
have altered somewhat with the raising of the lowe s t age to 13 
from 11, the corresponding change in the range of ability might 
equally well be expected to offset this. 
Th e present library, then, ca te r s for 600 boys ef 13 to 
10 . The librarian estima t es the stoc k at 12~OO O , but a roug h 
count a nd comparison with other librari es suggests it to be 
rather less, and in the foilowing proportions: 
Reference 3% German 3~ % 
Philosophy & Religion 5% French 4% 
Social Sciences 6% Classics 2% 
Mathematics 2% Spanish i% 
Physical Sciences 3 0/ 10 History 20 % 
Applied Sciences 3% Geography 5~ % 
A.rts & Recreations 6% Fiction 19 % 
English 16% 
In looking at these figures it must be re membered that the 
books are for the whole school, not just the upper forms, a fact 
perh a ps refl e cte d in the high prop ortion of fiction and of 
recre at io n other than a rt or music , wh ich is ab out 2%. 
The books t hem selves a r e for the mo st pa r t new o r newi s h 
wh i ch s uggest s two t hings; a general cl ea r out of the stoc k when 
t he move wa s made , or only a small library to be moved. Thc.t 
the olde r boo ks we re moved can be seen by th e presence of s o le 
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of them on the shelves, and about 600 more on shelves in the 
librarian's office awaiting disposal. About half of these are 
classicsbooks, since the subject is no longer on the timetable, 
which explains the surprisingly low number of these books on 
the open shelves. 
Only books which have fallen to pieces have been disposed 
of in recent years, that is since 1964, and the impression is 
that although some volumes may have been thrown away during the 
move, it is likely that the majority of the books then forming 
the library were simply transferred as the nucleus of this one, 
and w~re relatively io few in number as to be absorbed by the 
far greater number of o~viously recent additions. The high 
proportion of philosophical and religious works seems to reflect 
the i ncl usi on of an' 01 der 1 i brary of ... lhi ch they woul d norma 11y 
have formed a sizeable' part. 
" 
Periodicals are available in the library. In addition to 
the expected publications such as Punch and New Scientist there 
are more recreational ones such as Cycling, and a local paper 
is available as well as national ones. Back copies of some of 
the periodicals are kept, and the New Scientist at least is 
bound. 
Cataloguing and Classification 
Since the books were indexed and renumbered in 1920 (Brun, 
3, 1920, p.17), they must have been numbered at an earlier date, 
perhaps when the catalogue of the old library was revised by Mr. 
Ward in 1880, but no details have been found which refer to the 
whole collection. Nor has anything been found to confirm the 
existence of the catalogue which the librarians of 1920 intended 
to make available to boys, and it may be that the d~spersal of 
the libraries put an end to the scheme. During the period 1923 
to 1938 the separate libraries appear to have been run independ-
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ent1y, and thus, as indicated by one report which speaks of an 
uncompleted attempt to catalogue the second form library (Brun, 
44, 1933, p.35), there can have been no overull scheme. It is 
not unreasonable to suppose that the re-gathering of the books 
in 1938 involved some new form of arrangement, but in the 
absence of any real information it is only possible to move 
straight to the present situation. 
The Dewey classification system is in use, and has so 
been since the present library opened, and there are three 
catalogues; author and classified as might be expected, and 
also a title index. The books are classified by the librarian 
or by senior boys and checked by him. There is an additional 
pr"inted catalogue of the old library v/hich lists 840 books 
arranged alphabetically with cross references. Unfortunately 
it is neither signed nor dated, and although it could perhaps 
be the catalogue promised by Mr. Ward, who retired in 1897,' the 
District Librarian thinks it to have been published somewhat 
later than this, between 1900 and 1910. 
Additions 
The first note of additions found related to 1919 when a 
few books for younger boys were selected and purchased by Mr. 
Moar, the treasurer. The entry indicated lack of money for 
purchases. In the same year the library report asked for 
books and money, and recorded the gift of only one book, which 
suggests that generally additions were few, and indeed the 1920 
report showing the addition of 50 books gives the impression 
that it was an exceptionally large number. 
The dispersal of the books seems to have produced some 
gifts, boys donating books more readily perhaps to their own 
form libraries, and by 1925 the sixth form library was reported 
as having no space left. At the same time the school was growing, 
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rapidly, from 270 in 1920 to 400 in 1930, and by the latter 
date additions were clearly not meeting the demands made on 
any of the seven year group libraries. The report of 1931 is 
little more than a long plea for new books, but in 1933 the 
second form library reported the first new books for three 
,Years. 
This lack of additions seems to have ended in 1938 with 
the reorgani sa ti on of the 1 i b ra ry in one room, and for the 
fir~t time clearly under the control of a master, Mr. H.G. 
-
work, and the rest goes on books for more general use. Gifts 
are still received, but they seem to be rather fewer in number 
than in some of the schools studied. 
Administration and Staffing 
Mr. Ward clearly took a personal interest in the library 
in his time as headmaster, which ended in 1897, but what happened 
after that seems to have gone unrecorded. The activity of 1920 
apparently originated with two boys, W. Jackson and J.K. Sanders, 
although the library monies appear to have been held by a master. 
At this time the school was still small, about 270 boy~, which 
would perhaps have allowed for more individual enterprise. At 
any rate boys seem to have operated the library for much of its 
life, librarians normally appearing in the list of school officers. 
It was, however~ a master, Mr. W. Ho~arth, who seems to 
have been responsible for the dispersal of the central collection, 
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initially in connection with his teaching of English. Brun 
reports after that time, 1921, give an impression of gradual 
loss of interest on the part of the boys, parallel to the 
declining int~rest in the main library as the form libraries 
developed. Mr. Howarth seems to have taken over eventually, 
his initials appearing on the report for 1923. Boys still held 
_~osjtions as librarians in all the new divisions, but disappeared 
from the list of school officers, not to reappear until 1932, 
with the advent of another enthusiastic and active librarian, 
J.C. Southgate. He seems to have done his best to encourage 
reading and the proper use of books, but apparently to·1ittle 
avail. 
By 1938 there was again a master in char~e, Mr. H.G. Leaver, 
and he it was, assisted by boys, who re-established the central 
library, so formi~g the nucleus of what is there tnday: 
'The task of coll~cting and arranging in one room the'books 
which in the past have been based separately in the various form 
libraries is now almost completed •.• The eagerness with which 
boys. generally are taking advantage of the facilities now 
available, is very gratifying.' (Brun, 59, 1938, p.4). 
A master has been in char~e since that time, but the post 
has not necessarily been allied to that of head of English, as 
is now the case. 
The present librarian, Mr. Mitchell, was not involved with 
the library on his appointment to the school, but took over when 
his predecessor retired. He had some experience of library wotk 
in the forces after the war and has spent a week on a D.E.S. 
course. He is assisted by about 14 boys recruited at the end of 
their first year in school. They carry out duties at lunchtimes 
and work after school on a rota system, organising their owrt 
activities. There is a weekly committee meeting which the 
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librarian attends, but does not run. 
There is no clerical assistance. 
Regulations & Use 
In 1919 the school had a subscription library, open after 
school on Mondays, Wednesdays and Thursdays, with about 60 
members out of a possible 270, not a very impressive figure, 
(Brun, 2,1919, p.18). The librarians at that timewere making 
great efforts to attract more readers, and to finance the library, 
and some changes were introduced. Appeals Were made, new books 
were purchased and all members of school made members of the 
library and therefor~ liable for subscriptio~s. Oddly enough, 
opening was more restricted. Synonymous with these changes was 
the appearance of the new form reading clubs, and the librarians 
expressed the fear that they might have an adverse effect on the· 
improvements following reorganisation. They were unfortunately 
justified in their fears,' not so much because of the clubs,··'but 
~ecause of their extension, firstly into collections of prescribed 
reading drawn from the library, and eventually into year group 
libraries. These were presumably much more accessible, and sub-
scriptions voluntary, and were apparently very successful at 
first although the main library continued to hold interest for 
about another three years: 
'Many boys come as often as twice a week, having read a 
book in the int"erval' (Brun, 10, 1922, p.15). 
This suggests not only that the library was being used, 
but also indicates that the rule about different days for seniors 
and juniors was not strictly adhered to, and that boys were only 
allo\,led one book at a ·time. 
The whole system gained the approval of the Board of 
Education inspection in 1922, which spoke of 'exceptional 
activity'in the library (Brun, 9, 1922, p.l). Soon, however, 
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the main library declined and smaller libraries expanded, but 
by 1924 they too, were reporting difficulties in the form of 
poor use, damaged bocks and for the first time, overdue books. 
The demand for books increased with the increase in pupils, but 
the impression is that the demand was probably restricted to new 
books and that many other remained untouched and unread. This is 
~_supported by a report of the fourth form library in 1932 which 
pointed out that the books were in double rows, but that the 
second row remained hidden since boys did not borrow from the 
first (Brun, 40~ 1932, p.22). The whole system seems to haVe 
disintegrated about"this time; there were requests for books 
to be returned promptl~, to be handled with more care and not 
left lying about, and the sixth form were first requested not 
to use books for ping-pang nets, and finally threatened with 
the locking up of the reference books (Brun, 46, 1934, p.25). 
, 
There were also complaints about books which should have been 
read in connection with studies remaining untouched on the 
shelves, and the whole picture is one of neglect and lack of 
interest on the part of the borrowers. 
This had to end, and the conclusion was the recall of the 
books and the re-establishment of a central library in its ~wn 
room with a master in charge and regulations for its operation 
which were displayed on the library notice board and not, unfor-
tunately, repeated in the magazine (Brun, 59, 1938, p.4). 
A year later the timetable was changed, giving boys in the 
upper school more periods for private study, and these were ~pent 
in the library, thus establishing it as a place for housing books, 
reading and study. What happened between 1940 and 1956 has not 
been discovered, but the pattern today is similar to the earlier 
one. 
When the present library opened it offered study space for 
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the sixth form in addition to basic reading and borrowing 
facilities, and lessons were spent there by junior forms. 
Surprisingly, perhaps, this is no longer so, and the librarian 
feels that use decreased rather than increased when the library 
was extended, not through any fault in provision, but rather as 
a result of the change in the nature of the school which took 
_place about the same time. 
Books may be borrowed freely by the sixth form who have 
their own borrowing sheets, but the rest of the school may only 
borrow through librarians at lunchtime and after school. The 
r u 1 e s s u g 9 est con s i de r ab 1 e p res sur e o. t 1 un ch t i me. The p r i n c i p.a 1 
ones seem to be: no bags, which suggests book losses; only quiet 
tal~ing, and no eatin~, which are fairly normal; but also boys 
are told where they should queue for admission, and working is 
forbidden unless library books are being used, both points being 
indicative of accommodation problems. 
The library is operated by boys, supported by the presence 
of the Librarian. 
Finance 
Very little has been found relating to finance, but in 1919 
the library was clearly dependent on the money from subscriptions 
and fines which was held by the treasurer who was a master. The 
subscription was 2d (lp) a year but the rate of fines was not 
given. The figures for 1919 suggest that it was not high: 
£ . s . d. ( £ . p.) 
r·1embe rs subscriptions 8. 4. ( 42 ) 
Fines 1. 2. ( 6 ) 
Ba 1 . from previous year 16. 1. ( 80 ) 
1. 5. 7 • (1 .28 ) 
(Brun, 2, 1919, P • 18) 
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1885 1905 
Type of Endowed 
school grammar 
Size 100+ 150 
ACCOM. 
'l';r-pe Library 
_!\reo. 
- -
Seats 
- -
SIl'QCK 
Old bks 1,040 
Loc. Library 
Mod bks 
- -
Hon bk 8 mss 
Other 
- -
CL/CAT. 
- -
List 
ADDITS. 
Source Gifts 
!vJethod 
- -
, 
AD!HU. 
Libr. Head. Boys 
\ASSi::;t. n/a 
I 
USE 
Age gp. 
- -
Access 
-
-
Other 
- -
FINiUTCE 
Sum 
- -
Source I 
- -
Figures are approximate. 
* indicates an estimate. 
- indicates no information. 
·1925 
Maint. 
grammar 
280 
Dispersed 
-
-
-
-
1 small 
libs. 
-
-
Boys 
Haster 
-
ReJ:;;tr. 
n/a. 
-
Subs, . 
fines 
gifts. 
A blank indicates a continuing state. 
-
1945 1965 
450 
Classroom New lib., 
office 
80m 2 
-
-
26* 
-
Library 
2,000* 
-
Periods. 
-
Dewey· 
Card 
Purchase 
- -
~.~. 
l.faster 
Boys . 
-
All 
PS· PS,lib. 
.. c periods 
- -
Grant 
Fig.13 Burnley Grammar School: summary of development. 
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Present 
13 to 18 
camp. 
600 
iExtended 
lib. , 
off~ce 
150 
60 
1,000+ 
Lancaster 
Univ.Lib. 
10,000+ 
Librarian 
PS,occas. 
teaching 
£900 
Gifts of money as well as books were occasionally sought 
and received, and there were infreq~ent extras such as a 
collection made for the library in lieu of charging admission 
to a science club exhibition. This was in 1920, and in the 
same year all boys were declared members of the library, but 
not surprisingly,their subscriptions do not seem to have been 
--very readily forthcoming. Something over £10 was raised about 
then, however, with what seems to have been considerable effo'rt, 
and both boys and parents wete thanked for money (Btun, 11, 1922, 
p.18). The lack of money seems to have continued for some time, 
and as late as 1931 there was a suggestion in the magazine that 
the librarians \'/ere all,owing fines to accrue rather than retrieving 
bc:~i<s, since no fines meant no new books (Brun, 36, 1931, p.28). 
Once more evidence is lacking, but the cessation of protests 
and demands for money· following the re-establishment of the library 
, 
in 1938, ·and the provision of books and furniture at that time, 
suggest that some allowance was finally made for the library. 
The libraty now receives a relatively high annual allowance 
of about £900, and it is clear from its appearance that a con-
siderable sum of money has been effectively spent since its 
opening in the new building. 
3.4. SUMMARY 
The Burnley Grammar School Library investigated by Christie 
is no longer in the school, although still belonging to it, and 
has been kept more or less intact, despite the depredations of 
generations of schoolboys. 
Alongside this, a further library has dev~loped so that the 
school now possesses a comprehensive, attractive, well arranged 
and well cared for collection of useful, primari~y modern books. 
Although a thriving central library was· being operated by 
the boys by 1923 this had disintegrated by 1930, oddly enough as 
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a result of active encouragement of the use of books arising 
from contemporary educational theory. It was revived in 1938 
and developed gradually until 1956 when it was properly 
established by the provision of a purpose-built room. This 
sufficed until the school became comprehensive in 1973, which 
brought a further change (fig.13). 
The grammar school library seems to have retained its 
character despite the changes within the school, since it was 
able·to meet them, but it may well be lost by further proposed 
reorganisation which would demand the redistribution of its 
stock to other establishments. 
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Fig. 14. Bury Gra.mmar School. Extended 1631 Building . 
( B. G.S • .Anniversa..r-.f Booklet ) . 
Fig . 15. Bury Gra.rnma:r School . 1979. 
CHAPTER 4 
BURY GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
4.1. THE SCHOOL 
Bu r y Gr amm a r School ha s been in existence si nce a t least 
1625 and wa s we l l endowe d by the Re v . He nry Bury i n 1634 . 
Unfortunately the carefu l a rrange men ts whic h he ha d ma de were 
not pr oo f against civil war, and most of the mo ney was lost. ' 
The school continued however, supported by the fees of its 
scholars and boarders, and was refounded as a free school in ' 
1726 by Roger Kay, a former pupil. 
The school suffe~ed setbacks in the mid ninete e nth cen t ury 
aS30ciated with a rapid po pulation gr owth whic h ma de dema nds fo r 
expansion that the old endowments could not meet, and with the 
desire for more co mmerc i al education. Some changes were made 
includi ng exte nsions to ·· t he 1634 building in 1861 (fig.14), but 
the sc hool remained rather unsatisfactory until it was revived 
by the activities of a new headmaster~ Mr. W.H. Howlett, who 
took up office in 18 79. 
The school expanded rapidly under his care~ OCCUpiEd new 
premises . in 1907 lin ked to those of t he Girls' School) and by 
the time of his departure in 1919 there were about 200 boys, 
compared wit h about 70 at the time of his arrival, and facilities 
and activities had been considerably increased. 
The school flourished thereafter, although inevitably 
out gr owi ng its fa cilities to the e xte nt that its e xis t en ce was 
ag ai n th reate ne d as re cently as t he 19 50s. It s fu t ur e wa s 
se cured by the provision of a co mpletely n w bui l ding (fi g . 15 ), 
opp os ite th e old one whi ch was le~t to be occupied entirely by 
t he gi r ls. It was by th i s t i me a direct grant school and has 
sinc e become i ndep e nd ent. There are at present 660 boys, the 
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Girls' School remaining a similar but sepa rate establishment. 
4.2. THE 1885 LIBRARY 
The library originated in 1726 under the statutes dr aw n 
up by Roger Kay when he refounded the school . He decreed that 
£4 should be spent annually to provide books for poor boys) but 
in fact the purchases, dismissed by Christie as ' mere ly se : 001 
book s', 'tie e used t o build up a library (Ch.Co m.XIX, 1828, p . 223). 
together with books given to the school. 
Accommodation and Furnishing 
Christie reported that in 1880 Mr. How l ett had gathered 
together the books found in cupboards about the school and 
placed them in his house, and that they were there in 188 5. 
Stc _k 
There were said to be 300- 40 0 books in 1880 , clas sica l, 
mat hematical and theologica l. Apart from the ob vious purchases 
so me had once for med part of an ecclesi astical library, som~ had 
certainly belonged to the founder, Henry Bury, and others mi ght 
have done so, perhaps being the remnants of the library which he 
gave to the town in 1636. There is no clear record of his giving 
books directly to the school. Christie mentioned only three 
books which he believed to have belonged to Henry Bury and four 
others wh ich might have done so. He also recorded the inform-
ation supplied by the head ma ster that some of the theological 
works had been transferred to the Conservative Club and were 
still there. No figure was supplied but the implication is that 
the library was therefore s ma ller than it had been in lE80 , an d 
that t he olde r books were al ready beginning to disappear fro m it. 
Cl&ssif i cation and Catalo gu ing 
Noth ing has been fo un d beyond a me ntion by Christi e o~ 
some numbering i n the books wh ic h he noted . 
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Additions 
The add i tions seem to have been purchases of c1 assical and 
mathematical texts to add to th e basic collection of theo l ogical 
work s, probably dis co ntinued by 1885 . 
Administr a tion and Staffing 
Si nce the headmas ter him self fo un d t he books and gathered them 
fro m cupboards in t he s~ h oolroom it wo uld seem that they had been 
receivi ng no particular att ention immed i ately pr i or to i880, and 
were his concern in 188 5 . 
. Regulations and Use 
As the books had re ma ined in the he admaster's house for five 
yea r s, a pat' t f ro !11 t h 0 se , t r an s fer r ed tot h e Con s e r v (1 t i v eel u b, i t 
wO~~d seem that little use was being ma de of t hem a lthou gh they 
may perhaps have been acces s ible to the boarders in the house. 
Finance 
., 
It is not clear whe t her the fo un der's annu a l £4 wa s still 
being spent, although pres um ab l y it was still available . The 
last note of it seems to be an entry in the Trus tees' Mi nute Book 
whi ch end s in 1867. 
Su mma ry 
Although there were probably 200-300 books constituting a 
library for the school of 163 boyss they seem ne i ther to have had 
much practica l value nor to have been given much attention, des pite 
the fact that a sma ll sum of money may have been avai l ab l e. 
4.3. THE PRESENT LIBRARY AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 
The re seems to be little info rma tion available . co nceY"ning the 
pe riod i mme diatel y following Chris tie 's visit. The early sch ool 
magazine s made no mention of a lib ary and there was an unfortunate 
and un explain ed gap in the pub lic &tion between 19 16 and 19 48. I n 
addi t ion , the sc hoo l docum ents in the Re cord Office offer 'irt~a lly 
nothing of relev an ce. 
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Fig o 16. Bury G"Y'8.rm:lar School Li bI'?rY 2 197.2.:.. 
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The headmaster who gathered up the old library remained 
until 19l9~ by which time the school had moved into a new building. 
Apparently the books moved also since there are what appear to be 
the remnants of the collection housed in the present he adma ster's 
off ice although the Charity Commissioners made no mention of a 
library in th eir description of the school in 1907 (Copy of Report 
i 907) . 
Mr . A.H . Shaw, a classics mastet', i s be1ie ved to have 
established a new library in 1927, named the Strangeways Library 
in 1936 after a former headmaster. This existed until the school 
moved into new premises, followed by the opening of the present 
Walms l ey Library in 1965 . 
Accc·,llmoda.tion and Furnishing 
The present library, whi ch is on the fi rst floor overlooking 
the main entrance and the playground~ is really a libra ry co mplex. 
The main part is L sha ped and on two levels, the corner being 
filled by a librarian's office overlooking both areas wh ich are 
joined by three diagonally placed step s (fig.16). 
The lower area into which the entrance opens is fairly formal 
wit h large tables set in bays formed by the bookcases. It is 
about 6m . by gm .• and seats about 24 at the tables and more on 
~ench seats under the windows. 
·The upper area is about the same size and seats about the 
same number, at small tables and easy chairs. This area also 
contains wall and island bookcases, a map cabinet, periodical 
racks! the catalog ues and an issue desk, and the entrance to the 
librarian's office. The offi ce is a rea s onabl e size, abo l t 3m. 
by 3m . and suit abl y fu r~ ishe d. 
Th e roo ms des cribe d so far f ormed t ~e original library but 
an extens io n was opened in 1976 as a r es ources area. This 
involved the addition of another roo m beyo nd t he up per a ft ea, 
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access being given by a door and steps down, a lthough there is 
a second entrance on the normal floor level. So far it i nclu des 
a reprographic area, three audio booths and study carrells, as 
well as ordinary seating which here is tubular framed, match ing 
the metal shelving. It will seat abo ut 30, and thus the entire 
ca pacity of the lib rary must be abo ut 90. 
The whole area i s car peted, the windows are curtained nd 
the locally built furniture and fittings in the two original 
areas , in light wood and green upholstery, are remarkably .c' I 1 ne . 
The overall impression is of a bright, attra ctive, modern library . 
Of the old Strangeways Library there is now no trace . It was 
specially constructed by filling in the ·space beneath what was 
originally a bridge between the outer parts of the old building, 
but it has disappe a red in the alterations made since the entire 
school \'/ a s occupied by the gir ls ; n the 196 05. Some information 
about it re roa ins) howeve r , in the pages of the Cla vian . 
The earliest shelving was wa 11 and island and the islands 
could be swung back to give space for meetings (Clavian, 5, 13, 
Jul. 1949, p.8), but this was entirely replaced in 1954 by higher , 
adjustable, oak wall shelving, using £500 of money given to the 
school by a Major Peacock (Clavian s 6, 7, Jul. 1953, p.10). In 
1956 the area was extended and new tables and chairs supplied, 
but the end wa s approaching and in 1964 the headmaster was 
anticipating: 
'a large well-equipped new library in keeping with the 
size and acade mic work of the school' (Clavian, 10, 1, 1964, p .5 ) . 
This, the pre sent Walms ley Library, named after the Bury firm 
which pro vide d the money fo r it, designed and later exte nde d in 
consultation with the then librarian, Mr. D.S. Hodgkiss, wa s 
opened in 1965. 
6 0. 
Stock 
There are now some 8,000 books in the library. Mr. Hodgkiss 
recalled a preponderance of classics books as l a te as 1953, but 
this has now gone as the figures illustrate: 
Reference 
Religion 
Philosophy & 
Mathematic s 
Social Sciences 
Physical Sciences 
Natural Sciences 
Art 
Mus ic 
English 
10 % 
3% 
3% 
5% 
3% 
1 % 
8% 
Germ an 
French 
Classics 
Geography 
History 
Biography 
Sen ior Fiction 
JU rli or Non -fi ct; on 
Junior Fiction 
4% 
30 ' 7e 
1 % 
18% 
1% 
9% 
9% 
11% 
The figures also ill ustrate the fa ct that the library provides 
for the wh ole school, 20 % of the stock being primarily for juniors 
and kept in separate bookc ase s. The re was a separate library for 
a short time during the transition peri od , since the junior boys 
were the first to move across to the new school, but th is was 
incorporated into the main library when it opened . 
. Comparison of these figures with those of other schools is 
difficult since the Dewey classification system is no t used, and 
therefore the subject divisions are not parallel, but comparison 
of one area with another is reasonably possible and of note here 
is the unusually low number of English Literature bocks. English 
was reported as being poorly prov ided for in 1954 (Clavian, 6, 9, 
1954, p.8), as were religion, travel and topogr a phy) and alth ough 
the report shows a de l i berat e poli cy of fil ling in gaps, it s e ems 
th a t not a ll t he we ak ness e s have as ye t bee n e rad ic at ed. 
The stock is in goo d cond it i on and ev i dence of earlier car e 
is gi ven by a report i n 1953 whic h c l ai med that all old s to c k ha d 
been rebound or replaced (Clavian, 8, Dec. 1953 , p.l l ) . As wel l 
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as this, unwanted books are sho wn to have been tr an s fe rred to 
departments from time to time. An insu r ance che ck in 1956 ga ve 
the nu mber of books as 3,500; by 1960 t here were 6,000 and si nce 
there are now 8,000 it is obvious that the grea te r part of the 
stock is of relati vely recent da te. Ol der books a re to be fo und 
in t he e xpe ct e d a r e as such as loc a l history , bu t the overa l l 
impres si on i s of up to d a ~ e s t oc k, in good cond it i on an d well 
arranged and la belled . There is sufficient space for books to 
be attra ctively displayed. 
As already mentioned the remains of t he old l ibrary a r e in 
a boo kcase, in the h~admaster's room. There a re about 60 ra th er 
dilapidated books, and qnly one of those men t i on e d by Chri s tie, 
J e~ ~ !'s Defence of the Apology , s ee ms to have s ur vi ved. They ar e 
mostly classics books, and seem to ha ve be en in, if not ex actly 
part of, the library until co mpa r at i ve ly r ecently: 
'The small coilection o f boo ks belon ging to the old sch ool 
library, which have never been incorporated in th e present lib rary 
before, but ha ve been acc um ulating dust in t he c upboar ds or o n 
shelves eight feet or more from the ground, have al s o been 
examined, and so me few are now on the shelv es . There is not 
much of t~ eal value among these but one book i'J ith "Henry Bu r y" 
ilnd another with "Roger Kay" on the title page ha ve been une a r t hed 
and are in the di s play cabinet. The rest will, in due course, be 
"returned to sto re" .' 
(Cl avi an, 9, Apr il , 1954 , p.8). 
In addition to books t he i ibrary offe rs the usual sel ec tion 
of new s pape rs and period icals r ang i ng fr om Look and Lea r n t o Pun ch 
an d ·N ~w Sci ent is t , and s ubs cr ibe s to Ke es ing s Ar chi ves . Hi sto ry 
Today is bo un d . 
Th e reso urce s a rea has bee n open for less than t welve mon t hs, 
thal is since Sep t em ber 1977 , an d i s s t i l l t o be ex pand e d. So fa r 
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it provides a reprographic unit and faci lities for lis tening to 
an d borrowing records. 
Classification and Cataloguing 
Mr. Carter, a former member of staff, is th oug ht t o have 
begun the present cl assific a tion when t he library was s t ill in 
th e old building, ad opting t he Bro wn system which is still in 
use. Changing to Dewey was cons i dered by his suc cessor but some 
dissati sfa ction with the system coupled with a pro fessional 
estimate of the time required to complete the operation, was 
sufficient to prevent the change. Ti le Brown system has been 
modified to some extent, for example, t he 0 for history, plus 
95, gives Bury Grammar ~chool, but there are notices to explain 
the c'lassification and the use of the author and subject 
cat alogues in co nne ction with it. 
The card catalogue wa s being compiled in 1948 and by 1951 
, 
it was complete and awaiting cabine ts to house it (Cla vian, 6, 3, 
Dec. 1951, p.13). Noth i ng has been found to suggest the existence 
of earlier catalogues. 
Additions 
In the early history of the present libra ry additions seem 
to have been pri marily in the form of gifts or bequests of which 
several were said to be substantial, although details of them are 
not available. They included particularly those of a former 
governor, Bishop J.C. Hall, and a former classics masters Mr . G.N . 
Woodd, but the most notable seems to ,have been that of the former 
headmaster, Mr. R.L. Strangeways, wh o died su ddenly in 1936 and 
afte r who m the library wa s sub sequent l y named. Repo r ts in tl e 
Clavian and verbal accounts of the money raising activities of 
at least one of the ma sters in char ge of the library s how that 
some books were alw ay s acquired by pur chase, and in t he Autu mn 
term of 19 50 these were s hown to have been spread over ei ght 
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different are as. Some of the addit i ons we r e rev i ew ed in th e 
magazine by the librarians, and co mp l ete lists seem to ~ave been 
available from the library at so me ti me (Cl a vi a~, 6, 4, Jul . 195 2, 
p.13). 
In 1955 there wa s an expressed policy of buying books for 
the genera l rea~ e r and those calcul a t ed to encou r age middle an d 
lower schoo l reading, and in 1956 a ne w section, geog ra phy, was 
begun. Thus apart from the influence of gifts which is said to 
have left the library heavily biased to wards the classi cs unti l 
the 19505, there has clea r ly been a de lib e rate poiicy be hin d the 
additio ns, designed to create a bal an ced library for t he sch ool. 
Under the present sy s tem staff and boys fill in r ecom menda -
tio~ ca r ds a nd these, together with the li br ar i an ' s own selectio n:, 
form the ba sis of a~dition s for which he is enti r ely responsible. 
They are now ma de at the rate of abou t 400 boo ks a year. 
Administration and St af! in9 
Th ere may have been activ ity follo win g Mr. Howle t t ' s 
interest in the library and r es ponsibility for i t as headma ster 
in 1880 wh ich has gone unrecorded, but it seems that Mr .· A.H. 
Shaw, a classicist, may we ll have cre at ed the post of librarian 
in 1927 whe n he is be li eve d to have re-created the libra ry a year 
after joining the staff. He seems to have been followed by a Mr. 
Carter, another classicist, then by a mem ber of the Englis h dep art-
ment and then by Mr. Hogkiss who took over about 1962. He is a 
historian who resigned fro m the posi ti on of li brarian on becom ing 
secon d ma ster, and has been follo wed by Mr . M.J. Hatel y who is a 
modern lin gui s t . Thus the re is here no tradition of th e post of 
librar ian being asso ciated wi t h any pa rticular subject, only th at 
it has alway s been held by a fa i rly senio r member of staff. 
The present lib r ar i an has so me all owan ce made in his time-
tab1e, abou t five periods a we ek inc luding one afternoon when 
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there is no teachi ng a nd boys are avai l ab le to help him. Apart 
from wo rking at this time the sixth form l ibrarian s, of whom 
there are about two dozen, ope rat e and supervise the lib ra ry 
during the lunch hou r, wor king in threes because of the three 
rooms. There are als o some junio r assista'lts supervised by 
them . 
The library re ports in the Ciavi an show boys to have be2n 
involved from at least 194 8, and to have had considerable 
responsibility. The few early reports wh i ch were signe d seem 
to have been written by boys, as were the book reviews inccr por-
ated in them. Only in the late 1960s was the princip a l boy 
librari an 's title changed from Head Libra rian to Chief Assistant 
Librarian, which perhaps reflects a gradual increase i n direct 
staff involvement . . 
The present boy libra r ians operate the rescur ce centre as 
well as the lib ra ry proper. but ano t her master is responsibl~ 
-
for this, cur r ently Mr. J.B. Thorpe. 
There is no clerical assistance. 
RegulatiDns and Use 
The present library is available to all boys throughout the 
day with the exception of the resources area whi ch is reserved 
for the use of si xth formers. It is unsupervised but is normally 
fairly quiet as t he sixth forms have alternative accommodation . 
It is normally very busy at lunch time which is the only time 
when books may be borrowed. 
The Strangew ays Library was open for half an hour each day 
at l unch time and again af ter school in the late 1940s and early 
5 0 s~ but it i s not clear i f boys had ac cess to it duri ng the day . 
The iss ue system wa s reported as having been ch anged in 195 1 
and aga i n in 1959, bu t no details were gi ven. The present sy s t em 
uses tickets, five for the sixth forms and three for tile r€s t~ and 
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all books are issued by librarians. Losses see m quite high, 
possibly connected with the temptation to borro w during the day 
in the absence of li brarians , but the pr oblem see ms to be a s old 
as the records and would doubtless exist in any case. Termly 
stock checks are carried out and these rev ealed an apparent loss 
of about 100 books , in 1977', although many of t hes e are expecte d 
to r eappe ar . 
Books may be retained for three wee ks , after which fines, 
introduced in 1963, are charged at the rate of 2p per week. 
Records may also be borrowed on payment of 5p, but must be 
returned in two weeks. Records may also be li s tened to in the 
lunch hour provided that the fifteen minute sessi on al lo wed has 
beer pre-booked. This is obviously to prevent any undue pressure 
or argument, and to avoid the need for conversation in the 
resources area in which silence is maintained in contrast to t he 
rest of the library w her ~ quiet talking is permitted . This ~a y 
-
seem something of a contradiction, but its ph ysical isolation, 
its individual audio booths and study carrells, and the fact 
that it houses the referen ce books and the senior fiction, define 
it quite clearly as an area for i ndividual act ivity. 
Although there is no formal instruction in library use boys 
are introduced to the library by the librarian during their first 
year in school, and forms are brought in by other members of staff 
to do project work. It is quite definitely a library and not used 
as a classroom, although that was one of its problems in the old 
building in 1948. At that time the library wa s also the home of 
ma ny sc ho ol socie ties s uch as the Literary and Deba ting Society, 
and th e venue for film shows an d lan tern lectures hence the 
movable bookcases and the provision of blinds. 
Apart fro m cr it i cism of t he poor reading habits of the i ddle 
school, the Clavian reports reveal no concern about l ack of use 
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of the library, although there seems to have been something of 
an advertising campaign in 1963. The general impression is that 
once the library had. been properly established it developed 
quite satisfactorily, and is still doing so. 
Finance 
Apart from the money th~t Kay directed should be paid, 
--nothing concrete has been found in relation to early library 
allowances. The provisions of Kay's Foundation were altered in 
1899 (Ch.Com.Report 1907), and the £4, of which there is no 
mention in the report, may have been discontinued at that time. 
Mr. Hodgkiss reports that Mr. Shaw ran the library primarily 
on the proceeds from th~ sale of text books in school, and from 
the tuck-shop which he also ran. 
4.4. SUMMARY 
Thus Bury Grammar School has a fine new library which 
includes the beginnings ~f a resource centre. There is an 
adequate stock of relatively new books for its 600-700 boys, and 
as a result of a history of care and attention it is reasonably 
comprehensive, but not encumbered by a multitude of out-dated 
volumes. 
The area is attractive and well laid out, and has the 
appearance of being well-used and effectively organised. There 
is heavy dependence on pupil assistance, since the 1ibrarian ' s 
time is limited, but financial support seems to be adequate. 
Effectively it dates from 1927 and was the result of the 
interest and efforts of one master, although by 1936 it had 
become sufficiently established for a room to be constructed 
for it. The occupation of a new building saw the library 
expanding to match it, and principally as a result of the concern 
of an individual, but also in connection with further building, 
1976 saw further extension and the beginnings of a resources 
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centre (fig. 17). 
Its connection with Christie's enquiry lies in little more 
than name since it has been impossible to trace true continuity 
from that time. Although some of the old books are still in 
school, and were kept in the developing Strangeways Libra'ry for 
some time, they have, themselves, no real connection with the 
_R_Lesent library. 
4.5. SOURCES 
Books: 
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5.1. THE' SCHOOL 
CHAPTER 5 
HAWKSHEAD GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
Hawkshead, now a popular tourist centre but otherwis~ of 
little importance,'was at one time a thriving town and local 
~_ce.nLr:e_befitting on~o_f_the judicial and administrative centres 
of Furness Abbey. Its prosperity finally disappeared with the 
industrial revolution, but when the Grammar School was founded 
in 1585 by Edwin Sandys, later Archbishop of York, it was to 
meet the needs of the then thriving and prosperous community 
from which he came, the~e being no grammar school within 20 miles. 
The school prospered until the late eighteenth century, 
boarders being admitted by then as 0ell as local boys, but the 
declining importance of Hawkshead in the nineteenth century, 
coupled with mis-management in the eighteenth, contrived to 
close the school. At its best it offered a high standard of 
education but was never very large; something over a hundred 
boys being the maximum. Several attempts were made to re-
vitalise it, including changing the statutes and setting up a 
separate elementary school, and numbers fluctuated accordingly. 
There were over 100 boys in 1792, as few as 40 in 1820, and again 
100 in 1875. This seems to have followed the appointment of an 
. 
energetic headmaster who included amongst his activities success-
ful attempts to regain some of the lost endowments commented upon 
by the Charity Commissioners who fo~nd the school documents in a 
neglected heap in the school chest in 1817 (Ch. Corn. 111 1822, 
p.205). All attempts to revive the school failed, however. In 
1902 there were only 6 boys, and it closed in 1909, still in its 
original building (fig. 18). 
Today that building (fig. 19) is a museum, an interesting 
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example of an early grammar school which attracts particularly 
fol1owe~s of Wordsworth, as apparently it did even before its 
closure. 
The endowments continue, as does the board of governors, 
currently under the chairmanship of a descendent of the founder. 
The income is used- to maintain the building and its contents, and 
5.2. THE 1885 LIBRARY 
Christie's account of the library, mostly in fact _the work of 
Mr. John Cree according to the introduction, was quite comprehen-
sive. Much detail was supplied in the notes to it, the main part 
consisting primarily of , book lists. An outline of the history was 
gi ven, including its unusuai beginning in an initial donation of 
books made by Danie-l Raw1inson about 1669, augmented by g; fts which 
he himself persuaded others to make. This amounted to about 114 
, 
books from 75 different people. The later bequest of books from 
Thomas Saridys in 1717 was noted, as was the fairly successful 1788 
scheme of Thomas Bowman, then headmaster, to introduce subscriptions 
and persuade leavers and former pupils to present books. There is 
in fact little to add, partly because the account is comprehensive, 
and partly because not much has been found in the -way of other 
sources. Little seems to have been published and any other 
information must lie in the school's and the governors' records, 
which are assumed to exist, but were not made available. 
Accommodation and Furnishing 
In 1885, or more accu~ately 1884, when the inspection was 
made, the library had been moved from its original home, the 
'presse l given for that purpose by Edwin Sandys in 1670, and the 
books were housed in an upstairs room of the school in a bookcase 
open at the top where the larger books were kept, but with doors 
to the lower part. This was thought to be the bookcase erected 
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by Thomas Bowman in 1789, at which time the books were arranged 
according to size. Mr. Cree reported that: 
'No fire had for a long time been possible on account of the 
chimney smoking, and the library seemed entirely given over to 
the ravages of the enemies of books.' 
Stock 
~ __ The library was-a~lso~sa;d to be, 'in utter confusion' and, 
'under an extraordinary accumulation' of dust' with bindings, 
'generally very much out of repair', and not surprisingly no 
indication of the number of books is given, although there must 
by then have been something approaching 1,000. Several uncata~ 
logued books were mentioned, and the expressed belief that a 
detailed examination might reveal more books of interest implies 
that the general state of the stock at the time.prohibited this. 
Classificatidn 'andCata16guing 
Two lists of the books given or obtained by Rawlinson were 
mentioned as existing in the account books of Daniel Rawlinson's 
Charity, as were further lists in the same records following 
Thomas Sandys' bequest, dated 1785 & 1788. In each case the more 
comprehensive list was studied, some of the books being marked as 
located in the investigation in 1884. There is also a note that 
the books were catalogued in 1788 and re-arranged in a new book-
case, each shelf being given a letter, and the contents of the 
shelf then being entered in the catalogue. This catalogue was 
still available then.as it was described as having very brief 
entries, not always easily understood. 
Additions 
There was mention of a gift of £100 from the Reverent William 
Wilson in 1817, the interest of which was intended for library 
books or for prizes, but there is no mention of its having been 
spent. Although there were only 253 books in the 1788 catalogue, 
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uncatalogued books were found in 1884 and there were said to 
be 1080 in 1889 (Cowper, p.504), and 2,500 in 1914 (VCH, 8, p.375). 
Thus additions had been made, and indeed it seems that payment for 
use was still applicable in the early nineteenth century (Carlisle, 
p.663), although the account of neglect suggests that little was 
happening at this time. 
Administration and Staffing 
No information was found about either of these points other 
than that the writi~g master seems to have had charge of the 
library at times, as when the catalogue was made in 1788. 
Regulations and Use 
There is little to ,suggest that the library was in use at 
all at this time. It was said of Wordsworth, who left in about· 
1787, that: 
'He was one of the very few boys who used to read the old 
books in the School~Library (Thompson p.344). 
In 1822 the Charity Commissions reported the existence of 250 
books in. good order in an upper room, occasionally used by master 
and scholat·s (Ch. Corn. 111, 1822, p.205)~ and by 1878 the library 
was already being shown to visitors. These were by no m~ans local 
since one of a partyof Americans is said to have stolen a piece 
of the binding of Archbishop Sandy's Bible, subsequently locked 
up as Mr. Cree found it. Perhaps increasing concern for the 
continued existence of the school itself in view of declining 
standards and numbers, simply allowed the library to be forgotten. 
Finance 
Beyond the fact that there should have been money available 
from Wilson's gift for the purchase of books if required, very 
little information has been found. Rawlinson's money was lost 
very early by a bankruptcy, and the school had financial problems 
resulting from neglect and mis-management of its.endowments 
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generally. There may have been some payments made by pupils at 
the rate of 5/- (25p) per an., but Christie reported the g~ernors 
as saying that they had no ~oney to put the library to rights. 
He also reported the headmaster, the Rev. R.M. Samson, as saying 
that a descendant of Rawlinson had expressed interest in repairing 
the books, but there is nothing to show if anything came of this. 
Summary 
Thus Christie, or rather Cree, seems to have been confronted 
with a dusty and neglected library of approaching 1,000 books in 
an upper room of a dying school. 
5.3. THE PRESENT LIBRARY AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 
Accommodation and Furnishing 
The library is still to be found in an upper room of the 
school, presumably ·the one which it has always occupied, that is 
the room to the left ~f the sundial in the photographs (figs.18 
& 19), there being three rooms altogether on this floor. Th~ 
" 
room is about 6.5m. by 5m. and still contains a fireplace, 
although it is now equipped with a storage heater and a humidi-
fier. These did not seem to be in operation when the library was 
inspected, and there is nothing to show when action was taken to 
preserve the books so threatened by decay in 1899 (Cowper, p.503). 
Cowper also stated that the books were kept on open shelves 'with 
the exception of a few rare volumes which have recently been put 
under lock and key', and this is .no longer true. Most of the 
books are housed in seven locked, wire-fronted bookcases, each 
with its separate set of keys, and in a shelved alcove containing 
several of the larger books, which is again well secured. This 
was said to have been done some time ago for insurance purposes, 
but the date was not given. The cases are about 2m. high and some 
idea of their appearance, and of the wiring, may be obtained from 
the photograph (fig.20). 
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Not all the books are in the library. Twenty or so of the 
more interesting volumes are on display in a large glass case in 
the schoolroom below, probably put there in the last five, or 
possibly ten years, during which attempts have been made to make 
the school more interesting to visitors, including enlisting the 
aid of Abbot Hall ,. the Huseuin of Lakeland Life and Industr'y in 
Kenda.L. __ The ft.rchbishop~s Bible is also downstail~s, still 
displayed in the inscribed, glass-topped, oak case which was 
provided for it by Major T. My1es Sandys in 1878, to protect it 
from further damage. 
Stock 
Cowper claimed 108Q books in 1899, their subjects being, 
'travels, theolG9Y, classics, and others'. There now seem to be 
about 1,400 of whi~h 100 to 150 are relatively modern school text 
books, and to be discounted. They are stored on the top shelves 
of the cases, presumab1y·for convenience, and give the impression 
that when the school closed all remaining books and papers were 
put into the library and left there. The papers are mainly 
relating to the various schemes submitted to the Charity Commiss-
ioners. 
As far as the main part of the collection is concerned, the 
chaos has gone. The books are neatly arranged and clearly many 
have been rebound. The result is an impressive array of mainly 
seventeenth and eighteenth century books in good order, very 
different from some of the mouldering collections seen elsewhere. 
Classification and Cataloguing 
Not only have the books been repaired and re-arranged, they 
have also been re-catalogued. This was said by Mr. Brownson to 
have been done sometime between the wars by a Mr. Thompson who 
had retired to Hawkshead. The immediate thought that this might 
be the Thompson whose book has been used as a source is not 
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adequately supported by dates, however, and the question of its 
compilation remains unresolved. This leather-bound, two-volume 
catalogue, handwritten, but not signed or dated, is kept on the 
old master's desk in the library. In it the books are entered 
alphabetically by author and subject, and shelf marks are given 
so that they may b~ found. The system works well since the books 
are~where they are supposed to be, and it was easily possible to 
locate some of those listed by Christie as being in the library, 
and to find others from the original lists which must then have 
been lost in the chaos. 
Additions 
Insi~e the catalogue mentioned above is a note, dated 1931, 
regarding 8 books added to the library by J.H. Barnes of Brathay 
Vicarage, which explains the insertion of details of these on the 
left hand page instead of in sequence on the right. This also 
shows the'catalogue to have been compiled before this date. 
There is some suggestion that the additional books may originally 
have come from the school, but apart from this, and the collection 
of schoolbooks housed with it, the library has obviously received 
no additions since 1909, and as it is in effect fossilised, it is 
never likely to do so. 
Administ~ation andStaffin~ 
It can "only be assumed that as long as the school was open 
the library was in the care of the master or his assistant, 
although this was not written into the statutes as in some 
schools. With the closure of the school, however, responsibility 
must have passed directly to the governors, who now control it. 
The building has a caretaker, normally there daily in summer to 
open it to the public, and checking it about three times a week 
in winter - weather and 'buses permitting since he lives in 
Coniston. Otherwise it is not staffed. 
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Regulatidns and Use 
The library is no longer used as such except by students, of 
one kind and another, with the prior consent of the governors. 
It is not open to the public apart from the volumes kept in the 
schoolroom. This has been a museum since at least the end of 
the fir s t \,10 r 1 d w a 'r, a t t I~ act i n g vis i to r.s i n t ere s t e din see i n 9 
where-Hords\'JOrth \,le'rft-t~o~school, and still contains inuchof the 
old furniture. 
Other parts of the building are used, however, nota6ly by 
the Girl Guides who meet there regularly and seem to have over-
flowed from their upstairs room into the library, which was in 
fact rather cluttered,to its detriment. It is said to be used 
as a meeting room occasionally, but it s~emed to be in danger of 
degenerating into a general storeroom. 
Fi nance 
There is still income from investments which include 
property in Hawkshead, and there seems little doubt that the 
foundation is able to support the library if need be. 
5.4. SU~1MARY 
Hawkshead was a rural grammar school which was closed by a 
combination of financial difficulties, outmoded education and 
increasing remoteness ~n the face of the industrial revolution. 
The situation may have been complicated by continuing endowments 
and local interest, but in the first place its survival, and 
thereby that of its library, appears to have been a result of 
the merest chance - that of having had Wordsworth asa pupil 
which meant that it became worthwhile to turn a decayed school 
into a museum. 
As a result of this the library can be little different from 
that investigated by Cree on Christie's behalf: except in its 
improved condition and arrangement. N6t only that, but it can be 
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little different from the original library since the first 
collection was given only a year or two before the school was 
rebuilt in 1675. The bookcases are different, additions have 
been made, and doubtless losses occurred, and the cataloguing 
and arrangement are relatively recent, but otherwise it has 
been the same collection of books in the same room in a 
--viTtua-l-ly-una 1 tered-bui-ldi n9 for about 300 yea rs (fi g. 21) • 
Apparently Lancaster University has shown interest in acquiring 
the collection, but the governors have decided that it shall 
remain in its proper place. 
As the information sheet for visitors says: 'Experts state 
that the library is the,finest example extant of a medieval 
grammar school library'. 
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Fi g . 22 . Reski n School 1979. PeTt of the 
-present bcilding on the l eft a.:ll.~ 
the reconstructe d old s chool on 
t he right ~ 
CHAPTER 6 
HESKIN GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
6.1. THE SCHOOL 
The school was founded in 1597 by Sir J am es Pe mberton who 
ma de t he Goldsmi t hs' Compa ny and Br fze nose College th e main 
trustees . The Cha ity Comm i s si one rs s aw this as a rea son for 
not investigating it! Carlisle ignored it, and no full account 
seems to have been written. Thus there is little information 
available for the 1800s, although articles and letters concerning 
it appeared in a loc~l paper towards the end of t he century and 
have been preserved in a collection of cut t i ngs in Cho r ley Public 
Li brary (Bannister ~ pp.255-257). These sh ow ed that it had fall e~ 
into decay, been repaired and altered, and officially declared a n 
elementary school in 1875, although said to have be e n by 1865: 
lan elementary school o~ a hu mble order The ma ster did not 
know Latin, and it is probable that for many years before that 
date the school had given nothing beyond an elementary ed ucation.' 
(V.C.H., p.609). 
Reasons for its decline would perhaps be reve a led by 
inspection of the school records, but these, and indeed the school 
itself, proved difficult to locate. The records~ which are at 
present held by the Rev. T. Walker and are now to be transferred 
to the Diocesan Registry Office in Blackburn, were not in fact 
traced in time to be cons ulted personally. 
Whatever the pa rt icular re asons the sc hool ne ver regained 
i ts sec on da ry status, although new bu ildin gs wer e pro l i de d i n 
1896. It i s now a rural primary schoo l oc cupyi ng that secon d 
building clo se to the o l d one which was sold and co nve rted to a 
dwelling hou se abou t four years ag o, a d is no 10 9 r reeo nis able 
as the old sc hool (fi g . 22). The only obvious link wi th +he old 
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Fig. 2.3 Heskin G-rammar School: summary of development. 
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C of E 
primary 
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n/a 
1-lil 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
found at ion lies in the re tenti on of the title of gramm ar scho ol 
for what is no w He skin Pembe rton's Gra mmar School (C. of E. 
Primary Aided). 
6.2. THE 1885 LI BRARY 
Christie ou tl ined t he grow t h of the library fro m its pro misi ng 
begi nning s in t he beq uest of t he m a ster~ Richar d Radcliffe~ in 
16 23. Hi s e xtracts f r om t he govern ors ' accounts and minutes, 
which included catalogues, showed that it must in the en d have 
reac he d a total of only about 150 books by 1800. He found 48 
volumes re ma ini ng in 1885. These we re in poor co nd iti on and 
obvio us ly disu s e d since they were dis cove red in a ch e s t at the 
school as a re s ul t of hi s enqui ries. 
6 . 3 . PRE SE NT LI BRARY AND ITS DE VEL OP MEN T 
-----------------
Unfortunately this en quiry has not been attend ed by the same 
success as Christie's; the school man age rs kn ow noth ing of the 
f a t e 0 f ' the 1 i bra r y b co k.s ; the i r c h air m an, the Re v. T. Wa 1 k e r, h o. s 
-
bee n able to f ind no recent referen ce to them in the r ecords~ an d 
the stat us of the present s cho ol does not qu a l ify it f or further 
cons i deratio n. 
6 . 4. SU MMAR Y 
This school ref lects th e influence of loc a l environment in 
co mpa r i son with that of Ha wkshead. I n many re spects the sc ho ols 
were s imi lar; smal l, r emote , rural gramma r school s whic h could 
not co mp ete wi th urbani sation, but wh ere the one closed a nd was 
preserved with its libra ry intac t , the other degenerated into an 
ele me nt ary sc hool and final ly became a pr i mary sc hoo l, in the 
cours e of whi ch transi tion i ts lib rary via s ent i r el y los t. (fig 23) 
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Fi g. 24 Ki rkham Gr ammar School 1900. (ShaH, p . 464 ) 
Fig" 25 Kirkham Gr?.JIlIil ar School 1979. 
7.1. THE SCHOOL 
CHAPTER 7 
KIRKHAM GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
Kirkha m Grammar School is said to have begun as a chantry 
school in 1549 (Lancashire Life. 5.12 .57, pp.44-45), a lthough 
there seems to be l ittle recor-d of its ea!"ly history. In 1584, 
in order t o support the school , mon ey was given to an d collected 
by a group of local admi nistrators kno\,;n as the Thirty r~ en, and 
although the school suffered in the civil wars as a result of 
disagreements among the trustees, even cl os i ng for three years, 
it did survive. Its continuance was ensured by later endowments 
of \,1 h i c h the fir s t 0 f not e \'J a s t hat 0 f H p r I rye 0 1 b run i n 1 6 6 5 • 
This was ves ted in the Drapers' Co mpany, and with it control 
effectively passed to Lo nd on. This l ed to difficulties later , 
principally in that the money passed to London a lso , but at 
first, with the change in government and additional endowments, 
notably thos e of James Barker in 1670 and Wil1iam Gr i mba ldeston 
in 1725, the school flourished. 
With the development of other types of schools its existen ce 
was again threatened, despite the erection of a new building in 
1807 (fig.24) $ and it was still declining in 1885 at the time of 
C h r i s tie • 5 e n qui r y . I n 1 8 9 8, h 0 \1/ eve r, S 0 m e 1 0 c a 1 con t r 0 1 vJ a s 
regained, and by the par tial amalgamation of several educational 
charities in the area, the school became integrated with the local 
system under what wa s known as the Kirkham Education Foundation. 
A new build ing was provi ded by the Dr apers' Company in 19 11 ( f ig. 
25) , and this is still occupied, togeth er with exte nsi ons, ~ncludin g 
that built in 1937 whic h house s the present li brary . 
The sc hool, wh ich ha s on ly 470 boys including about 50 
boarders, and has retained the cha ra cter of a rural gr ammar sc hoo l, 
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became a volun tary aided day and boarding school fo r boys in 
1944. It has re cently elect ed to become independen t with 
effe ct from Septemb er 1979, at which ti me it wi ll a lso become 
co-educational as it was until 170-' . 
7.2. THE 1885 LI BRARY 
Dr. Grimbal eston .gave money fo r the purchase of bo ok s in 
the provisions of his ill in 1725, and Christ ie record ed th is 
and s a id that a library see me d to have existed before t his ti me . 
Further evidence for this is given by the statutes of 16 75, of 
which section 10 contains rules for the governa nce of th e libr ary. 
Accommodation and Furnishi ng 
The s chool wa s at th i s time in t he now de mo lished 180 7 
building, the book s being kept in tw o cu pboards in one of the 
school rooms. 
Stock 
There were abo ut 300 vol ume s, in go od condition, some 
theological b ut ma i~ly classical . Only four we re noted by 
Christie as being of inte re st: 
Fu lke's Rhem ish Testament 
Brown's Tertulian 
Fox's ~la rty rs 
Catholic Appeal 
Many of t he books were said t o be co mparatively modern, 
and these probably numbered about 100 s i nce the Charity Commiss -
ion ers had repo rte d there t o be about 200 in 1824 (Ch.Com.XI, 1824 
p.236). 
Class i fication and C~..!aloguing 
Christie describ ed a catalogue made i n 1848, bu' gave no 
source for the date whi ch he presuffiably obtained from the item 
itself. It was criti cise d for being merely a list of titles~ but 
even so it se ems od d t hat in 1850 the trustees were instruct-ng 
82. 
the he adma ster to list the books in th e library and in th e schoo l 
(Shaw, p.534)) and that this list was no t ment ioned. Th e 
catalog ue has not been fou n d ~ nor has any list, so it ha s not been 
possible to chec k t he date. 
Additions 
The headmaste~ , th e Rev . W.S. Ma the ws , M.A., rep orte d no 
addit ions s i nce his appointment in i798 , but th e fig ure s sugge s t 
that there had been some prior to that date~probably ab out 1840 
wh.n money was made availab le. 
Administration and Staffing 
This is ha rd ly ap plic able since nothing wa s happe ning, but 
unde r the original statutes~ and as l ate as 1850, the hea dmaster 
was directly re spo ns ible for the l ibrary . 
Regulations and Us~ 
The head ma ster repo rt ed that the books were us ed only by him , 
a similar si t uation to that reported by the Ch ar ity Co mm i ss io ner s 
some 50 years ea r lier. The statutes forbade the remov a l of beaks 
fro m the library. 
Finance 
The sta t utes provided for play- day pay me nts to be used to 
buy boo ks, and Gri mbaldeston's bequest also provided mon ey for 
this purpose) but no clear distinction was mad e between school 
books and library books unti l l840 s although the Chari t y 
Co mmi ssioners said that some library books had been bo ug ht. 
In 1840, £20 a year we s made available from Barker's Charity 
a nd boys we r e required to pay 5s (2 5p) each half year f or use of 
the l ibrary, but it seems that thi s sys t em had lapsed by 1885. 
The records show frequent changes in the provisions of the various 
trust fun ds in the mid l800s, and this may have had so mething to 
do with i t, as may the fact that he school was nut too s uccessfu l 
at the time. 
83 . 
Fig 0 26 Firkham Grammar School Library J.37~ 
Summary 
Kirkham seems to have had about 300 library books in 1885, 
but neither they, nor the money once available for the purchase 
of more, appear to have been in use. The impression is that 
there were books supplied by the school, that these were text 
rather than librarY books, btit that they were adequately serving 
the needs of the school which by then had dwindled from over 120 
to only 44 boys. 
7.3. THE PRESENT LIBRARY AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 
Accommodation and Furnishing 
The library seems to have remained virtually unused in its 
two cupboards for some considerable time, and. not until 1907 was 
there any noticEHble attempt to do anything about it. At that 
time the school wai inspected and amongst other things, 'It was 
also suggested tha~ the governors consider the advisability of 
opening a'library for the use of the school.' (Letter from 
Chairman of the Governors, April 1907). 
This seems to have had little result in that the new building 
was erected three years later without a room for a library, but 
then the school numbered only about 80, and two oak bookcases to 
house the library were presented by the old boys at the time and 
were kept in the hall. As the school grew this was seen to be 
unsatisfactory, and again reported as such: 
'There is, however, no library proper~ and considerable 
deficiencies exist in the matter of books of reference. There 
are, for instance, no good dictionaries belonging to the school. 
These and other indispensable volumes should be collected, but 
the existing nucleus of books can scarcely grow, as it should, 
so long as there is at the school no place where the books may be 
stored and consulted.' (Board of Education Report. June 1930, 
p.3). 
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This report seems to have had more impact than the one 
mentioned previously in that a library was included in the next 
ne\,1 b u i1 din 9 : 
'In 1937 another large wing was erected, containing, besides 
classrooms, a very beautiful panelled library, in which is a 
stained glass window bearing heraldic designs connected with 
Kirkham and its School.' (Shaw, p.S77). 
This library (fig.26), built for a maximum of 27S oboys, is 
still in use forothe present 470, and thus there is a problem of 
space for both books and boys, which led to the removal of the 
old bookcases and the redistribution of the old books as recently 
as 1968 (Kirkhamian IV, .1,1969, p.323). 
The room is about 10m. x 10m. with windows on the two sides 
overlooking the playing fields and a~justab1e bookshelves about 
2m. high on the other two. There are also two island bookcases 
, 
and a periodicals rack, ~and a librarian's table and issue desk in 
addition to eight tables for readers. The shelves hold about 5,000 
books and the total seating capacity is about 50, but under cramped 
conditions. There is also a catalogue cabinet, and all shelves and 
s~ctions are clearly labelled too guide users. 
Plans for the future expansion of the school include the 
possibility of converting the present assembly hall into a new 
library. 
Stock 
The 5,000 or so books accommodated in the library f6rm only 
half of the present stock which has been increasing rapidly since 
1952 when there were only about 3,000 volumes. The librarian at 
that time~ Mr. B. Coates, concentrated on providirig books for 
the expanding sixth form, and junior fiction in addition,and 
recalled an Inspectors' Report of the 1960s which said that it 
\'Jas a good library for the size of the school t but limited to an 
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academic upper school. 
At present it is virtually impossible to judge the real 
nature of the stock since limited space has meant the development 
of departmental libraries, of which there are at least four large 
ones, sciences, history, geography and economics, which of course 
take the new books. The main library contains a junior section 
which seems to have about 10% of the whole stock, another 5% is 
senior fiction and 2% reference, but generally there are too many 
books kept elsewhere for figures to have much value. 
The general condition of the stock reflects the fact that 
most of the new books go elsewhere, even though recent additions, 
many of which are paperbacks bought to improve provision quickly, 
are backed, and there are accounts of old stock being withdrawn 
and auctioned off in the 19605 (Kirkhamian, 111,9,1964, p.419). 
In 1968, when the old bookcases were removed, the books from 
the old library were di~tributed on the lower shelves of the 
present one, and about 30 of them are still to be found there. 
Some of the books were taken to the Harris Library to be valued 
and found to be interesting, but not worth much on the whole, and 
although one or two are said to have been locked away, the majority 
are in boxes in various parts of the school. Including the ones 
still in the library, -there are in all about 100 books, a few 17th 
century, but mainly 18th. They include two of the works mentioned 
by Christie, Brown's Tertulius and Fox's Nartyrs, v/hich are in 
poor condition. The other two are listed in the old catalogue 
found, which seems to have been made during the early life of the 
present library, and so they must have disappeared comparatively 
recently. 
The current stock was formerly increased by loans from the 
county, but this facility has been withdrawn from grammar schools, 
and books have been obtained from Kirkham library. 
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Periodicals are available in the library in addition to 
books, New SCientist; Economist and so on, but it offers no other 
material. 
Classification and Cataloguing 
Apart from what seem to be shelf marks in some of th~ old 
beoks, the earliest record found is an old catalogue, unfortunately 
undated, but presumably later than 1937 since it lists the old 
books as a separate collection within a much larger library. It 
is in the form of an indexed book in which each subject has been 
given a letter and the appropriate books listed by author, with 
gaps left for further additions. There is now a card catalogue. 
The Cheltenham Cla~sification system was introduced shortly 
before Mr. Coates took over in 1952, and probably therefore in 
1949, since the label1i~g of the books with an electric ~tylus 
is recorded at that time (Kirkh~mian, 1, 3, 1949, p.BB). He 
, 
contemplated introducing the Dewey system but decided against it 
in view of the work involved for 7,000 books, but was responsible 
for the completion of author and subject indexes. 
The Cheltenham system is still in use, modified in some 
areas, particularly English since that is the present librarian's 
subject, and all cataloguing and classification are done by him. 
He, too, has considered adopti~g Dewey but has not done so. 
The system in use is explained by notices in the library. 
Additions 
Apart from the lists of additions occasionally published in 
the magazine from its beginning in 1948, which offer little in 
themselves, nothing has been found to show what was happening 
prior to 1952, by which time there were 3,000 books. In 1964 
this figure had been doubled on the lines already indicated; 
junior fiction to encourag~ readers, and specialist works for the 
increasingly large and academic sixth form. 
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This high rate of additions seems to have continued to the 
present time, shown by the fact that 1,300 books have been added 
in the last three years. There seem to have been relatively few 
donations to the library, although boys have given books recently, 
and some donations are recorded in the Kirkhamian. 
Only a small proportion of the books is purchased by the 
librarian: generally they are purchased by departments and given 
to the 1 i brary. 
Administration and Staffing 
Nothing has been found to show how, or by whom, the library 
was operated when it"came back i"nto use in the early 1900s, or 
when it opened in the new building. 
The first clear evidence is an entry in the magazine as 
recently as 1950 which speaks of a committee formed in the 
previous September, giving the membership as three masters and 
eleven boys (Kirkhamian J, 5, 1950, p.14). t-1r. Coates! who 
prepared for the post by attending an evening course for 
librarians run by the county, assumed responsibility in 1952 
and held the position until he became head of history about 
fifteen years later. It was during his time that the library 
had its greatest period of expansion, and he seems to have been 
responsible for many improvements, including the provision of a 
card catalogue. 
Mr. Coates was replaced by two members of staff, Mr. S. Crane 
and Mr. S.C. Cook, about 1970. For a short time they operated the 
library between them, being responsible for different aspects, but 
for about four years the post has again been held by one master, 
Mr. R.J. Watson, the present librarian and a member of the English 
department. His duties involve organisation and administration, 
cataloguing and classification, but not the general purchase of 
books. It is anticipated that a qualified librarian may be 
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appointed in association with the proposed expansion of the 
school and the library. 
There are about sixteen boy librarians who carry out routine 
duties which include lunch time supervision and clearing up after 
school. The senior boy represents the library on the general 
school committee as well as serving on the library committee. 
According to the constitution, the library committee may make 
suggestions on such matters as rules and the provision of 
periodicals, but not, it would appear, books. The master 
responsible for the library is not a member of the committee, 
but supervises its activities. 
Regulations and Use 
In 1950, following the formation of the committee in the 
previous year, the "magazine carried reports of increased activity 
and of advertising~ all designed to promote greater use. Tickets 
were introduced at this 'time and the library vias open twice a week 
after school. It was then that private study also began to take 
place in the library, and the system soon became one in which 
sixth form boys might borrow as and when they wished, but had to 
return books when there were librarians present. The rest of the 
school still had tickets and limited access. By 1970 the library 
was open every lunchtime, under the same sort of system, and this 
is"still the case. 
Complaints in the magazine suggest that increased use for 
private study also increased misuse, and there are several 
comments on behaviour and care of books, and particularly in 
connection with missing books: 14 was thought to be excessive in 
1960, but by 1970 the number was 200, and it is still said to be 
hi gh. 
In the 1960s the inspectors criticised the fact that the 
library was normally supervised, and for a short time their 
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advice was followed and the boys left to themselves. Chaos 
ensued, and supervision was reintroduced and remains for all 
teaching periods. The sixth forms have alternative accommodation 
and in the last two or three years a great effort has been made 
to ensure that they do not use the library as a common room. Boys 
may be banned from- the 1ib"rary for bad behaviour, and for failure 
to return books following a period of fines at an initial rate of 
2p a day. 
Junior boys are introduced to the library in their English 
periods, and then gradually left to use it for themselves. 
During the short period recorded here, use seems to have 
increased steadily, judging by the issue figures which were 
reported fairly regularly. T:;ere were, for example, 1848 loans 
in 1950-51 (Kirkhamian, 1,7, 1952, p.13) and 3080 in 1961-52 
(Kirkhamian 6, 3, 1962, p.265). More use by scientists was 
reported in 1964, but b~ then the library had reached its fu)l 
shelf capacity, and thereafter there are signs of the effects of 
developing departmental libraries in an apparent decrease in use 
overall, offset to some extent by increased loans from the English 
and fiction sections which remained part of the central collection 
and were therefore included in the figures. 
The library is not used for teaching, but occasionally for 
meetings, as that of the school committee pictured irtLarttashire 
-Life last year (Lanta~hi~~ -Life 26, 5, 1978, p.67). 
Finance 
The alterations in the provisions of the various trusts 
which occurred in the 1880s seem to have effectively obscured the 
fate of the library fund beyond the fact that something remained, 
since some of the money was redirected to provide for the teaching 
of French in 1898, (Shaw, p.S57), perhaps a reflection of the lack 
of importance accorded to the library at that time. The next fact 
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discovered was that by 1948 the library was in receipt of an 
annual grant of £60 from the county (Kirkhamian, 1, 1948, p.33). 
An extra sum of £580 was given in 1961, but has not been accounted 
for, and in 1966 the library had a reasonable income of £400: £100 
from the county, £150 from general school funds, and a further 
special grant from" the county of £150 (Kirkhamian, IV.l.)966, p.14). 
"The present allowance is about £50, but this is for equipment 
rather than books, since the books are mainly provided by depart-
ments from their own allowances. The b~sic £50 is augmented by 
about another £50 raised each year from fines, and money also 
comes from other sources such as the Friends of the School group, 
plays, fetes and so on. 
7.4. SUMMARY 
A 1 t h 0 u g h ab 0 U t 1 00 boo k s s t ill sur v i ve fro m the 1 i bra I~y 
investigated by Christie, they have more or less been discarded 
and have little connection with the present establishment, princi-
pally as a result of the lack of space. The 1937 library, attract-
ive though it is and purpose built, is not large enough for the 
present school, and certainly has no room to store old volumes. 
The library was at first given little attention despite 
comments made by inspectors in 1907 and 1930, arid did not really 
begin to function until a room was provided for it in th~ new 
building. Even then no great activity was recorded until the 
1950s when a member of staff was "appointed as librarian, and there 
has been a renewal of activity recently, again following .the 
appointment of an enthusiastic librarian (fig.27). 
The library is now a well organised, developing establishment, 
catering principally for the sixth form, although the junior 
library is contained within it. Its main problem is inadequate 
accommodation but there are plans to deal with this. 
~ 1 • 
.... 
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Lancaster ROp-a1 Grammar. Schoo l in 1852 . (Murray , p . 99 ) 
Fig. 29 Lancaster Royal Grammar School i n 1979 . 
CHAPTER 8 
LANCASTER ROYAL GRA MM AR SCHOOL 
8.1. THE SCHOOL 
Lancaster Grammar School is said to be the ol des t in the 
coun t y, da ting back to somewhere be t ween 1193 and 1235. As might 
be exp ected it wa s an endo wed sch ool, but as a result of the 
religious troubles of the 1530s, cont rol passed to the mayor · 
and burgesses of the City of Lancas t er who r ebuilt it in 1682, 
and continued to maintain it until as late as 1835. Thus since 
the town and its port were prospero us, and the school well staffed, 
it did not suffer in the gene r al de cline of grammar schools in the 
eighteenth ·century, only later being tr ol:Jl ed by lack of financial 
support. Compared with 64 boys in a good building, as r e ported by 
the Ch arity Co mmissioners in 1826 (Ch.Com . XV, 1826. p.262), there 
were by 1850 only 8 boys in a building so dilapidated that i~ was 
demolished so me t wo years later, and its furnishi ngs burnt. 
The new building which repl ace d it (fig.28) was the result 
of signs of revival under the influence of a new headmaster, Dr. 
T.F. Lee . The early period of his rule also saw the acquisition · 
of the Royalvlarrant in 1851, and the introduction of boarders in 
an attempt to alleviate the financial problems, but these problems 
continued as a result of enforced dependence on an unco-ope r ative, 
and indeed at times, obstructive local council. 
The school survived) however, and its buildings and 
curriculum were extended to sup por t t he growth of what has long 
been a succes s f ul and resp e ctE d scho ol. There a re now about 800· 
boys, a quarter of wh om are boarders. The 185 2 buil di ng i s still 
occupied, bu t t he s cho ol has taken over and adapted man y of th e 
adjacen t pro pe r ties as wel l as ere cting uildings of its own, so 
that i t now sp r e ad s fo r a cons i derable dis t anc e on both sides of 
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the road, towards the site acquired for the development pre vented 
by financial restrictions i Iposed by th e govern men t in 1964 ( fi g. 
29). 
The sc hool is a volun tary aided cou nty gram ma r sc hool, bu t 
this is soon to chang e. In 1978 it wa s announced that it is to 
beco me independent". 
8 .2. THE 1885 LIBRARY 
Christie, in his account, outlined the early history of th e 
library as recorded by the Charity Commissioners (Ch.Com. XV, 
1826, p.262), and Carlisle (1, p.665), information which Was 
expanded by Murray who stated that the library was f ou nded in 
1681 wi th a gift of 50 books from a Thomas Foster ( Murray , p. 48 ). 
Christie ended ~h at was his short est entry with t he words of th e 
the n headmaster, the Rev. W.E. Pryke, M. A.: IWe have no libr a ry 
or anything else of antiquarian interest ' . Since Pry ke had an 
interest in l ibrari es extendi ng to activity in co nnection with 
the establishment of a town library, it would see m that he should 
be believed~ but t here was in fact some sort of library. 
Accommodation and Furni ~h ina 
An account of the school buildings at about this time 
mentioned a library (M u rray~ p.18S), as did two letters in the 
first volume of the school magazine in 1888 (Lancastri"an, Sep. 
1888, p.83). There was no detail supplied, but apparently 
there was a roo m containing a fe w books, and also a piano: The 
impression is of a co mm on r oo m in wh ich there were so me books. 
Stock 
The size and nature of the stock wa s in di cat ed to so me 
e xte nt by th e letters mentioned above; the fir s t be moaned t he 
fact that th e library was such in name only , the sEcond th at it 
had few bo oks an d little of general intE re ~ t. In fact the second 
writer mentioned tw o libraries, the school library and the sixth 
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form library, in the sa me terms, but no locations were given. 
Apparen t ly there were about 300 books in 1817 (Carlisle, p.665), 
mostly believed lost in the move of 1852, but since 6 of t hese 
were at the school in 1951 ( Murray, p.104), there must have been 
at least a s mall collection wh en Ch r istie made his enquiries, 
although it may well have been consi dered unworthy of the term 
libr ry for the purpose s of his work . 
Cataloguing and Classificat ion 
If there was a catalogue it has gone unrecorded, although 
lists of the original library were still available, a nd in fact 
were printed about ten y ea rs later (A.S.L.C. XIV, 1896, pp.37-42). 
Additions 
The letters to the school magazin e indicated that addit ions 
were not being made. 
Administration and Staffing 
The statutes of 1802 made the usher responsible for the 
library, including keeping a catalog ue an d transferring it and 
the books to his s ucces s or (Carlisle p . 668 ). Since at times the 
"school had been with out an usher, i t may well have b e~n tha t by 
188 5 there wa s no -o ne di re ctly respo nsib le for the books. 
Regul"ati6ns and Use 
The second le tte r i n the Lanc astrian report ed th e library as 
being 'seldom open in the last few ye ars', and although the older 
books show t he time a llo we d for reading them to have been one or 
two weeks, wi th fi ne s at t he rate of ld ( i p) a day (M urr ay . p. 104)~ 
it is not possible to asc ertai n when these "regulations were i n 
force. 
Finance 
Nothing has been fou nd regar ding inco me sa ve the me ntion of 
fine s, and considering t he f inanci al problems of the sch ool it 
may well be ass umed that nothing was being spe nt on the libr a ry 
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at this time. 
Summary 
Murray referred to various school documen ts and the 
Corporation Re co rds which have not been inspected and might 
provide more information, but the i mp ression is that t here is 
really li t tle t o add t o the 1885 accou nt. There were probab l y 
a few neglected books, i ncluding some of the or ig inal co llectio n , 
kept in a room known as the libra ry but used for genera l pu r pos es, 
and effectively, as the headmaster s a id, the school no longer had 
a library. 
8.3. THE PRESENT LIBR ARY AND ITS DEVELOP ME NT 
Acco mmo dation and Furn ishing 
In 1888, following up on the ea rlier ~orresp on den c e regarding 
th e lack of library facilities, there was a report in the 
Lan castrian of the opening of a new house library, bas ed on the 
original sixth form library and housed in a new sixth form class-
room. It see ms t o have been unsu ccessful, ho we ver, and in the 
sa me year t he r e were further attempts to provide library facilities, 
again doome d t o failure, although t he house library, presumably t ha t 
of the board i ng house, SE ems to hav e had more suppo rt a nd held 
interest lo nger than the school library (Murray, p.196). Yet 
another attempt was mad e in 1903 by Mrs . Watson, wife of the new 
headmaster. A room was set aside as a reading room and furnished 
from library funds, and an appeal was made for gifts to provide 
extra comforts such as fl oor coveri ng in addition to books 
(Lancas tr ian, V, 1904, p.206). but thi s enterpr ise also failed. 
This has been attributed to lack of money ( Murray, p.218), and 
doubtless thi s played a pa t also in the earlie r failures, bu t 
the erratic progress made by the library s ug gests also a part 
pl ayed by the ne cess arily tempor ary presence of ent husi asts, 
unsuppor t ed by a con t i nuing overall policy. ~hateve the reaSOllS. 
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by 1911 the headmaster in his speech day report could only say, 
lOver the Library I would gladly draw a veil ..• 1 (Lancastrian, 
VII, 1911, p.206). He also expressed the hope that something 
would soon be done, and indeed in 1918 a further building was 
acquired, re-named Gardyner House~ in which provision was made 
for a library. This was to prove a more successful venture, and 
although replaced as the school library in 1930, at \,fhich time 
it became the home of the junior library, it seems to have 
flourished until that time. 
1930 saw the opening of a purpose built library in a newly 
erected building, the first to be occupied on the south side of 
the road. This library (fig.30), known as the Memorial Library 
because of its origin ~s a war memorial, is still in u~e today, 
and although a fine room, is quite inadequate for its purposE, 
as indeed it must have been almost from the beginning. 
The room itself, on" the first floor of the building, is a 
mere 9.5m x 7m, entered by double doors from the corridor on the 
north side. The south wall is mainly occupied by windows of which 
the centre one is a bay containing stained glass panels. Light is 
provided by these, by glass in the ceiling and by a decorative 
lantern over the doorway in addition to ordinary ·lights over the 
side aisles. On the east wall is a small shrine which once held 
a lamp of remembrance, and facing it on the west wall are memorial 
p1aqu~s. These features are joined by an aisle which forms a cross 
with that leading from the door to the window, in the four angles 
of which eight double sided bookcases are symetrical1y placed. 
These bookcases are in walnut, about 3rn. high with carved cornices 
and linen-fold panelling on the ends to match that of the walls, 
which is of the same height. The room was originally equipped 
with one long table, one short one and eleven chairs (M.B.1930), 
and now has one long table, which mayor may not be the original, 
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in the north-south aisle with a librarian's desk across the end 
of it in front of the bay window. There are 14 chairs, not the 
originals but some once used by the staff in assembly, although 
the desk and table together could only comfortably hold about 
ten people. The floor is wooden, although according to the plans 
in the minute boo~ it was to" have been of green marble. 
The nature of the room has brought its problems, of which 
the principal one was and is the lack of space. There were 
already 500 boys in the school when the library was opened in 
1930, and even with the early restriction of use to the upper 
forms, eleven seats were clearly not going to be enough. Added 
to this, the bookcases were of necessity placed fairly close 
I 
together so that in the side aisles a person of average height 
can barely see the "books on the top shelves let alone reach them, 
a problem accentuated by the excessive depth of the shelves. 
", 
These cases, the only shelving, can hold no more than about 6,000 
books, and worst of all, no provision was made for further 
expansion. Thus the library can only accommodate about half of 
the present stock. 
The p)anners must bear some responsibility for present 
problems because of their lack of foresight, but at the same time, 
the reasons for the particular form the library took must be 
understood and respected. It was to be a memorial to the fallen, 
and the words of the headmaster, the Rev. J.H. Shackleton Bailey, 
recorded in the minutes of the first meeting of the library 
commi.ttee, indicate the light in \'/hich it was viev:ed: 
'(Its) object was primarily a War Memorial The School 
had no Chapel, and a Lib}~ary, failing a Chapel, was an ideal 
memorial to those Old Lancastrians who had fallen.' 
This attitude is clea~ly reflected in the som~re, chapel"-
like atmosphere which still pervades the room, and in the fairly 
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lavish spending on ornamentation rather than on functional 
fittings at a cost then of about £1,400 (M.B. 1928). Slight 
alterations hav~ been made over the years in deference to its 
use, for example the provision of shelf labels at an early 
stage (M.B. 1930), followed by bookcase labels, both designed 
to match the cases, and more recently, additional shelving, Ito 
crowd yet further an overcrowded room l (Lancastrian XX, 1968, 
p.347). Catalogue drawers have been built into the shelving 
near the window, presumably to save the limited floor space and 
preserve the symmet~y, and lockable glass fronts have been added 
to one or two of the shelves in the same area. Obviously attempts 
have been made to improve the facilities, but basically the 
library was built as a complete entity, and all that could be done 
seems to have been done, unless the memorial is to be destroyed, 
or abandoned as the sihool library. As another former headmaster, 
, 
Mr. R.R. Timberlake, wrdte in 1969, reflecting on the decision 
made by his predecessors to build the library within a building 
rather than to build a separate one for it: 
IAlthough the result was a very worthy memorial to the fallen, 
the decision has prevented the library from developing into the 
workshop that modern ideas demand and kept it as what, in fact, 
its sponsors wanted it to be, "a thing apart".' 
The school has long acknowledged the problem, and even in 
1963, when plans were well advanced for a completely new library 
intorporated in the later phases of the general building scheme, 
some action was being taken in the provision of a nearby store-
room, only 3m. by 2m., but offering some working space for 
librarians, and a home for their equipment, which the library has 
never, of course, provided. The new library was to have been a 
spli·t level library complex, including separate lending and 
reference sections, studies and tutorial rooms, the whole on a 
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fine site overlooking Morecambe Bay. Sadly, this was not to be. 
Being voluntary aided, the school could expect an 80% grant from 
the county council, subject to D.E.S. approval. This approval 
was withheld by the new labour government in 1964, and building 
ceased. 
Unfortunately this was believed to be merely a postponement, 
and an alternative scheme to extend the library into the two 
adjacent classrooms was rejected. This is no longer viable 
because of general overcrowding within the school, which has not 
only prohibited use of the classrooms but also entailed sharing 
the storeroom with the languages department. Thus there seems 
to be no immediate solution to what is nevertheless recognised 
as a pressing problem. 
Stock 
The same correspondent who complained in the Lancastrian in 
1888 about the lack of ljbrary facilities was apparently not~ 
satisfied by the stock of the new library which his comments had 
helped to create. He was soon to lament the loss of Dickens and 
Scott in favour of Marryat, Mayne Reid and the like (Lancastrian 
1,1889, p.169), but the first library report which appeared in 
the magazine in 1893 showed him to have had little impact. 
Additions were listed and contemporary light fiction was shown 
to have predominated, together with books on nature study, travel, 
exploration and so on, all indicative of the breadth of the library, I 
but very far removed from the classics which he had been misSing. 
Unfortunately reports did not appear regularly until much later, 
perhaps because there was little to report. 
Again the Corporation Books consulted by Murray may contain 
more information but within the limits of this enquiry it is only 
possible to state that additions continued to be made.· Although 
the use of some of the memorial fund for a library indicates that 
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the need for some change was felt in 1928, the library set up in 
Gardyner House in 1918 seems to have developed quite successfully 
until that time. A fairly full account of it appeared in the 
library committee minutes prior to the opening of the Memorial 
Library, and this also provided the information that there were 
additional referen£e libr~ries for the classical, science and 
modern sixth, of which details were not given. 
The main library at that time contained about 1,000 books; 
360 fiction, 120 essays and criticism, 55 poetry, 60 biography, 
175 history and economics, 60 geography and travel, 40 natural 
history, and 30 termed miscellaneous and said to be mostly 
d~ctionaries together with a few war books and some small old 
clas~ical books. The latter may well have been the remains of 
the old library, including amongst them those books seen by 
Mu r ray in 1 g 51 : 
Remains of a set of Shakespeare presented in 1797. 
. .~.~ 
Historiat:'um Totius ~1undi_~itome Johanes Chuvenes 1668. 
The first volume of the first edition of Clarendon's History 
of the Rebellion. 
Vo1taire's History of Charles XII 1780. 
Volume two of the eleventh (18l2) edition of Goldsmith's 
History afRome. 
01urray p. 1 04) • 
Comments about the stock recorded in the minutes shew a 
desire fo~ more contemporary works in several fields, and there 
are some interesting illustrations of the parallel between the 
library and education within the school. Mere geography books 
were wanted to support the increase in its study and Spanish books 
were wanted to support its study in connection with business and 
commercial courses, both of which were in turn reflecting the 
influence of external matters on the school. 
The books as a whole were deemed to be generally unsuitable 
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for junior boys and were therefore transferred to the Memorial 
library as the nucleus of the present stock, and the junior 
library was established in 1930 in the vacated room. 
The Memorial library opened with about 3,000 books and space 
for 3,000 more, but the first signs of books being housed else-
where because of lack of space were already appearing in the 
19405 (Lancastri~!XIV, 1941, p.162). Certainly by 1950 the 
shelves were full and many books housed in departments. Additions 
were made quite regularly once the library committee came into 
being and the problem was lack of space, not lack of books. By 
1957 the stock was over 10,000 and it is now well over 12,000, 
aithough only about one· third of the books are accommod~ted in 
the library. This made inspection difficult, as did the fact 
that there was a stock check in progre~s when the library was 
visited, and the 1ibr~rian has kindly provided much of the 
information. 
About 2,00n books are in store in an attic, 6,000 or so are 
in the library and the rest are held by departments on long loan. 
Effectively this means that they stay there, and thus even such 
reference works as the D.N.B. and Keesings are not to be found 
on the library shelves, although they are in fact in the school. 
Most subjects are represented in the library but of those 
normally studied in school only three seem to have a complete 
ran~e of stock; modern languages, religion, and English including 
fiction. Between them these three occupy about half of the 
available shelf space, history and biography books occupy almost 
another quarter, social sciences, general science and philosophy 
are significantly represented, but everything else is negligible. 
It seems clear that most new books in almost all subjects go 
straight to the departments concerned in their purchase, and the 
reSUltant preponderance of older books tends to conceal the 
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existence of the good, modern stock which is in fact to be found 
there. 
Some of the books from the old library may still exist. A 
former headmaster had a small number of books valued but these 
were then locked away and were not available for inspection. 
The book stock is augmented by loans from the county library, 
both on a regular basis and in the form of group loans for 
projects. 
At first periodicals were available in the Memorial Library 
but they soon became a problem, again in association with lack 
of space in that they were said to cause congestion. Within a 
year they had been movep out altogether and the school developed 
a separate reading room for newspapers ~nd periodicals,which it 
still has. 
Classification and C~taloguing 
The earliest information found was in the minutes and 
related to the Gardyner House Library. Books were entered in 
an indexed book under alphabetical order of authors within 
subject divisions, and presumably were arranged on the shelves 
to match. Alternative methods were suggested at the meeting 
during which this system was described (1929), and a loose leaf 
catalogue was brought into use as a temporary measure before the 
adoption of a card index system as a feature of the new library, 
not then completed. This was to be a 'double card index system l , 
apparently one for authors and one for titles. The compilation 
of a ~ubject index was also suggested in 1930, but action was 
deferred in view of the labour involved, and this was· not 
provided until 1966. 
Shortly after the library opened in 1930 the books were 
provided with gummed slips indicating th~ case and shelf tb 
which they belonged, but no marks appeared on the book spines in 
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the period recorded until the 1940s, when a stylus was acquired 
and the present system of labelling introduced. 
Books were classified by the Cheltenham system from an 
early stage, and remained so until 1976 when the Bliss system was 
adopted in line with its use at Lancaster University and St. 
Martin's College. The extra work involved was undertaken by two 
interested members of staff, Mr. A.F. Newton and Mrs. A. Woolerton. 
All new books are catalogued in the library, wherever they 
are to be housed t thus diminishing to some extent the obvious 
problems arising from the books themselves being hnused in 
different, and possibly distant parts of the school, and not, 
therefore, readily available for consultation. 
Additions 
The Lancastrian recorded additions made to the library from 
1893 and their irregularity seems to be a reflection of the 
~ 
.fluctuating fortunes aTready noted. Occasional appeals were 
made asking for gifts, especially from leavers, and the impression 
is that there was no provision for library books for a con-
siderable time. 
By the 1920s, however, the situation had clearly changed, and 
purchases from money supplied by the governors were reported, as 
well as numerous gifts (Lancastrian X, 1923, p.194). The same 
edition also recorded tuck-shop profits being used to buy books. 
The rate of additions seems to have increased rapidly following an 
appeal in 1922-1923 (Murray, p.223), which served to double the 
size of the library in twelve months or thereabouts, so that by 
1924 there were over 1,000 volumes, mostly provided by the gover-
nors. 1928-1929 saw an increased appeal associated with the 
establishment of the Memorial Library, raising the number of 
books to 3,000 by the time it opened; and it seems to have grown 
at the rate of about 300 a year since then. In 1956 and again in 
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1964 additions were greatly increased by extra allowances 
authorised by visiting inspectors. 
One of the main functions for which the library committee 
was formed was to make decisions on book purchase, but this 
aspect seems to have been neglected quite quickly. In the 
earliest meetings ~llocation~ of ~oney were made to various a~eas: 
science, foreign authors, geography and general literature, and 
masters were made responsible for obtaining books for these 
sections. The next step was for suggestions to be listed, 
discussed and decided upon at the meeting, and one master left 
to do the purchasing, and finally, by the end of the first year 
of the new library's existence, the master in charge of the 
library was given suggestions and left to sort them out himself, 
adding what he felt to be necessary. Basically that is what 
happens today. 
Books are normally~urchased locally by the librarian. The 
library has always been geared to an academic upper school and 
the librarian stated that his policy, since he took over in 1957, 
'has been to buy as for a reasonably learned library - i.e. for 
sixth form specialists'. 
Administration and Staffing 
Although little specific information has been found, the 
general impression given of the early period, that is between 
1885.and the 1920s, is that boys were generally responsible for 
what library facilities were available. There may have been an 
adul~ responsible for the financial aspects and in charge of the 
whole thing from time to time, as in the case of the headmaster's 
wife in 1903, but the whole organisation seems to have been quite 
haphazard prior to the opening of the Memorial library. The list 
of school officers for 1926 gives the names of boys as school 
librarian and house librarian, and it is a boy whose account of 
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the library in Gardyner House is recorded in the minute book. 
The first member of staff fully involved seems to have been 
a Mr. English, oddly enoug~ the English master. He shared with 
the headmaster, Mr. Shackleton Bailey, who seems to have been the 
driving force behind the creation of the Memorial Library, the 
task of obtaining the extra stock for its inception. Despite 
the fairly large library committee, most of the work and the 
responsibility seems to have devolved on him quite rapidly. The 
committee was in fact formed to spend the available money: 
'A committee of five masters and five boys under the chair-
manship of the headm~ster was formed to purchase books with the 
£500 subscribed for thi~ purpose and it has met regularly ever 
since' (Spencer, p.25), but it was soon i~vo1ved in the general 
administration of the library and the boys continued to have 
considerable responsibility: 
'The post of "Assi$tant-Librarian " , held by a boy, bec~me 
one Of. great prestige and responsibility.' (Spencer, p.25). 
Supervision of the room itself was at first the job of the 
porter in his capacity as caretaker of the building, a fact which 
put a very early end to Saturday afternoon opening since it was 
decided by 1930 that the little· use made of the facility did not 
justify the loss of his holiday. This appears to have been the 
beginning and end of active adult supervision on a regular basis. 
The matters discussed by the library committee are well 
recorded, and cover all aspects of library administration, inclu-
ding the appointment of officials. Some of the problems seem 
very strange after fifty years have elapsed: the merits of the 
new vacuum cleaning machine versus the skills of the school 
servants with sawdust to clean the books durinq the holidays 
occupied them for some time, and books were not labelled at one 
stage since no one knew where to obtain transfer tape for the 
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stylus. These points perhaps indicate changes in material 
. aspects, others merely serve to demonstrate the continuity of 
more human problems: there were already boys 'loitering' in the 
library. 
The constitution of the library committee ~as varied over 
the years, although in numbers rather than in the areas and 
interests represented, and it now has six members. These are 
the headmaster, or in his absence, the second master, the super-
intendent librarian, the head librarian, the junior librarian, a 
master to represent the science departments and a master to 
represent the arts departments. It meets two or three times a 
year, principally to select and appoint librarians~ to hear 
their reports and discuss th~M and any other relevant matters. 
Book purchase is the province of the superintendent librarian. 
This post is associated with that of head of English, an apparent 
, 
legacy from the days of.Mr. English, and although the present 
librarian, who has held the position since 1957, has twice 
attempted to disassociate the two, he has been unsuccessful. 
There appear to have been only three librarians, or more properly 
in this case, superintendent librarians, Mr. English, Mr. Palmer,. 
and now Mr. Watkins. He receives some help with cataloguing from 
a member of the history department, but on a voluntary basis, and 
feels that a separately appointed librarian would be an advantage. 
The day to day operation of.the library is carried out by 
boys. 
Regulations and Use 
Little has been found to show how the library functioned prior 
to the Memorial Library. That it did operate is demonstrated by 
complaints in the Lancastrian about books being kept out too iong, 
reports of additions, and even a record of borrowing figures for 
the period from September 1926 to March 1927 (Lartcastrian XI, 1927, 
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p.191) showing a total of 612 borrowings by 59 different boys in 
a school of 430 (Murray, p.223). Nevertheless it is' only really 
possible to consider the changes which have taken place in the 
Memorial Library, partly because of the lack of information, and 
partly because it was a replacement for, rather than a development 
of, what had gone "before. I"n fact the changes have been very few. 
The rules drawn up in 1930 were as follows: 
1. Silence must be observed as far as possible. 
2. The Library is only to be used by members of the teaching 
staff and boys in the upper school. 
3. Books may be taken out of the Library from 4.1S - 4.45 p.m. 
on Monday and Tuesday and between 12.00 and 12.30 p.m. on 
Friday, during which time a librarian will be presents except 
in so far as provided by rule 4. 
4. During school hours books may be taken out at the suggestion 
of any master on ccndition that such books are entered in 
the register of books borrowed, or returned at the end of 
the teaching period. 
5. Books returned to the Library must be given personally to a 
Librarian and not returned to the shelves by borrowers. 
6. The Library will be open for reading from 12.00 - 2.00 p.m. 
and 4.14 - S~30 p.m., Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, and 
from 2.00 - 5.00.p.m. on Wednesdays and Saturdays. All books 
taken from the shelves for reading in the Library must be left 
on the Librarian's table and not returned to the shelves. 
Books may not be removed from the Library during these 
periods. 
7. No boy is allowed to have more than six books out of the 
Library at once nor may he retain any book longer than two 
weeks from the date of borrowing. 
S. A list will be kept upon which any borrower may request to 
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have the loan of a library book which is at that time in 
the hands of another borrower. In that case this ~ill 
constitute a claim to have the loan of that book as soon as 
it is returned. 
9. Books of reference may not be removed from the Library except 
in so far as members of the te~ching staff may· desire to 
consult them in their classrooms. 
10. No borrower will use ink in the Library. 
Any breach of the above rules will render the offender liable to 
be suspended from the use of the Library for such period as the . 
headmaster may determine . 
. (Minutes Book~ 1930). 
Apart from changes in such details as borrowing times, which 
are nO\'/ less restrictive, the. general pattern is very much the 
same. 
Use of the Library~facilities as a whole seem to have 
increased at first, over 1,100 borrowings being made by the 550· 
boys in the school in 1938, of which 747 were from the Memorial 
Library, but by the 1940s use was reported to b~ declining and 
mainly fiction being read. Use seems to have fluctuated in the 
following years but was again causing concern in 1948 and attempts 
were made to remedy the situation. Forms were given introductory 
talks by the superintendent librarian, posters were placed about 
the school, and some of the older stock replaced, and this is said 
to have had some effect (Lancastrian 17, 1949, p.801). 
~se was further increased about 1951 when sixth forme~s were 
allowed to use the library for private study, but not surprisingly 
this brought increased misuse judging by the frequency of complaints 
m~de by the librarian in the Lancastrian, including one reporting 
it to have become little more than a common-room at lunchtime 
(Lancastrian XII, 1962, p.2705). 
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All new sixth formers are now given a duplicated guide to 
the library, which is for the use of the 300 or so boys in the 
fifth and sixth forms. That the sheet should be given to sixth 
formers and not fifth formers will come as no surprise to anyone 
familiar with the reading habits of such boys. It is only in the 
sixth form that the majority' begin to experience the need for wide 
or additional reading in their fields of study, and it seems 
probable that in this school much of the library stock of immediate 
interest will already have been introduced to them in the depart-
ments in which it is housed. In addition fifth formers may only 
borrow at lunchtime when a librarian is presents whereas the sixth 
form may use the library without supervision and therefore need 
more guidance. Boarders may use the library at week-ends, the 
duty master holding a key for this purpose. 
The sheet explairts the borrowing system which uses book issue 
, 
~~rds, describes the classification system and use of the cata-
logue, and explains the need for quiet and responsible behaviour. 
Until recently the library seems to have been used only for 
its original purposes, housing bookss reading and study, and for 
meetings of the library committee. Even occasional exhibitions 
and displays arranged in conjunction with the library such as that 
of books and library equipment held in the late 1960s (Lancastrian 
20, 1968, p.6), have taken place elsewhere. With increasing 
pressure on accommodation, however, not only has expansion of the 
library been prohibited, but also what space it possesses has 
been utilised so that it is now extensively used for ordinary 
teaching. 
Finance 
There was apparently no money for the library in 1885, nor 
any regular income for some time afterwards. A subscription 
library was suggested in 1888 (Lancastrian 1, 1888, p.83), an 
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appeal was made in 1903 (Lancastrian V, 1903, p.206), and the 
governors seem to have provided money from time to time, but 
again detailed information is first found in connection with the 
Memorial Library, and the beginning of the library committee and 
its minutes prior to its opening. 
In 1928, £500"was being raised"as a book fund as part of the 
memorial, and it was revealed that there was an annual income of 
£30 from the education authority for reference books, and £30"to 
£40 from the sale of text books in school. There were also said 
to be allowances from the governors, although the sum was not 
given and it is not possible to tell how long these had been 
available. They may have been irregular donations as in the case 
of money available for classics books from the Bradshaw Bequest, 
an important endow~ent which helped to secure the school's 
survival when it was at a low ebb in 1893. The ~ain aim of the 
committee was to spend the memorial fund, and this is therefore 
well reported. Of the £530 availab1e~ the following allocations 
were made: 
General literature (fiction, poetry, biography etc.) 60% 
Science 7!% 
Foreign authors l2i% 
History 5% 
Geography 5% 
History received only 5% as being already well-provided for, 
geography the same because it would receive the county allowance, 
and classics had nothing because of the Bradshaw Bequest, leaving 
a reserve of 10%. 
A master was responsible for the spending for each section. 
In 1930 it was thought that once the memorial money had been 
spent, the annual income from all so~rces would be about £60, but 
by February 1931 it was seen to be already greater with £40 from 
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the governors, £30 from the county, the interest on £120 of war 
,loans and extras such as tuck shop profits. 
In 1947 the main source of income changed with the changing 
status of the school and became the grant from the state. According 
to the librarian extra money was given at this time, following the 
visit of H.M.I.s, and this has happened twice since, in 1956 and, 
1964. An extra £1,000 was given for books on these occasions, and 
although welcome, brought its own problems in the need to spend it 
within about three months. Public funds could be 'used in this way 
for books, but not for building, even though this was the greater 
need. 
In the 1960s the library grant from the authority ceased to 
be a separate item, and in V1=W of the limitations on development 
imposed by the physical state of the library and the cessation of 
building, and of the needs 'in other areas, particularly the 
beginning.of the Nuffiel~ course at about the same time, funds 
were diverted from it. Some have now been recovered, but the 
figure is still relatively lower than it once was. 
Th~ money is spent by the librarian according to suggestions 
made by departments, and his own wishes regarding the provision 
of general books and books for sections not covered by departments. 
8.4. SUMMARY 
Christie reported that the school had no librarY,and indeed 
its existence seems to have been threatened many times~ but at 
least some of the books which he might have expected to find 
certainly survived to the 1950s, and with them always some sort 
of library. If a library is held to be a collection of books, 
r~gardless of theit location, then Lancaster is probably now quite 
well-off; if it is taken to be the room and the books which it 
contains, it is not. 
In spite of adequate book money, the restrictions of the 
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Fig. 31 Lancaster Royal Grammar School: summary of development. 
Memorial Library have proved too great to be overcome when allied 
to those of limited government spending and the need to accommo-
date more pupils. Thus there is no space for a good, composite, 
central collection, for reading and study for any reaso~able 
number of boys, or for the provision of any additional services. 
As the librarian expressed it: 'We have been the victim"of 
planning blight for nearly 20 years'. 
General progress in this school seems to have been governed 
principally by finance, m,odified in ~ts early stages by lack of 
direction and then by lack of foresight, or perhaps real under-
standing of the provision ne~ded, which has led to the present 
difficulties. Indivi~ual enthusiasm and effort have been shown 
here, as in other schools, but hav~ been unable to surmount the 
obstacles arising from the buildings and the particular adminis-
trative problems of the school (fig.31). 
It 'is impossible to forecast vlhat will follow the decision 
in favour of independence. The school still has the ground and 
the plans for the new library, but presumably must now reconsider 
its priorities in relation to new problems. 
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Fig.32 Lei,o.:h Grarnmar School 1719 BU.ilding . 
(Lunn , frontispiece ) 
Fig .. 33 The Former Leie:;'h Grarnmar School in 1979. 
CHAPTER 9 
LETGH GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
9. 1. THE SCHOOL· 
References in local wills have suggested that Leigh Grammar 
School was in existence by 1592. It seems to have been ~uccessful 
enough at first to require at least two new buildings, one in 1685 
and another in 1719 (fig.32), although the only remaining trace of 
these is a plaque on the present churchyard wall. 
The school declined in the late eighteenth century as a: 
result of financial difficulties, and by 1885 the number of pupils 
had dwindled from a norm of about 50 to as few as 16. The appoint-
ment of a new master about this time, Mr. J. Ward, coupled later 
wit h ne \'1 we a 1 t h fro men do \,1 e d 1 and w h i ch s u d de .n 1 y be c a m e va 1 u a b 1 e 
for the coal which lay beneath it, saved the school, although its 
problems were not ended~ 
The 1719 building was deserted in 1889 in favour of newer 
premises vacated by an unsuccessful private school, but although 
these soon became inadequate the school was not rehoused until 
1931. It met for over thirty years in the technical college, 
renting the rooms during the day. 
In 1976 the ~chool, by then a maintained boys' grammar s~hoo1 
of about 600 pupils, was closed under reorganisation and its 1931 
buildings (fig.33) became part of Bedford High, an eleven to 
sixteen comprehensive school. 
9.2. THE 1885 LIBRARY 
Although the Charity Commissioners made no mention of a 
library at Leigh in their report of 1829, one is known to have 
existed from about 1726 when the greater part of it was bequeathed 
to the school by Ralph Pilling, a former master~ Christie's account 
was almost entirely limited to a description of the books remaining 
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from this collection, of which the original number is not known. 
Accommodation and Furni~hins 
The books were kept in a cupboard in the upper room of the 
schoolhouse as had been the case when Bailey wrote his account 
in 1879, although the provision of a bookcase was anticipated at 
the time of Christie's enquiry. 
Stock 
There were about 120 books, many tn poor condition, covering 
principally theology, medicine, logic, rhetoric and moral 
philosophy. Christie selected only about a dozen for special 
mention, and since the complete catalogue has been printed else-
where (Lunn, pp.117-124), they are not given here. 
Ca ta 109 ui ngand Cl~fffcatfon 
·Christie spoke of a missing catalogue made by Bailey who 
certainly borrowed the books for this ptirpose in or about 1879 
(Bailey, foreword), but ~n earlier one had been made by Rose in 1877 
(Rose, p.61). The two wer~ however, acquainted, Bailey's study 
having arisen from Rose's articles in the local paper, and the 
present existence of an old manuscript catalogue in at least two 
different scripts on which is written, 'Notes copied from the 
"Chronicle Scrap Book". Chiefly by J.E. Bailey and Josiah Rose', 
suggests that they may have collaborated. From limited investi-
gation it is not possible to date this catalogue. 
Addi tions 
Christie believed there to have been few additions, if any, 
and indeed he found about the same number of books in 1885, as had 
Bailey in 1879, and as did Pink in 1898, although the library is 
thought to have been much larger initially (Pink, p.23). 
Administration and Staffing 
Those taking an interest in the library appear to have been 
outsiders, suggesting no care within the school. 
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Regulations and Use 
There can have been little use from the 16 boys then in the 
school, and earlier misuse is ~uggested by the reported decrease 
in the number of books and the nature of some of the scribblings 
which they contain. 
Finance 
The Schools Enquiry Commission reported in 1865 that there 
was a library open to all on payment of 6d (2ip) a quarter; but 
no other mention of money has been found. 
Summa ry 
The library in 1885 seems to have been a neglected collection 
of about 120 books, housed in a cupboard in a dec1i~ing school. 
9."3. THE PRESENT LIBRARY AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 
The main Leigh Grammar School" Library closed with the school 
in 1976 but the old library has remained intact in the care of the 
former headmaster, Mr. K. Bruce, now vice-principal of Leigh 
Coll~ge where the books and some related documents are stored. 
This is thus the only present library to be described. 
Accommodation and Furnf~hing 
There is nothing to show if the old library ever received its 
promised bookcase, but it was certainly rehoused in 1898: 
'Since then (1879) better care has been taken of the remnant, 
which is nO\,1 safely housed in the town's library.' (Pink, p.23). 
This no doubt had something to do with the fact that the 
school had lost its building and was using one also occupied by 
the p~b1ic library. This apparently affected the general growth 
of the school library, hence an inspectors' report in 1903 which 
stated that: 
'A library for the school is very desirable: the proximity 
of a public library does not meet the case.' 
(Governors' Minute Books. 1 May 1903). 
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This comment seems to have had some result in that entries 
·in the magazine show that by 1911 there was a library situated in 
the masters' common rooli! (Nagazine, 4,19,1911, p.7), but as late 
as 1931 it was still accommodated in a 'solitary, glass-fronted 
oak bookca s e of some 5 even she 1 ves, about fo ur fee t long .:' 
(Goodfe 11 0\'/) • 
Not until the provision of a new building was the library 
given a real home and more space was provided in 1955 to replace 
what Mr. Bruce referred to as 'a pokey, little room'. Even so, 
space was still limited. The new room had windows down one side 
which became the seating area, and bookcases close together and 
at right angles to the ~all on the other side. According to Mr. 
Cassidy it could accommodate only 30 to 40 boys in very cramped 
conditions. 
Mr. Goodfellow described the old library.as being kept in 
an oak chest in the headmaster's room, and there the books 
remained until the closure of the school when they were moved and 
the chest left behind. There is one exception to this: the 
'Cranmer Bible', described below, which has remained in the safe 
of the old school for security reasons. 
Stock 
The 'Cranmer Bible' as it is known locally, is actually a 
copy of Melanchthon's Latin translation of the proverbs which 
bears the signature of Archbishop Cranmer, and is one of the 89 
books remaining of the 117 described in the catalogues mentioned 
above. It is believed that the full number survived until the 
1920s when the now missing volumes were possible lost as a result 
of being lent to one of the governors, Mr. T.R. Dootson. As far 
as can be determined from comparison of the lists, all but one of 
the books mentioned by Christie are still in the collection. The 
condition of the remaining books varies, but is generally poor, 
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and the old boys' association has been talking for some years of 
having them rebound. All the books bar one or two which have lost 
their covers bear labels on the outside showing their catalogue 
numbers. A great many of them bear numerous inscriptions, names 
and notes, which have frequently been mentioned in the sources 
consulted as an actual and potential source of local historical 
'and biographical material, but which have never been fully 
investigated. 
The first information about the general library stock was in 
1911 when there were said to be 300 books (Magazine, 4, 19, 1911, 
p.7). In 192Z there was mention of additional sectional libra~ies 
including French, German and Russian, but nowhere i~ there any 
indication of the nature of the school library then said to be 
flourishing (Magazine, 8, 7, 1922,. p.99). Mr. Goodfel1ow spoke 
of a nucleus of library books and teachers'- copies of texts in 
" 
1931, from which the library was then built up, but again there-
is nothing to show the growth of the library at any period although 
it had about 7,000 books by 1976 (Cassidy). It is impossible to be 
precise since only documents connected with the old library have 
been preserved. Of the general books, some werit for pu1ping; some 
remained to be used by the new school, although many were later 
thrown away as not being sufficiently attractive in appearance; 
and some were taken to Leigh College. 
Cataloguing and Classification 
The library had a card catalogue and the books were classified 
by the Dewey system, the impression being that both these were 
introduced when the library began to expand in its new home in 1931. 
The card catalogue has of course disappeared, and the only remaining 
catalogues, of which there are two, relate to the old library. 
The first of these, already mentioned, is in the form of loose 
sheets tied together at ohe corner, one for each book. It is not 
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quite complete and some amendments and annotations have been made 
to it, apparently by several people. The second catalogue, which 
is complete, is typed on cards and seems to be a replacement for 
the other. Both catalogues give much more information than was 
supplied by Lunn's printed edition, but oddly, neither of them 
mentions Cranmer's'aut~graph~ 
Additions 
The library seems to have been heavily dependent on gifts for 
much of its life, and indeed the library reports in the magazine 
were little more than acknowledgements of these gifts, the 
impression being that if there were no gifts, there was no report. 
The reports are disappointing too in that, although the number of 
books received was sometimes given, their nature was rarely indi-
cated. 
Donors ranged from publishing houses to pupils, but overall 
. . 
there seems to have been~a mere handful of books each 'year prior 
to 1931. At that time great efforts were made to raise money and 
books for the library, including a scheme organised by the Old 
Leighians Association to provide books suggested by the librarian. 
(Magazine, 12, 5, 1932, p.8D), and thereafter books were purchased 
from the headmaster's annual grant from the capitation allowance. 
(Goodfe1low). 
Administration and Staffing 
The earliest mention found of a school librarian was in 1911, 
when it was clearly one of the girls (Magazine, 3, 17, 1911, p.65), 
even ~hough the books were in the master's room. She was followed 
by a boy, and again 1931 seems to have been the time of change. Mr. 
H.P. Wi11iams, the senior history master, was in charge of the 
library by then, and according to Mr. Goodfellow, who succeeded 
him in 1945 and later became senior English master, he built up and 
organised the library so well that, 'no fundamental change was ever 
l2D. 
necessary' . 
A year later there was a library committee but no details of 
its activities have been found. In Mr. Goodfellow's time, however, -
there were certainly groups of pupils operating the library, 
trained by him to offer a service to readers, not simply to carry 
out routine tasks. 
Mr. J. Cassidy, also of the English department, took over the 
library in 1961, and was in charge when it closed. 
Regulations and Use 
The original library \f/as apparently intended for the use of 
the masters rather than· the boys: 
'This book belongs ,to Leigh School; ,,,as ye gift of Hr. 
Pilling (Schoolmaster) and is to be returned and preserved for the 
service and improvement of ye Masters of ye above said School' 
(Inscription, book no.2), but as was said in 1898, the books were 
at first useful but: 
'as the years went on and many of the volumes became old 
fashioned or were superseded by others, the old dominie's gift 
ceased to be regarded with favour. Indifference led to neglect, 
the boys were allowed to scribble in and misuse the books, and 
·had not the late Mr. Bailey some twenty years ago pointed out the 
interest which attaches to some of them, probably by this time 
most of the volumes would have dis~ppeared altogether.' (Pink, 
. i 
p.23). 
So much for the old library, but even after the formation of. 
the new one entries in the minutes and accounts suggest more money 
spent on books for teachers than on a library as such, although 
here the proximity to the public library must be borne in mind. 
That it was used by the pupils is indicated by an article in the 
school magazin~ coricerned with the diffitultias of using a 
catalogue, which was clearly referring to the public library, 
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, 
obviously closed access at the time (Magazine 1, 2, 1906, p.25), 
and by a somewhat feeble attempt at humour from the same source 
in which the writer of an imaginary diary passed from the public 
library to the school library, which was then open during the 
lunch break: 
11.00 Stroll into the Lounge (i.e. Public Library) 
1.05 Sent out for "creating a disturbance" 
1.40 Borrow a few books without leave, thinking at the 
same time that I shouldn't be surprised if I forgot to return 
them ' • 
(Magazine 111,16, 1910, p.57). 
Even allowing for its context this has something to say about 
the attitude to the library at the time - and that some things 
have changed very little." 
The ~ext ten years ~howed fluctuating library use; only a 
quarter of the school were members in 1917, the middle school were 
not patronising it in 1920, th~ upper in 1921, but apart from the 
information supplied by Mr. Bruce that private study took place 
in the library in the new building, and some evidence that meetings 
were held there, there is no real information after 1938. 
Finance 
The earliest mention of money was in 1907 when it was 
recorded in the magazine that there was a subscription of 3d (lip) 
for the library (Magazine 11, 8, 1907, p.22), reduced to ld (lp) 
by 1911, and the governors l minutes and accounts included entries 
for expenditure on library books. In fact £10 was allowed but only 
£5 recorded as being spent. Similar sums were made available by 
the governors from time to time at the headmaster's request, but 
not in every year. 
Apart from the money-raising activities of the early 1930s, 
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the library appears to have received no injection of money until 
'1955 when the arrival of a new headmaster~ Mr. Bruce, was 
accompanied by a sizeable grant of about £800 from the Lancashire 
Education Authority for expansion of the library. Therea'fter the 
library received a reasonable allowance which it had not previously 
done, the former headmaster not believing in spending money on 
library books. 
9.4. SUMMARY 
Information about Leigh Grammar School Library is vel~y 
limited as a result of its closure and the associated loss of most 
of the records. The general impressionis that there was eventu~ 
ally an adequate supply .of books, but that there was perhaps too 
frequently a shortage of money and lack of importance given to the 
library. Adverse comments made by, the inspectors in 1903 seem to 
have had little effect, no real activity taking place until the 
" 
provision 'of a new room and the advent of a master in charge in 
the new building in 1931. Growth seems to have been slow, however, 
no other great changes taking place until the appointment of a new, 
iriterested headmaster in 1955. Its closure was a straightforward 
result of the closure of the school in line with government policy 
(fig.34). This is, of course, the pattern followed by the modern 
library; the situation has been quite different for the old one. 
Apart from the unfortunate loss of books in the 1920s this 
library has been preserved by being kept apart, and has been given 
a considerable amount of attention, and thus whilst the ordin~ry 
school library has come and gone, most of the books which Christie 
inspected may still be seen. With the exception Of Melanchthon's 
, , 
work, which is' considered to be one of the town's tr~asur~s, the, 
books are destined for the public archives, although now held by 
Mr. Bruce who hopes to make a more thorough study of them than 
has so far been undertaken. 
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10.1. THE SCHOOL 
CHAPTER 10 
MANCHESTER GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
This well known school was fo unde d on an ea r l ier chantry 
school in 1515 by Hugh Oldh am, a nati ve of the area and later 
Bis hop of Exeter . 
Th e school apparently flourished a t first, but dec l ined in 
the late 17205, reflecting the decline in the fortu nes of the 
mills with which it was endowed. Indeed the costs of associated 
law suits ca used its -temporary clo sure at that time, but inc r eased 
income restored it and helped it to survive the widespread 
problems of the late eighteenth century. 
There was a further decline in the first half of the ni ne-
teenth century, once more mainly a result of financial diffic ulties 
connected with the en d ow~ ents, from which the school was rescu ed 
p r i n c i pally by the e f for t S 0 f the H i 9 h t·1'a S t er, F. W. Wa 1 k er. H e 
brought about the introduction of fees, found new bene f actors and 
reorganised the school to such an extent that, in 1865 the Schools' 
Enquiry Co mm i s sio n reported that, even tho ugh a day sc hool, it had 
the best ex ami na tion and university record in the country. 
(Mumford, p.340). 
Thereafte~ the school thrived, with a slight setback between 
1885 and 1903 when numbers fell from nearly 1,000 to only 720 as 
~ntrance standards were mai ntained in the face of increasing 
altern~tives in secondary education , but by 1947 there were over 
1 ,4 00 boys, as t here are now. a nd i n 19 76 t he sch ool bec ~ me 
inde pen dent . 
The orig i nal Free Gramm ar Sc hoo l stood i n Lon g Mil lgate 
(f i g. 35 ) in t he ce nt r e of medieval Manchester, but th e bu i lding 
was repl a ce d i n 1776 a nd aga i n in 1870 , an d a dded to i n 1880 t o 
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· accommodate the growing nu mbers (fig.37). This prov ed i na dequ a t e , 
and in 1931 the school moved into new premises in Rusholme where 
it is today (fig.36). Obviously t he curriculum has also changed 
and expanded, but the school remains a highly a~ade m ic establish -
ment with a selective entry preparing many local boys for the 
univ e r sit ies as its fo un der intend e d, ai th ough f or mo s t boys the 
edu cati on can no longe r be f r ee. 
10.2. THE 18 85 LIB RARY 
Christiels account of the library was very brief; he noted 
that mention of a library was made in the statutes, repeated 
Carlislels statement that most of the boo ks were acq.ui r ed as pay-
ments in money or kind for Tuesday aftern oon holidays, a nd gave a n 
account of SO .1 e of the books which he fo und t he re, bu t th e re is 
much more informati·on available. 
Accommodation and Furnis h ing~ 
A room had been set aside for the Library when the school was 
extended in 1881, said to be at the instigation of a governor, Mr. 
He nry Lee, r at her than as a result of internal pressure (Mumford, 
p.37l)~ Nothin g in the sources consulted has given any indication 
of the housing of the library before this date. The new room was 
located ·in the tower of the new building (fig.37), a factor which 
seems to have contributed to its neglect. As early as 1882 an 
article in Ulula describing an imaginary visit to the school by a 
prospective parent raised some of the problems: 
ICominl out of the gallery, so to speak, and up another 
flight 0 1 steps , I walks into the library which was very quiet, 
wo t wi t h no one be in l in it , an d ju st th e pl ace for thtm wishin l 
to spend an hour or s o i n sol i cit ude . A l ong tab l e was down th e 
mid dle and books al l round the wal l s , these be in ' lock ed up in 
cages res emblin ' s heep pe ns; no do ubt so as refract ory pup il s, 
as they call le m, could be l ocked up wi th the ir b ok s an d not l et 
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out till they 'ad learnt 'em up. Pickin' up a book from the 
table I fou nd it was tri gge rno metry, no doubt for teaching 
young ideas how to shoot, as is often remarked respectin' 
schools. All the book-c ag es bein' loc ked , lowever, I "lent 
downstairs again as was a r~lief 
(Ulula, 63, 1882, p.125) 
A gener al impression of the room and i ts fittings can 
be obtained from the photograph ( fig . 38 ). It is just 
possible to detect the 'cages', and the general blea kness 
of the room is apparent. The whole room measured 19m. by l4m. 
There is further evidence to s uggest that early doubts 
were justified and that the unattractiveness of the room and 
its contents, its inaccessibility and re mo teness discouraged 
use of the lib rary. Although the efforts of the first 
librarian, Mr. J6seph" Hall, an English master, seem to have 
stav ed off dis aster "(Mumf ord, p.37l), it is clear that the 
library soo n declined. ' It must already have been in a poor 
state at the time of Christie's enquiry, and the current 
decline in the school's fortunes cannot have helped. 
Stock 
The number of boo ks in the library at this ti me must 
have been something over 4,000 since this information was 
given in a Speech Day Rep ort of 1882. 
'The Ch a irman said this was the first year in which 
the librarY ha d been completely opened, and the results on 
the who le had bee n s ati sfactory. They had 1,000 volumes to 
start with; then came about 2,000 volumes from the sister 
of the late second master, Mr . Thomps on; and then they got 
the generous gift of £500 from Mr . Chadwick , only a portion 
of which had so far been spent "on bo oks. The re we re now 
about 4 , 000 volumes i n the library, and to increase the 
number they would r eceive £40 eve ry year from the Manchester 
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Corporation so long as it re ma ined solvent.' 
(Ulula, 67, 1882, p.33) 
Christie, however, seems to have restricted his enquiries t o 
the 600 or so books mentioned in the 1856 pri nted £a ta 1og ue 
described below, and particularly to the 40 of these which he did 
not dismis s as 'modern books', mo st of wh ich he found stili 'in the 
library . To four of these he gave special mention since they bore 
the inscription of the lost Man ches te r parochial library, a nd 
select~d eight others as being the most interesting books: 
Camden's Britartnia. London, 1637. 
Favine's Theatre of Honour. London, 1623. 
Mar oi Anton;ni 'I mp'eratoris Historia,. Greece et Latil1e Studio 
operaque Thomas Gatakeri. Cantabigiae, 1652. 
Pagnini's Hebrew Lexicon. 1614. 
Origen's Homilies. 
Livy's Historia Romana, 1578. 
Pliny's Historia Nat ural is. 1522. 
Epistolae. 1600. 
Most of these contained inscriptio ns whi ch we re also given, and 
the selection is in dicative of interest in the beok s themselves 
rather than the situation in wh ich they were to be found. It is 
strange, therefore, that no me ntion is made of the two fifteenth 
century works which must have been in the library at that time. 
They are believed to have been part of the Thompson Library and 
therefore acquired in 1876, and volumes of this date were ment ioned, 
although not na ~e d, in Ulula in 1884, and again in 1930. 
This omissio n and others, and th e dep endence upon the 1856 
catalog ue,and the a cc ount of it i n a newspaper ar ticle at that 
time, (Manchester Guardian, 19t h Aug. 1856 ) and not in its 
original for m, tends to reinforce the i mp ression of th e ~eglec~ 
of the library at this time . It suggests that there vas no la t er 
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catalogue, or even perhaps no clear arrangelnent of the books, 
inspection being necessary to determine what was there . Since 
the enquiry did not pretend to be exhaustive, and reads as if 
Christie dealt with the library personally as would seem likely 
from its location next to Chetha m's Hospital and Library , it may 
be that he was unab le to look further in the time available, and 
had l i ttle help from withi n the school. He made no acknowledgement 
to the High Master as he did in the case of most of the other 
schools. 
Mumford, writing in 1919, was able to be much more precise 
about the origins of -books in the iibrary, and specific gifts and 
purchases from as earlY ,as 1725 5 perhaps be cause of his closer 
association with ~he school and thereby access to documents~ and 
the existence of an ap parently enthusiastic librarian, Mr . J.R. 
Broadhurst (Mumford, p.37l). 
It is difficult to be precise about the nature of the books 
in the library at this time, but juding from the first catalogue, 
lists of additions given in Ulula and purchases recorded by Mumford, 
there had been some attempts to lighten the stock. For the most 
part, however, it must have been at this time mainly scholarly, and 
lacking in interest for the average schoolboy, since little contem-
porary material wou ld have been added in what seems to have been a 
period of decline. 
The 40 or so hooks which Christie mentioned were perhaps those 
mentioned in the Guardian article which said that before 1856 there 
was: 
' a s kel eton of a library consisting of a few musty folios a nd 
quartos of a ch ara c te r not very in teresting t o sc ho ol boys '. 
The arti cle went on to say t hat it had been i mproved of l a te; 
'owing to donat ions in money and books of more rea da l e characte r' ) 
but they would obviously have be en less r e adable so me thirty e a r s 
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later. Mr. Thompson was himself a book collector which might 
well have made his 2,000 books less interesting to boys, an d in 
any case they were not given to the libra ry until 14 years after 
his death. The £4 0 from the Corporation and Mr. Chadwi ck's £50 0, 
still unspent in 188 2 and menti oned as being intended for reference 
books, must therefo re have been the only real source of contemp-
orary wri tin g~ and the absence of records of add itions in Ulula 
at this time suggests that little was done with it. 
,Classification and Cataloguing 
In the absence of any record of the stock in 1885, it seems 
pertinent to mention the 1856 catalogue in more detail, particu-
1arly since Christie tO Qk it as his starting point, and it s€ems 
to be the basi s on which the present library was built. It seems, 
however, that there must have been some sort of later record since 
in 1881 it was possible for the li brari an to ask for the return of 
, . 
books known to be mis sin g from the Tho mps on Library. 
(Ulula 61,1881, p.38). 
The catal ogue was prepared by Mr . Richard Thompson, then 
the librarian, wh ose own library was later given to the school. 
The printed version had 603 entries, but the manuscript copy has 
630. Mr. Jennings is currently studying the catalogue and says 
that some of the extra books are accounted for as duplicates, and 
that the remainder are mostly works by Marryat. There is no 
explanation of the omissions from the printed version, and in any 
case it is likely to have contained ~nly a selection of the stock, 
that is beo ks added recently, si nce part of the re aso n for its com-
pil ation see ms to have been to record and thank subscribers. 
The manuscr i pt version a ls o gav e the s ubje ct classificat io ns 
use d which ~ere as follows: 
Biogr3.phy Theolo gy 
Classics & Classical Criticis m Scie nce & etaphysi cs 
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Tales and Adventure 
Geography and Tr avels 
History and Ethnology 
Poetry 
Natural History 
Ess ays & Gene r al Criticism 
Dictionaries & Le xicons 
Miscellaneous 
Time did not a llow for de tailed s t udy, but the l a rgest 
~ e c t io n s ee ms to ha ve been history and the smallest natural history. 
The a bsenc e of mathema tic s an d l angu ages reflects t he fact that 
these subjects were not introduced in the school until the 1860s. 
There is no readily available information about cataloguing 
or classification between 1856 and 1900, when a new catalogue was 
being compiled (Ulula 200, 1900, p.140). 
Additions to stock 
Nothing is apparent about the methods of book s election et 
this time and it must be assumed that the choice was left to the 
librarian and the many donors. 
Lists of ad ditio ns appea r ed in Ulula from its beginning in 
1873, but not between 1874 and 1884. In 1884 there was a s hort 
article about the l ibrary and lists of additions were pro mi s ed 
(Ulula 79, 1884, p.136), but they did "not appe~r. There was one 
list of 30 books in t he next issue and the receipt of a collection 
of works by Old Man cunians was noted and described in 1888, but 
there seems to hav e been very little activity round about 1885. 
Administration and Staffing 
1885 seems to have been a period without an active librarian, 
possibly following the departure of Mr. Joseph Hall and the end 
of initial activi t y generated by the new library (Mumford, p.371). 
Wi t hou t access to staf f li sts i t is i mpos sible t o be sure since 
t he r e po rts i n Ulula a re for the most part un sig ned . 
As ea rl y as 184 9 a payme nt of £10 had been provided for a 
libra r ia n ( Mumford, p.306), who s eems always to have been ~ memb er 
of the teaching staff , per haps a volunteer a ~ d perh aps not, a 
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factor which mi ght well affect efficiency. 
~egulations and Use 
There is little indic ati on of what the regulations were, 
although some idea of these and library use , or l a ck of i t , ma y 
be gained from th e passage qu oted in co nnection wi th accommodation . 
Clearly the book s were locked up and probably available on ly at 
limite d pe r iods outside schoo l hours. 
Mum ford spoke of a borrowers list from 1845 onwards with 
~ 
details of changes made for use, in dicating once a week opening 
(Mumford, p.523), but this canno t now be found and may we ll have 
ceased long before the period in question. 
Boo k s co u 1 d not be , b 0 r r 0 VI e din the 1 as t wee k 0 f t e I~m 0 r 
retained during the holidays (Ulul a 79, 1884, p.136): but the 
freque ncy of requests for the re t urn of books, particul ar ly the 
number ad dres sed to Old Man cunians, s ugg ests a r ather inefficient 
sys tem . 
There were als o in the school at this ti me se vera1 ot her 
flourishing society and grou p libraries, possibly resu l ti ng fro m 
dissatisfaction with the school libr ary, and certainly th e reafte r 
affecting its use . Fore ffiost amo ng t hese was th e Fifth Form 
Library, not by th is time li mit ed to fifth fo rm use 2 wh ich had 
a printed catalogue of its 300 boo ks, and a subscri p tion of l/-d 
(5p) per term. The Debating Society Library see ms to hav e been 
similar, and amongst others there were a Music Library and a 
Junior Libr ary. 
Fin anc e 
The onl y re gu lar source of i ncome at thi s time, and for much 
l onger, seems to have been the £40 fr om th e Corporation i nvestment. 
Summary 
Thus the library of 1885 see ms to ha le been r a ther uninspirina . 
EvidencE s uggests that i t was badly sit uated , and t:y this t i me 
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poorly cared for, despite its £10 librarian's allowance ~nd its 
£40 book money, and that its 4,000 or so books were serving 
little useful purpose. 
10.3. THE PRESENT LIBRARY AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 
Accommodation and Furnishings 
The present library comprises two large rooms off the main 
cor~idor on the ground floor of the east wing, and is therefore 
readily accessible. One of the rooms is the original library 
provided in the new building of 1931, so perhaps some notice had 
been taken of complaints about the location of the old one which 
had continued until its closure. In 1894 a contributor toU1ula 
wrote 'What is the reas~n why the library is not more used? 
Possibly it is news to you that it is use~ at all.' and after 
commenting on its use went on to say: 'A more unfortunate position 
cannot have been chosen for" it". Is it"too late or too expensive 
", 
to remedy.this?' (Ulu1a" 152,1894, p.142), and as late as 1929 
"-
an editorial suggested that during Education Week w~en the school 
was open to visitors, even masters had hesitated when asked to 
point out the library (Ulula, 409, 1929, p.177}. 
The "older of the two rooms now in use (fig.39) is the larger; 
about 240m. 2 , seating 44 at matching large tables and chairs, in 
light oak, supplied in 1952 following reorganisation and redecor~ 
ation in 1950. Six easy chairs and a librarian's desk were also 
supplied at this time, and island bookcases to accommodate a 
further 6,500 books, thus trebling the capacity. At some time 
one of the built in alcoves has been given a door to form a 
lockable librarian's room, and recently a rack for depositing bags 
has been added, but otherwise the room must be much as it was 
originally. 
It is typical of its period, having a high ceiling, tall 
windows and poor heatings and is perhaps a little gloomy. Most 
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of the wall. space is covered to ceiling height with rather dark 
shelving, and in the main area all the higher sh~lves are empty 
since many of the books have heen transferred into the new room. 
The present librarian does not intend to use the higher shelves, 
holding the view that boys and ladders, or apparently ina~cessible 
books; form a bad combination. The west end widens slightly and 
in it are the easy chairs and the periodical racks, and also the 
locked bookcases, glass or wire-fronted, which contain special 
books~ This room still forms the main part of the library; the 
main entrance opens into it and the librarian's room and desk are 
there, but an extension was added in 1967 as part of a sixth form 
block, which was itself.part of a more general building plan. 
The two rooms are joined to form an L shape, the ~onnecting' 
angle being reserved for display purposes, and at once linking 
and dividing the old and the new so that the styles of the 30s and . 
the 60s do not conflict.~ 
.The newer room (fig.40) is completely different from the old; 
lower ceiling; wider windows; better heating and lighting; shoulder 
he~ght bookcases, both wall and island; and seating in the form of 
carrells in matching light oak. There is a master's desk for 
.supervision. This room will seat 52 boys in an area of about 
192~.2, and although pleasant, lacks the apparent spaciousness, 
and possibly character of the older room. Seating in this area 
is reserved for the use of the sixth form which contains about 
500 boys. 
Stock 
The present librarian estimates the stock at approximately 
20,000 books, about 12,000 of which have been added since 1950, 
when the current accessions register began. The apparent rate 
of increase is deceptive, however~ since about half of the earlier 
stock was disposed of in the 19505 by Mr. J.B. Parnaby, some of it 
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destined for sale in America by Mr. Gibb, the bookseller who 
·acted as advisor. 
There have obviously been losses over the years, and the 
many pleas for the return of books which appear in the pages of 
Ulula bear witness to this. Their frequency suggests little 
success, as do some of the comments: 
IThe School occasionally receives neat parcels of books 
bearing its library stamp "with the compliments of the executors 
of the late Mr. Blank".1 (Ulula 409, 1929,p.177). 
Losses are still a problem and bags have recently been pro-
hibited in the library in attempts to combat this. 
Most of the books ~helved in the normal sequence which is 
continued through from the old room to the new, appear to be 
relatively recent and in good condition. New books are backed 
where applicable and paperbacks strengthened. There is plenty of 
room on the shelves, and. some space is used for display. 
The approximate proportion of books to subjects is as follows: 
Dictionaries, etc. 2% General Literature 2% 
Philosophy 2% Eng • & U.S. Li t. 18% 
Religion 4% . Fi cti on 6% 
Social Sciences 4% German 11% 
Languages 1% French 5% 
Pure Sciences 7% Latin 2% 
Applied Sciences 2% Greek 3%. 
Art & Music 4% Russian 1% 
Other Recreation 1% Geography 2% 
History 23% 
There are no separate sections for Biography or Reference. 
The bias towards the arts is obvious but is no longer a clear 
indication of teaching bias, since about half the sixth form pursue 
science courses. It is more a reflection of the place books hold 
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in the teaching of different subjects. 
About half the German section is made up of old books which 
have been given to the school, some 450 of them as recently as 
1964. Many of them are unclassified but they are shelved in 
sequence and so appear in ~he figures given above, even though 
they are not properly books in general use. 
There are in addition some 500 or 600 older books of various 
kinds which are kept separately, mainly in locked bookcases at 
the west end of the library. These include the books by Old 
Mancunians collected by the Rev .. Jeremiah Smith and given by his 
son in 1888. A list of the 50 books and the two manuscripts 
appeared at the time (Ulula 108, 1888, p.138). Other books of 
this kind have been added since, but the collection is dispersed. 
There are also some of the books from the 1856 catalogue. 
Mr. Jennings has located 61 of these in the library and traced 6 
, 
others as forming part of a gift of 23 books made to the Rylands 
Li bra r y by the Hi g h ~1 a s t e r i n 1 9 5 7 • T \'loaf the sewer e boo k s 
mentioned by Christie; Pagninus, S. lexicon Hebraicum and Smith, 
P. Synopais papismi, respectively numbers 1 and 11 in the old 
catalogue, and 106313 and 106320 in the Rylands library (Jennings). 
No reason was given for the gift, nor for the choice of books, but 
it may well have arisen from the general withdrawal of. books which 
took place about then. 
Also still in the library are the two fifteenth century works 
mentioned above; a missal dated 1474 which has been bound up and 
is not complete, and a book on military tactics dated 1475, an 
example of early Roman printing. 
Of the 12 books which Christie mentioned; 2 were given to the 
RylandsLibrary, 9 are still in the school library and only one, 
Origenls Homiles cannot be accounted for (Jennings). 
Obviously there was movement of stock connected with rehousing 
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of the libraries, but there seem to have been other movements 
from time to time, perhaps connected with attempts to make books 
more accessible. As long as the library remained in the 1880 
building these seem to have been out of the main library: 
lA separate History Library has been formed, which is in 
the charge of fljr. Cox: to this a large number of history books 
from the school library have be~n lent. Most of the books in 
Modern Languages have in the same way been lent to the Library 
of the Modern Sixth.' (U1u1a 360, 1921, p.125), but with the 
new building the books began to come back in again. This seems 
to have begun with the addition of the J.L. Paton T)'avel Library 
in 1934, which eventually gave its name to the whole library, and 
ended in the late 19605 when all the collections which had found 
their way into the library but remained as separate entities were 
finally integrated with the estab1ishment of a single sequence 
, 
th!'oughout the enlarged library (U1ula 533,1968, p.5). 
Smaller book collections still exist in the school but they 
are discouraged, and the only other library of importance is the 
Junior Library, a separate organisation with about 5,000 books, 
which it is not proposed to deal with here. 
Apart from books the library contains only periodicals and a 
small archive collection. 
The question of developing a resources centre was raised a 
year or two ago, but since there is a great amount of audio-visual 
material already available in the school, nothing came of it: 
'We have investigated the possibility of developing a centrali-
sed Resources Base for the school. But individual Departments have 
their own well-establi~hed systems; some also are very widely 
separated from others. However, we have achieved a central Audi'o-
Visual reference library for staff use. l (Open Day Brochure, p.50). 
The periodicals are the expected publications; Listener, 
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Economist, Punch, Paris Match and so on, and the purchase of· 
similar serious magazines such as Classical RevieH and Chemistry 
Society Journal is recorded from 1893, before which time only the 
magazines of other schools were mentioned. Russian magazines are 
taken now, presumably to support teaching, and there seems to be 
. . 
a lack of purely recreational material, Bridge Magazine being the 
closest approach to this • 
. The archive collection is the work of the present librarian 
who decided to sort out the material reaching him in the way of 
gifts and. bequests, and eventually advertised for more in Ulula. 
The collection is fairly small and housed in a filing cabinet in 
the librarian's room, but contains many interesting documents and 
photographs connected with the school IS history. 
Classification and Cataloguing 
The Dewey classification system is used for all books in 
general u~e but this hasRonly been so since 1950. The system 
. generally used prior to this is not known, although there are 
signs of a simple shelf system. There is, however, a record of 
the classification of some of the older German books which, 
although rather curious, must have resulted in a helpful arrange-
ment. The method was to take the authorlsdate of birth, subtract 
1,000 and t~enadd the year of publication from which 1,000 had 
also been subtracted. Thus a book by Goethe, born 1749, published 
in 1781 would become 749,781, and the system would bring the 
writers and their works together in reasonably chronological order. 
Authors with the same date of birth, and multiple copies of books, 
were distinguished by the addition of letters. The system is 
described in the note book catalogue which exists for these books. 
There is now a card catalogue for the books in general use 
which was amended in 1950 when the majority of them Here classified, 
and completed in 1964 (Ulula 479, 1950, p.838 and 525, 1965, p.9) . 
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The catalogue was originally begun in 1918 when there was 
·an earlier period of great activity for which no particular 
reason can be found, although there was at that time an obviously 
interested librarian, Mr. J.R. Broadhurst (Mumford, p.37l). 
Additions to Stock 
Book selection is in the' hands of the librarian who accepts. 
5uggestions,.primarily· from members of staff, and makes choices 
of his own. He is not inclined to purchase books which are 
purely recreational, believing that boys can find their own 
material to support hobbies and activities. He alsri selects· 
from the many gifts which are made to the library, rejecting a 
few of these volumes. 
Entries in Ulula suggest that the system of book selection 
has not changed much over the years, the additions normally being 
allied to subjects taught, although the addition of the stocks of 
the many smaller libraries after 1932 must have widened the 
content. 
There is a brief accessions register recording the additions 
in 1938 which shows clearly that heads of departments were 
responsible for the selection of books at that time, submitting 
~uggestions to the value of the money allocated. Only six depart-
ments were involved: classics, modern languages, science, English, 
maths. and history. There is no further accessions register until 
the present one begins in 1950. 
At this time a selection committee was formed, but this no 
longe.r exists. 
Staffing 
The present librarian, now head of the mathematics department, 
accepted the post of assistant to the then librarian, Mr. P.C. Hill 
a classicist, when he joined the staff in 1960. There is also a 
cl e r i ca 1 ass i s tan t, M i s s P. Mot t e r she ad, sec 0 n d e d tot he. 1 i bra ry 
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but liable to be recalled to the school office in emergencies. 
She is normally in the library and in charge of its daily 
operation, including supervision of the main area and the issue 
of books. 
Before his appointment to head of department the librarian 
had only two extra" free periods during the week which were 
allowed for his work on the examination timetable and his library 
duties, and therefore much of his work was, and still is, done in 
his own time. He feels that the situation could be improved. 
It is difficult to work out what the history of library 
staffing has been, but the general picture is of a master appointed 
to the task, with no re~l system, and no clerical assistance other 
than what would normally be provided by the school office, again 
until the early 195Ds. Since it was stated at that time that a 
permanent librarian had been appointed (Ulula 479, 1950, p.838) 
the post must formeriy have been casual, or even lapsed, and the 
amount of work done certainly seems to have varied according to 
the enthusiasm of individuals. This 'permanent librarian' was 
still a member of staff, Mr. Parnaby, who taught English. The 
High Master offered him the job of 'getting the library going as 
a school library' \'/hich he undertook, helped after a short time 
by the first appointment of a library assistant, Mrs. J. Critchley. 
He left in 1956 and was followed by Mr. Hill. 
Earlier librarians who seem to have made some impact during 
the school's history are: Mr. Thompson, the compiler of the first 
catalogue; another Mr. Hill, who \Alas in charge when the library 
opened in the 1880 building and Mr. Broadhurst, the instigator of 
the present catalogue and the first person to write lengthy, signed 
reports in Ulula. In addition there is a record of assistance 
rendered by an Old Mancunian, Mr. Oswald Baxter, in 1914, apparently 
for work connected with the attempted revival by Mr. Broadhurst 
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about that time. 
Pupils seem to have played little part in the library in. the 
past. All the other libraries in the school seem to have had, 
and been run by, committees of boys, but this does not seem to 
have been so for the main library. The only obvious signs of 
boys' activity in this sphere are a detailed report in 1921, 
prepared by a boy and bearing his name as well as that of th~ 
librarian (Ulu1a 360,1921, p.125), and mention of prefects help-
ing with supervision in 1918. 
Prefects still assist with supervision, and although boy 
librarians apparently exist, their duties seem to be nominal except 
in times of particular activity as when the library was extended in 
1967 (Ulula 583, 1968, p.5). 
Regulations and Use 
Use of the school library is restricted to the third year and· 
above, that is about 1,250 boys including a sixth form of 500. 
There are no timetab1ed library periods except for sixth form 
private study, and therefore no instruction in library use. 
Boys have tickets and issue is mainly supervised, although 
older boys seem to help themselves if there is no one at the issue 
point, which is Miss Mottershead's desk in the older room. 
A prefect supervises this room and issues books at lunch time, 
and in theory the other room is supervised by a master during 
lesson time when it is used by the sixth form for private study.· 
Copies of the rules are duplicated for distribution. They are 
fairly standard. 
In earlier times use of the library seems to have been 
restricted to particular age groups, and only available at certain 
times. The following entry is typical of many which appeared in 
Ulula over the years: 
'Boys are reminded that the Library is now open every day from 
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12.45 to 1.10 and 3.15 to 4 p.m. Boys in the various sixth forms 
may borrow books from the Library on their own responsibility; 
boys in the lower forms will "require the counter-signature of 
their Form Master.' (Ulu1a 228, 1904, p.52). 
This passage indicated a recent improvement in avail~bility, 
but even so, would~be borrow~rs must have needed determination. 
Exactly when borrowing became relatively easy is not clear, and 
it may simply have been a gradual process. Loan figures for the 
present time are not available for comparison but it seems 
worthwhile to quote the figures for 1921 which are available, and 
indicate that by then at least there might have been more use made 
of the library than oth~r matters \l!ould suggest. There v/ere at 
this time about 1,200 boys, all of whom could borrow books. 
Subject Number 
Classics 
English - poems & plays 111 
essays 115 
fiction 61 
various 
History 
Science & Haths. 
War books 
Modern Languag~s. 
106 
Tota 1 
498 
393 
133 
65 
13 
23 
1,125 
This was the period when stock had been lent to the History 
and Modern Languages libraries, and therefore the figures for 
these sections were said to be low. The list was compiled by a 
pupil, presumably an enthusiast (Ulula 360,1921, p.125). Later, 
in Mr. Parnaby1s time, deliberate efforts were made to increase 
use, which he thinks rose to about 400 loans a week. 
Observation suggests that the present library, open all day, 
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-
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-
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'. 
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Manchester Grammar School: SUITmary of development. 
is ~uite well used. The older room was full during a lunchtime 
visit and there were still several boys there at 5 p.m., apart 
from a fair amount of coming and going during lesson times. 
The room is occasionally used for non-academic purposes; 
governors' meetings, parents' meetings, recitals and so on. The 
Chess Club holds matches there, but societies are not encouraged 
to use it although most of them have done so in the past. 
Finance 
The present librarian does not have a book allowance, but 
may spend as much as he feels necessary and this has been the 
case since the 1950s. 
Clearly the source~ consulted do not give financial details 
for the last 90 years, but the 1938 accessions register does show 
that at that time the allowance was £40, possibly still the money 
from the Corporation .. It was strictly divided between the six 
, 
departments named to givE them £6.13.4d (£6.66ip) each. Thus 
there has been a considerable change here. 
10.4. SUMMARY 
The overall impression is of a well-kept academic library of 
traditional pattern, that is a room for study and books primarily 
connected with those studies, and in this the present library is 
not far removed from the old. 
The stock is up to date and the library reasonably well 
staffed, even though the librarian is short of time and expressed 
the view that a qualified librarian might be preferable. 
It does still have a considerable number of interesting old 
books which are in the process of being sorted out, and some of 
them are occasionally displayed. The main part of the library is 
properly classified and catalogued, a far cry from the situation 
which must have confronted Christie. 
There is no apparent shortage of money, an enviable situation, 
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but this, and many of the other satisfactory features seem to be 
of relatively recent date, that is mainly since 1950. The activity 
of the early 1900s and 1940s was apparently the result of interest 
shown by individual librarians, although the 1902 Act and the 
associated change in the school's fortunes may have had some 
influence. Only the ~ncorporation of the library into the 
.building schemes of 1931 and 1967 seems to have been the result 
of. general demand f~om within the school. When the library was 
at its lowest ebb, however, there was an astonishing numbe~ of 
smaller flourishing libraries within the school and perhaps: 
improved accessibility has been one of the most important factors 
in the development of the library (fig.41). 
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Fi g.43 
~1erchant Taylors ' School , Original Building. 
(Clode,p . 492 ) 
Merchant Taylors ' School 1979 . 
CHAPTER 11 
MERCHANT TAYLORS' SCHOOL, CROSBY 
11.1. THE SCHOOL 
Merchant Taylors' School was founded in 1619 under the will 
of John Har riso l , ther~erchan t Taylo r s I Company being made trus tee s. 
The sch ool began li fe in 1622 with two mas ters a nd thirty boys i n a 
fine stone builidng (fig .42). which is still in use today as the 
library and sixth form area of the younger Mer chant Taylors' Girls' 
School. 
The school suffered in the civil wars and seems to have made 
little progress in the first 30 years of its existenc e , a lthough 
things i mp roved for a time thereafter, and by 1750 there were about 
80 boys. It declined again, however, mainly as a result of mis-
management locally and government from afar, to t he extent that 
about 1850 the headmaste r wa s found to be drawing his salary but 
taking no pupils. This naturally brought about changes and these, 
coupled with the appointment of a new and very different headmast e r, 
the Sam uel Crawford Armour with whom Christie corresponded, saw the 
beginning of real development. 
New buildings were soon found to be necessary and in 1878 the 
96 boys left th eir old building and moved into new pre mises half a 
mi le away which they still occupy (fig.43). 
The Merchant Taylorsl Company is still associated with the 
s~hoo1 but ceased to control it when it received di r ect grant 
status in 1910. It is now an inde pende nt school at t ended by some 
700 boys~ about 20 0 bei ng in the si xth forms. 
11.2. THE 1885 LIBRf\RY 
The informatio n given by Ch ristie was very brief; he listed 
the 21 books prov ide d for the schoc l b ' the Me rch ant Taylors ' 
Co mpa ny in 16 30 an d quo ted Can on Armour' s reply to his que s tio ns : 
i 45 . 
Fig. 44 Merchant TO-yIors ' School Library c . 1390 • 
. (M. T. S. Library) 
.. , .... 
IJU, ••• • 
" ..... 
Fig. 45 Merch~~t Taylor s ' School Library 1972. 
·' .... 
'there is nothing nO\,I remaining of the small library to 
which you refer ' • 
There is still no trace of the original books which. Mr. Luft 
believes to have been lost in the period of the civil wars, but 
there is evidence that there were other library books in the 
school from about 1852. These were again purchased by th2 Company 
whose representatives recommended in that year: 
'that a library should be introduced into the school, and 
regular sums of money donated from Company funds for the purchase 
of library books ' 
(Luft, p.167). 
It is, therefore, the general library provision which the 
school had at the time which is to be considered, excluding the 
fate of the old library \'Jhich had already disappeared by 1885. 
Accommodation and Furnishing 
Provision ·was made for the library when the school was re-
housed in 1878, and the photograph (fig.44), shows Canon Armour in 
that room, which then doubled as the headmaster's study and is now 
the masters· common room. The whole room i~ about 9m.x l2m. with 
l?rge windows on two sides which suggests that there was little 
more shelving than is shown. 
·Stock 
There are about 600 volumes visible in the photograph and the 
empty upper shelves suggest that there were not many -more. Titles 
can not bed e t e r m i ne d but a form e r pup i 1, ~1 r. H. W •H .' Rob e r t s, re ca 1 1 e d 
that in his time, 1910-1918, there was no light reading but a 
I 
collection of history books, classical texts and edited French b60ks, ! 
and it seems fair to assume that this was the sort of material 
available at the earlier date. 
Cataloguing and Classification 
. There is no trace of early catalogues and the .only sign of 
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classification is an entry in the magazine in 1912 which asked 
for the return of Clough's edition of P1utarch and gave the 
number C.8.12., which suggests classics, shelf 8, book 12, and 
therefore a simple system (Review,. XVlll, 54, 1910, p.69). 
Additions 
Purchases at this time ~eem to have been few, but numerous 
gifts were recorded in the magazine and the impression is that 
these formed the greater part of the additions. 
Administration and Staffing 
The headmaster seems to have been in charge of the library 
in its early days although no real evidence h~s been found to 
support this impression, 
Regulations and Use 
Early entries ·in the Review reveal nothing about library 
regulations, but do show something about its use, although not as 
, 
a library~ The first issue, for example, contained mention of 
societies meeting there, and articles by old boys show quite clear-
ly that in or about 1885 the room was used for such diverse activi-
ties as play rehearsals and the beating of miscreants. 
Finance 
There seems to have been money from the governors from time to 
time, but details are not available. 
Summary 
. Thus, whilst Merchant Taylors' School had lost its 1630 library 
by 1885, it did possess a collection of about 600 books and a room 
to ho~se them, albeit used for numerous other purposes. 
11.3. THE PRESENT LIBRARY 
Accommodation and Furnishing 
The photograph (fig.45) shows the present school library in 
the converted assembly hn11 which it has occupied since 1963. The 
move had been planned as early as 1950, but had to wait for the 
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completion of other buildings before it was achieved, assisted by 
the gifts of several individuals: 
IIn September 1963 the library opened in what had previously 
been the School Hall. The cost of the new fittings was largely 
borne from the benefaction of the late Mr. L.M. Hayes. M~morial 
tables were given by the family of C.J. Moore, by Mr. C.H. Stein 
O.C., and as a bequest by the late Mr. E.W. Hodson O.C. It should 
be recorded that the woodwork of the new library was cdnstructed 
on the school premises by the school joiner, Mr. Jeffrey Guttridge. 1 
(Revie\'l XLV1, 166, 1964, p.16). 
The room is lofty, about 20m. x gm., and unfortunately some-
what inadequately heate~ for its present purpose although improve-
ments are currently being discussed. It is on the ground floor of 
the main school building, entered from the main corridor by double 
doors placed centrally in its west \'/a11. There is light oak 
shelving on all walls, rising to 2m. where the windows permit, and 
additional shelving forms alcoves in the northern half, below the 
impressive war memorial. The southern half has been left open 
although gaps have been left in the wall shelving so that addition-
al bookcases may be added within the same layout. 
The library seats about sixty-five at large tables \'lith the . 
few matching wooden chairs which have withstood the hard usage, and 
a majority of moderh tubular framed replacements. Catalogue 
cabinets and a periodicals rack make up the rest of the furnishings. 
The high windows which occupy most of the south and east walls 
are u~curtained, but the wooden floor was carpeted in 1978 wbich 
has considerably reduced incidental noise and improved the atmos-
phere. Another recent addition has been the large collection of 
university plaques donated by old boys which have brightened up 
the walls above the bookcases. 
One of the corner alcoves has been partly closed off by 
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matching cupboards and this area, about 3m. x 3m., is used as a 
working space for the librarians. It is adequate for most 
purposes although there are obvious limitations on noise, and 
supervision of the library is not possible from it. There is in 
addition a librarian's desk in the centre of the library to provide 
for the latter. 
The occupation of the hall was not the library1s first change 
in accommodation, however. In 1943 the original room had become a 
lending library and the reference section had been moved to form a 
reference library in the room immediately above it, and both these 
rooms were decorated and provided with new light oak furniture in 
the mid 1950s, presumably that which is now found in the main 
library in addition to the presentation items. The last trace of 
the former referenc~ library, now a classroom once mores disapp-
eared very recently when the construction of fire doors led to the 
removal of the newspaper~reading desk which had stood outside it 
for about thirty years. 
A junior library also developed and was separately housed, 
and this division was continued when the new library was cpened. 
Stock 
The school now has two central libraries, one junior and one 
senior, supplemented by one or two departmental collections. The 
junior library has about 2,000 books, mainly fiction, and the 
senior, or school library some 12,000, principally non-fiction. 
The school library caters primarily for the sixth form and staff 
and the book stock reflects this, being mainly, though not exclu-
sively, of an adult and academic nature. Other aspects of school 
life are represented by a limited number of books associated with 
various sports, activities and societies, but the bulk of the 
material is con~ected with subjects studied. The proportions 
are as follows: 
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General Reference 4% English 15% 
Philosophy & Religion 5% German 3% 
So ci a 1 Sciences 5% French 5% 
Mathematics 3% Other ~10d. Langs. 1% 
Pure Sciences 6°1 (0 Classics 5% 
Applies Sciences 1% Geography 4% 
Art & "'ius i c 4% An c i e ntH is tory 3% 
Other Recreation 1% Nodern Hi story 15% 
Fiction 12% Biography 8% 
Some of the apparent imbalance is offset by the existence of 
additional departmental libraries, notably in geography and the 
sciences, but the overall impression, supported by entries in 
the magazine, is that the library has grown rather haphazardly· at 
the whim of the person in charge of it, with much reference to 
subjects taught, and great dependence'on gifts. 
The donation of books has affected the size of the library 
and the nature of the stock. Although this has meant that much 
of the material is of little use to the majority of today's pupils, 
it has also led to the accumulation of some unusual and interesting 
volumes, particularly those written by old boys, or connected with 
local or school history. There has never been a need to reject 
stock on grounds of space alone, thus books of special interest or· 
merit have remained whether of immediate use or not, to the extent 
that many of the volumes' consulted for this piece of work have been 
readily available on these library shelves - some justification for 
the policy~ 
The library has a special collection of about 200 books locked 
in glass fronted cupboards and available for loan on reques~, but 
as yet unsorted. The more ioportant items such as the 1724 Prayer 
Book of a former headmaster, the Revel~end I~ilfred Troutbeck, ·al~e 
no longer kept in the library, although some of the school's records 
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have recently been deposited there preparatory to Mr. Luft's 
retirement: 
Some 14 periodicals are purchased covering both academic 
and recreational interest: they include Punch, Paris Match, New 
Scientist and Rowing Magazine, and there are two daily papers. 
There is in addition a large" amount of free literature, both 
regular and occasional. 
The library also has a small record collection of about 200 
items, mainly classical music an~ spoken word, and some cassettes 
have been added to this recently. The school does not provide 
audio visual material for individual use, and class and staff 
requirements are met by ,the technical department. This also 
provides reprographic services, and additional facilities are 
offered by the school's printing press. 
Classification and Cataloguing 
There seems to be no record of activity in these fields prior 
to Mr. E.B. Powley's address to the S.L.A. in 1948 in which he 
"spoke of cataloguing, card-indexing and shelving, and said that: 
IAn unorganised, unclassified, uncatalogued, ruleless, casual 
Grammar School Library will never fulfil its proper function in a 
school .•• ' • 
"Unfortunately he supplied no details of the system of classi-
fication which he used which, according to Dr. J. Mackay, was of 
his own devising, loosely based on Cheltenham. This was not 
finally abandoned until 1968 under one of his successors, Mr. R.C. 
Shepa~d, 'as a l~esult of the pressure exerted by the expansion of 
the science and sociology sections, and enthusiastic pupil 
librarians. The Dewey system is now in use, but not yet without 
some of the errors made by those same enthusiastic boys. 
No date has been found for the commencement of the present 
card catalogue which is currently being revised. 
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Additions 
According to Mr. Powley the library had reached about 2,400 
books in 1944, an average increase of about 40 DOOKS a year. By 
1948, under his rule (and rule would seem to De an appropriate 
term), it had grown to over 5,000, an impressive rate of ~bout 
600 books a year. He d~scribed the subjects collected by his 
predecessors: 
' ... classics, Biblical criticism, history, more and more 
modern history, a certain amount of English literature, a rather 
inordinate quantity of literary criticism, a small batch of 
mathematics - Newton's Principia is there, a neat collection of· 
french and German texts 1 atlases! some science, ranging from 
Lyall and Darvdn after 1900 increasing rapidly; the Dictionaryof 
National Biography, a set of good .language dictionaries, crowned 
at last with acquisition of the great New English Dictionary. We 
, 
have Chambers Encyclopae,dia, but our Britannica is out of date 
thus. giving a good indication of the nature of the li.brary in 1948, 
and then set out his own ideas of a good reference collection, 
demonstrating his own policy in book selection .. Interestingly, he· 
advocated a fair amount of recreational material, but apart from 
that the emphasis seems to have been on English literature and the 
arts gen~ral1y, consisient with his position as head of English. 
He is shown to have selected books personally, both new and second-
hand, from local bookshops, to have consulted publishers' catalogues 
and other book lists, and to have encouraged gifts. 
There were clearly some areas of study and interest ignored by 
Mr. Powley, for example he mentioned neither philosophy nor fiction, 
and there have since been occasional attempts to rationalise the 
stock as in 1956 when Mr. A.H. Aldous spoke of the expansion of the 
music, biography and philosophy sections in this context (Review, 
XLIV, 158, 1956, p.20). Despite this, the influence of donations 
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in the form of books has also remained strong, especially in the 
history sections. Almost every entry in the RevieH, that is from 
1890 until the present day, has included thanks for such gifts, 
and the proportion of the stock which is formed by them must be 
quite high. 
New books.arenow purchased through a local library supplier, 
mainly from suggestions made by members of staff, and are added at 
the rate of about 150 to 200 a year, although this figure is still 
increased by donations, and in some recent years has been doubled 
by them. 
Administration and Staffing 
The post of librari~n existed bi 1909 since the school 
librarian is mentioned in the magazines after that date, but 
it has not been possible to find much beyond the names of what 
appear to have been the first two holders of the position, Mr. E. 
Hartley and Mr. H.T. Crawford-Smith. The latter, a classicist, is 
said to have developed the library (Luft, p.247), but detailed 
information only begins with his successor, Mr. Powley. 
Mr. Powley took over in about 1943. He is remembered in the 
school as the man responsible for the development of the library, 
and is frequently mentioned as such in the records. Typical is the 
mention in the headmaster's report of 1950: 
'Overlapping with the work of all subjects at all times is 
the library, which has made remarkable development under the 
direction of Mr. Pow1ey and Miss Parker ••.. It is not too much 
to say that the influence of our library is felt far outside the 
walls of the school.' 
The latter claim was borne out by the fact that Mr. Pow1ey's 
address of 1948 was basically giving advice for the setting up and 
r~nning of school librafies in view of the prominence given to 
them under new ministry regulations (Min. of Ed. Bldg. Regs. 2nd 
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Sched. 1944, p.19) with his own library as a model, and by his 
"election to the chairmanship of the School Library Associatio~ 
a short time afterwards {Review XLII, 151, 1950, p.225}. He does 
not seem, however, to have been the most popular of masters, nor 
as entirely admirable as official reports suggest. Dr. M~ckay 
rep 0 r t ed t hat: 
'He was so proud of it (the library) that one sometimes 
wondered whether the books were meant to be borrowed at all,' and 
although tales such as that of the boy who brought him Jehovah 
instead of the hoover to clean the library floor, because he dared 
not question his instructions might amuse, they also indicate his 
harshness. 
Nevertheless, Mr. Powley seems to have been almost entirely 
responsible for turning a fairly small, haphazard and possibly not 
much used library into a very different organisation, involving 
expansion 1nto several s~ctions and rooms and incorporating a 
general policy behind book provision and selection. " Dates would 
also suggest that he was involved in the plan to move the library 
to its present location, and generally his influence was clearly 
of great importance. 
Mr. J. Mackay followed Mr. Pow1ey in 1951, taking over the 
job of librarian with that of head of Engli~h, which became the 
pattern. He was assisted by a parent, a Mrs. Vose, as well as 
Miss Parker, then head ~f the preparatory department, ~ho had 
earlier assisted Mr. Powley and also became an official of the 
School Library Association. 
Mr. Mackay was succeeded by Mr. A.H. Aldous in 1954, said by 
his successor, Mr. Shepard, to have brought some management 
principles to bear, although he did not explain this. Mr. Aldous 
it was, however, who attempted to regulate the expansion of the 
diffe~ent sections, and in his time the reports in the magazine 
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began to be more comprehensive and pupil librarians to take more 
prominence. 
Mr. Shepard took over in 1958 and was thus involved with the 
opening of the present library in 1963. He ran the library with 
the assistance of boys until 1971 when a separate post was created: 
that of librarian for the twb schools, that is the girls' and the 
b~ys', which are in separate buildings half a mile apart. Follow-
ing the departure of Mr. Shepard to a headmastership in 1972, the 
school library became the responsibility of the librarian whilst 
the junior library remained under the control of the English 
department. 
The present librarian, the writer of this thesis. and a 
qualified teacher and librarian, followed Mr. Shepard. The post 
involves some teaching as well as running the libraries so that 
about a quarter of the timetable is available for library work in 
, 
the Boys' 'S c h 0 0 1, i n c 1 u d; n 9 a co n s i de r ab 1 e a m 0 u n t of sup e r vis i on • 
Entries in the Review show that there was at least one pupil 
librarian each year from 1943, but it was not until Mr. Aldous' 
time that individual boys were mentioned and thanked. One of 
these former librarians, D~. G.D.C. Martin, recalls: 
I •••• being made a pro-monitor on the strength of my job as 
Head Librarian, which involved wielding power over fellow-pupils 
All the donkey-work and day to day running of the Library was 
in the hands of the schoolboy staff •••. an impresssion of having 
considerable responsibility and doing a challenging and ~orthwhi1e 
job I " 
Boys still carry out most of the routine work, there being 
about fifteen of them recruited from the fifth and sixth forms. 
The senior boy still has considerable responsibility, particularly 
since the librarian is often not immediately available, or even 
on the p rem i s e.s . 
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Regulations and Use 
The present library is used by the sixth form throughout the 
day for private study, and by the upper fifth during the lunch 
hour, about 300 boys in all. Younger boys may borrow books with 
special permission but this is not often done, their needs 
generally being served by the junior library. There is normally 
supervision when the library is full, this being done by the 
librarian if she is available, or by a master or a monitor if she 
is not. Lunch time supervision is one of the duties of the sixth 
form librarians. There is no alternative ac~ommodation for sixth 
formers in free periods, but nevertheless they are expected to be 
quiet in the library. 
Books may be borr6wed at any time on ~ompletion of a borrowing 
slip, and may be retained for a maximum period of one term. 
Checking of these sli~s over the last twelve months revealed about 
1,000 official loans. $jnce the boys are obliged to spend tAeir 
private study periods in the library many books are read and con-
sulted without being borrowed, and there is of course no check of 
the illegal borrowing which also takes place! 
Mr. Powley's library rules have survived and are reproduced 
below, since they offer most of the information available about 
earlier usage. The rules for the reference section differed only 
in that the fifth forms were excluded, special arrangements existed 
for borrowing, the fines were higher and silence was expected. 
APPENDIX B 
MERCHANT "TAYLORS' SCHOOL, CROSBY 
LI BRARY RULES BOYS 
Senior Library Lending Section 
1. The Lending Section is, for purpose of borrowing, open to the 
Vths and Vlths at specified times. Otherwise it is out of 
bounds. 
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2. Access to the shelves and catalogues is open. Care must be 
taken not to misplace a book and, in no circumstances, may a 
card be lifted out of an index drawer. 
3. When a book has been selected for borrowing a white ticket 
should be filled in, taken to the Librarian (or Assis~ant 
librarian), who, if the book be in fit condition for loan, 
will date the ticket, stamp on the ticket a date for return 
of the book, initial ·the ticket, retain it, and issue the 
book. 
4. Usually not more than 2 books will be issued to the same 
borrower at one time; and in no case can more than 3 volumes 
be held by the borrower. 
5. If a book be not brought ~ack upon the date stamped on the 
ticket for its return (or upon the nearest date thereto upon 
which the Library may be open and th~borrower at school), the 
borrower will become liable to a fi~e of one penny a day~for 
- each day up to ten of the 'overdue' period. On the eleventh 
day steps will be taken to recover at once the book and a 
suspension of at least as many days as the book is overdue 
will be applied. 
6. Notice that a book has become overdue will not be given. 
7. A book can as a rule be renewed once but not without presen-
tation of the volume for that purpose. 
8. Requests for reservation of an 'out' volume will be received. 
I 
9. Marking in, rough treatment or careless custody of a book, 
will involved suspension from use of the Library and, it may 
be, the cost of repair or replacement of the book. 
10. If a borrower finds a book disfigured or damaged he must at 
once report the fact. 
11. The librarian or Assistant Librarian will apply suspension for 
any unseemly conduct in the room. 
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12. Suggestions for addition of books will be welcomed. 
"13. Arrangements can be made for borrowing books during the Xmas 
arid Easter vacations. 
Such precise regulations might well h~ve discouraged use, but 
in his address, Mr. Powley claimed almost 2,500 loans from about 
500 boys in 1946/7. At that time the library seems to have served 
the whole .of the main school. 
No written evidence has come to hand concerning use prior to 
this time, but Mr. Roberts remembered a collection of about six 
hundred books which he did not consult and felt sure he would not 
have been allowed to borrow. What he remembered most clearly was 
that the library was also the headmaster's study, and he depicted 
an occasional intrepid senior boy consulting the books to the 
accompaniment of hissing gas-light and the distant frown of an 
ever present headmaster. However fanciful this may be, he believed" 
his oV/n lack of use of the library to have been the result of its 
dual purpose, as well as awareness that the books were in any case 
such as would have been on his father's shelves. A further clear 
recollection was hot concerned with books at all, but with the 
fact that the library ~as a place of punishment. Notices in 
assembly asking boys to. go to the library were then the prelude 
to the beatings which took place there until 1929. 
This may have changed, but entries in the Rev~ew show that 
many aspects of the library have not. Some of the societies which 
orJginally met in the library still do so, and although the head-
master no longer beats boys, he still sees all leavers in the 
library on their last day, meets parents there and takes tea there 
after school functions, and boys still consult books beneath the 
gaze of Canon Armour, from his portrait on the wall. 
Fin"ance 
"The governors seem to have continued the grants which they 
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Fig.46 Merchant Taylo~s' School: summary of development. 
ha'd made to the 1 i brary before 1885, sho\,ln by an entry in the 
magazine in 1909: 
lA considerable number of useful books have recently been 
put into the library owing to a generous grant of the governors,' 
(Review XVII, 49, 1909, p2), but the value and frequency,of 
these could not be' determined. Mr. Powley, however, was again 
helpful: 
'When I think of my predecessors' slender resources - £30 
to £50 per annum - helped perhaps by a small extra grant - I 
consider they did well •••• A, grant of 5/- (25p) per head from 
the governing body yields about £150 per annum and it's a bad 
year in which I can't add another £50 from fines, lost property 
fines, lost property sales, and other indirect though not crooked 
means. ' 
Apart from gifts, money now comes only from the annual allo-
cation which is still made on a per capita basis. This was about 
£700 in 1978, and is currently being reviewed. 
11.4. SUMMARY 
Thus the library of Herchant Taylors' School has developed 
considerably since Christie made his enquiries, at which time it 
was a fairly limited collection of about 600 books, although even 
then a room had been provided for it in the new building. , It has 
, grown with the ~choo1 and possibly changed most as a result of the 
individuals involved, the principal periods of change being in the 
ea~ly 1940s and the late 1950s, although in the latter period 
expan~ion was also associated with general building schemes. 
Maintained interest has led to the appointment of a qualified 
librarian, but the library remains essentially the same as that 
from which Canon Armour probably wrote his reply to Christie: a 
collection of printed material designed to supply primarily the 
academic needs of the school and a room in which to study and 
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meet (fig.46). 
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Rivington Grammar School as r ebuilt i n 1714 
(Kay , p . 86 ) 
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CHAPTER 12 
RIVINGTON AND BLACKROD GRAMMAR ·SCHOOL 
12.1. THE SCHOOL 
Rivington and B1ackrod Grammar School was formed in 1875 by 
the amalgamation of two separate schools but it is the earlier 
history of only one of them, Rivington, which is discussed here . 
. Although B1ackrod apparently had some books in 1640 (Kay, p.119), 
it was to Rivington that a sizeable library was. given in 1571 as 
a bequest from James Pi1kington, who had founded the school in 
1566. 
The school did not'prosper at first, but by 1714 funds were 
adequate for rebuilding (fig.47), and despite setbacks similar to 
those suffered by other grammar schools in the following century, 
it survived to be iombined with the nearby and less successful 
. 
B1ackrod School. This w'as not entirely satisfactory, however, and 
the school closed temporarily in 1880 pending the erection of a 
new building (fig.48). 
This building was occupied in 1882 and later extended, and 
now houses the upper part of Rivington and Blackrod High School, 
formed in 1973 by the amalgamation of the grammar school and the 
local secondary modern school. It is a mixed comprehensive school 
of about 1,600 pupils, the younger ones still being housed in the 
old modern school although the buildings are being fur~her extended 
so that there will eventually be room for all on one site. At its 
closure the mixed grammar school had about 600 pupils although the 
figure had been higher. 
12.2. THE 1885 LIBRARY 
According to Christie, whose account was mainly concerned with 
the origins of the books and with the early statutes which were 
most particular in ·relation to their care, Rivington and Bla.ckrod 
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S:hool had lost its library and all trace of it by 1885, but in 
fact there was some record, and the school had then a more modern 
library. There was, however, no mention of a library in th~ 
redrawn statutes of 1737 (Kay, p.127). 
Accommodation and Furnishin~ 
There is no direct information but bookcases had been 
purchased in 1751 (Kay, p.B8), and since none of the documents 
relating to the nel'J school building mention a library, it may be 
assumed that no special room had been provided and that the books 
remained in bookcases in some other room. 
Stock 
Entries in the library register about this time gave 
catalogue numbers which suggest that there may have been about 
150 books. These w~re mostly fiction which implies the existence 
of a separate reference collection which would have made the total 
figure somewhat greater.-
Cataloguing and Classification 
Clearly there was a catalogue of some sort in 1885 since the 
books were numbered, but it does not seem to have survived. What 
has survived, however, is a much earlier list of the dozen books 
which remained in 1578 from Pi1kington's bequest, and thus there 
must have been in 1885 this record of a small part of the original 
library. (Govs. Acct. Bk.). 
Additions 
Since there were probably about 200 books additions must have 
been made to the earlier library, some evidence for this lying in 
the contemporary nature of some of the fiction titles entered in 
the borrowing records. Some book purchases were recorded in the 
1830s, although not specified as library books (Kay, p.lll), but 
it seems probable that many of the additions were gifts. 
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Administration and Staffing 
The 1 ibrary \'/as obviously cared for, wi tness the Library 
Register, but there is nothing to show by whom this was operated. 
Regulations and Use 
In 1885 there were 107 loans made in a school of about 50, 
although in fact almost all the loans were made to the same 
do zen 0 r sop up i1 s . ( Li bra r y Re 9 i s t era n d At ten d a n c eRe 9 i s t e t~) • 
They also seem to have read the same books, probably a result of 
their availability, but with a degree of correspondence which is 
almost suggestive of required reading. 
Fi nance 
Apart from the sum~ spent in the l830s, mentioned above, 
there seem to be no records of expenditure on the library anywhere 
near the time in question. 
Summary 
The old library seems to have disappeared completely by 1885, 
not surprisingly perhaps when it was down to 12 books in 1578, 
but the school clearly had at least a lending library which was 
being well used, and possibly an additional reference collection. 
It seems also to have been well organised and administered, 
judging by the records, and it may well be supposed that this was 
the basis on which the later library was developed. 
12.3. THE PRESENT LIBRARY AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 
The account of this library ends in 1973 with the formation 
of Rivington and Blackrod High School. At that time the grammar 
and modern school libraries were integrated, the books being re-
distributed between the new upper' and 10\'/er schools. The library 
in the grammar school building, then given new accommodation on 
the ground floor, was very soon moved, and is now being reorganised 
again with the construction of a resources centre designed to scirve 
the needs of the future school. Thus there is virtually no trace 
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of the former grammar school library, and information about it 
is limited by a lack of written records. 
Accommodation and Furnishing 
In 1931 an old dormitory was converted to a domestic science 
room and the rest of the upper floor used to make a libra'ry (Kay, 
p.14?). No details of this have been found, however, and it must 
have been quite short-lived since Miss K. Brennan reported that 
in 1947 the library was housed in a classroom on the ground floor 
in high, old-fashioned bookcases with wooden doors to the lower 
parts and glass fronts to the upper sections. The cupboards had 
locks which were not used, and in about 1950 the doors were 
removed so that desks dtd not have to be moved before the cupboards 
could be opened. 
The rather musty room had once been part of the kitchens, and 
indeed still had a serving hatch to connect the kitchens with the 
, 
he a d m a s t er' s 1 i vi n g ace om mod a t ion . I t a 1s 0 had y. e r y de e p \'1 i n do \'1-
sills, and they were used to house newspapers and magazines. 
This unsatisfactory situation was remedi~d in 1959 by transfer i 
of the library to a properly equipped room on the first floor, con-
verted from the domestic science room mentioned earlier. This was 
light, airy and spaciotis, with seating provided i'n alcoves formed 
by bookca~es. It also hada lockable librarian's office, converted 
from a pantry, and its only faults seem to have been that it was a 
little remote and too small for further expansion, hence its 
vacation in 1973. 
Stock-
There is very little information about the stock. It certain-
ly included fiction and non-fiction by 1947, hormally received an 
annual loan of 100 mixed books from the county when these became 
available, and provided 'a wide selectinn of magazines and news-
papers for all ages' (Rivingtonian, 1963, p .. 30). Observation of'. 
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the present stock was hindered by the current reorganisation -
the majority of the books were stacked in piles on benches round 
the room - and although Miss Brennan believed that th~re were at 
one time some an"cient books kept in the safe, all historical 
materials found in it were sent to the Records Office in 1973, 
and books do not seem to have been included. One or two older 
volumes were visible in the library, bearing the old grammar 
school library stamp and thus showing some continuity, and amongst 
them was a 1595 bible, but there was no information about it. 
No one has been able to supply any sort of accurate figure 
for the eventual size of the library, but the general impression 
is that it never reached more than about 2,000 volumes, if that, 
and by the time the end came there were only about 1,000 left. 
Many books were in fact kept by departments, and as stock checks 
were never made becaus~ of the time involved, and any records have 
disappeared, it is impossible to be more precise. 
Cataloguing and ClasSification 
There was an early report of the existence of a card index 
(Rivingtonian, 1937, p.25), but this seems to have come to nothing 
since by 1950, although the library was classified according to 
the Dewey system, the classified catalogue and the accessions 
register handed over to Miss Brennan were two dirty, tattered 
books tied up with string. These she later replaced, but not 
until the advent of her successor some ten years later was a 
card index reintroduced in connection with reclassification" 
(Rivingtonian, 1959, p.20). 
The shelves and sections had always been marked since the 
days of the cupboards in the old classroom 7, and the book spines 
were lubeiled with paint or indian ink. 
Administration and Staffing 
By 1947 the library was being run by the English department 
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with an allowance available for it, but the then head of depart-
ment, a Mr. Coward, had many other responsibilities, and when Miss 
Brennan offered to help him with the library in 1950 she soon 
found herself in complete charge, but without any official 
appointment, or allowance of money or time. The latter particu-
larly affected the running of the library since she was obliged 
to organise it to be operated almost entirely by pupils, without 
much supervision, in a school of about 500. There were additional 
problems, too, in the fact that she had no official position, 
since it meant that she had no real jurisdiction over the library's 
gene ra 1 use. 
Despite this, Miss Brennan inaugurated some changes and was 
involved particularly in the move to better premises, but in the 
early 1960s she relinquished the post to her assistant in the 
history department, Miss A. Gleave. She was then officially. 
appointed and able to receive the allowance, and presumably some 
time and some proper authority. 
The last occupant of the post appears to have been Mr. 
Metcalfe who took over about 1969 and was replaced when a quali-
fied librarian, Mrs. O. Fisher, was appointed in 1973. 
Regulatiortsand ·Use 
The few entries in the Rivirtgt6nian and Miss Brennan's infor-
mation show that the library was normally officially open only at 
lunch-time for most of its life. 
An undated copy of the library rules found inside the 1914 
Library Record showed that although borrovJers might ask to see 
books, only librarians had access to the shelves at that time. 
The normal loan period was two weeks and fines were levied at the 
rate of ld (ip) a week. The library was open three days a week, 
but with different times for boys and girls. Loans were recorded· 
in a book until as late as the 19605 when a ticket system was 
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Rivington &. Blackrod Grammar School: summary of 
development. 
introduced, partly because extra money was suddenly available. 
The introduction of sixth form private study and first. form 
library periods seems to have followed the move upstairs 
(Rivingtonian, 1961, p.20), followed in turn by misuse, here 
affected by the anomaly of a librarian without any time allowance 
or proper authority. Miss Brennan spoke of books being borrowed 
and misplaced, of the room being used for unrelated activities, 
and even of quantities of books being borrowed without reference 
for wet games periods, or in times,of staff absence, and she was 
obviously unable to control or keep track of what was going on 
since she was fully occupied by teachin~. 
Finance 
Again there is little information since no records have been 
seen s hOvd ng money 's pen t on 1 i b ra,ry books. The re \'laS some 
negligib"le income from fines recorded in the 1914 Library Record, 
, 
and there,is thought to ~ave been some money occasionally from 
the Foundation, that is the original endowments of the two schools, 
but on the whole there has been little income beyond that made 
available by the local education authority. This was augmented 
by £1,000 for one year in the 1960s following an Inspection, but 
was normally only £100 a year, and it is not surprising that the 
library remained small. 
12.4. SUMMARY 
In relative terms although having lost its original stock, 
the library seems to have been meeting the needs of the school as 
succe~sfu11y in 1885 as it was when it closed. About 200 books 
for 50 pupils compared with only 2,000 for over 600 nearly ninety 
years later reflects little progress, despite improved accommo-
dation, which was not in any case obtained until the late 1950s 
(fig.49). The problem seems to have arisen mainly from lack of 
importance accorded to the library in terms of accommodation, 
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staffing and financing, individual enthusiasm here being unable 
to compensate for the official attitude • 
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CHAPTER 13 
WIGAN GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
13.1. THE SCHOOL 
The report of the Charity Commissioners (Ch. Corn. XXI, 1829, 
p.263) gave the fo~ndation of Wigan Grammar School as 1619 by 
James Leigh, but more recent accounts and Christie himself gave 
1596 as the date of the first endowment. The original building, 
of which there is no trace, was deemed incapable of repair in 
1723 and replaced by a schoolhouse large enough for 80 boys (fig. 
50). Between 1829 and 1848 numbers fell from maximum to 29, 
partly because of the impoverished state of the school, but a new 
master, Mr. Doria, was able to effect some changes, and by 1862 it 
had again reached capacity. It was twice requisitioned for ~roops, 
first in .the Scottish 'rebe11ion and then in the coal and cotton 
, 
riots of the 18505, and··on both occasions suffered damage including 
some to the library books (Chambers, p.47). 
Once back to normal after the riots the school grew, and yet 
another building was provided in 1879 following three years in 
temporary accommodation. By 1930 the school had 460 boys and had 
again outgrown its accommodation, and its fourth and last building 
was provided in 1936 (fig.51). 
The school was under the control of Wigan Education Authority 
by 1923 and in 1963 it was merged with a second town grammar 
school, the Thomas Linacre School, which was on an adjacent site. 
In 1972 the much enlarged school was reorganised and Wigan Grammar 
S ch 0 old i sap pea red to b ere p 1 ace d by the r,1 e s ne s Hi 9 h S ch 0 0 1, a 
mixed comprehensive school into which the buildings have been 
incorporated. 
13.2. THE 1885 LIBRARY 
Christie spoke of modern books as well as 9 volumes which he 
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detailed which he thought might have belonged to the donor of the 
original 1647 library, the Rev. Henry Mason. He repeated the 
statute of 1664 which gave unusually precise instructions for the 
use and care of the books and the compilation of a catalogue, but 
said little else. 
Accommodation and Furhishing 
Christie said nothing about accommodation and although the 
Charity Commissioners reported the library as being kept in a 
room above the school in 1829, that had been in an earlier 
building. 
Stock 
Since Christie mentioned modern books his figure this time 
seems to have been inclusive, and made the total library about 
200 volumes. Although he described the 9 books thought to have 
been from Mason's libiary because they were printed before his 
death, he seems to have ignored gifts made by early mayors, Roger 
Bradshaw in 1680 and Hugh Jolley in 1693, as well as substantial 
gifts from un-named donors in 1771 and 1775 (Hawkes, p.112). Some 
of these have survived so it must be assumed that they were there 
in 1885, and perhaps not thought of sufficient interest to warrant 
a mention. 
Cataloguing and Classification 
The statutes were quite specific about the catalogue. The 
master was enjoined to: 
'have a perfect catalogue of them written in a book to be 
fixed- to the desk, there always to remain, of all such books as 
are or shall be brought together, with the names of the author, 
title and edition, together with the number of the volumes of the 
said books, with the names of any future donors, and shall be 
ready to give a true and perfect account of the 'said library 
when the said Mayor for the time being, and the greater number 
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of the trustees shall require it 
(Carlisle, vo1.1, 1818, p.72S). 
The trustees asked for the catalogue in 1798 but it was not 
forthcoming (Chambres,.p.3l), and the offending master's ·son was 
called to account for it after his father's death in 1810, but 
without success (Chambres, p.33), and there seems to be no trace 
of it, if, indeed, it was ever made. Christie believed it to 
have existed from the evidence of pencilled marks in the books 
inspected. 
Additions 
The main additions have been given under the heading of 
stock, but these were not the only ones. There was money available 
for purchase, and although not giving his source, Hawkes stated 
that: 
'The library was continually augmented by gift and purchase'. 
" 
(Hawkes, pp.l1-l2). 
Admini~trationa~d Staffing 
The master and the usher were made responsible under the 
statutes for cataloguing, care and use, and presumably remained 
so as long as the school was small. 
Regulations and Use 
The statutes also defined use in that the books were to be 
kept in the library, used by selected pupils and treated with 
respect, but nothing has been found to show if these instructions 
were regarded, and by 1885 there seems to have been no separate 
library in which to keep them. 
Finarice 
There was a fee charged for use of the library in 1817 
(Chambres, p.36), but this was discontinued in 1850 (Chambres~ p.46) 
and nothing has been found relating to the next 35 years. 
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Summary 
Wigan Grammar School library in 1885 was a collection of 
about 200 books which do not appear to have had any special 
accommodation, the whole collection apparently having suffered 
from civil strife, several changes of bu~lding and general neglect. 
The school was at that time reviving, having then about 100 boys, 
but the libr'ary had not been involved in that revival, and vias not 
to be so for a further twenty years. 
13.3. THE PRESENT LIBRARY AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 
There is in fact no present library since the school is 
closed, the library has been dispersed, and the remaining records 
are incomplete. The following account, therefore, refers to the 
period 1908 to 1972, that is from the re-establishment of the 
library until its closure. 
Accommodation and Furnishing 
, 
According to Mr. H.H. Nutt, the library was first housed in 
glass fronted c~pboards in a formroom which had once been a 
laboratory, but this was the library founded in 1908, not the 
original one which had apparently fallen into disuse sometime 
after 1885, although some of the books were still in the school. 
This new collection remained in the cupboards until 1936 when 
the next new building was occupied in which a room was provided 
for it, and equipped with oak bookcases forming six bays with oak 
tables and chairs in each bay. (Anniversary vol. pp.44-46). A 
reading table was added later and the shelf space increased in 
1954 to bring the capacity to 10,000 volumes (Magatine, XXX~ 2, 
1954, pp.12-l3). 
No further changes were recorded until the amalgamation with 
the Thomas Linacre School in 1963 brought additional accommodation 
in a separate building, including a librarian's room. This 
additional library became the main library in about 1967 when the 
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authorities decided, apparently contrary to the wishes of tha 
staff, that the school should have a language laboratory and that 
it should be housed in the old library. Thus the library gave way 
to the laboratory \'thich was in fact short-l-ived, and soon gave 
place to the art department. So much for educational fashions~ 
What remained- of the gr~mmar school library continued until 
the early 19705 in cramped quarters at one end of a classroom, at 
which time the space it occupied was deemed to be more useful for. 
teaching and the whole establishment was dispersed, leaving one 
library in the Thomas Linacre building. 
Stock 
The library reopened in 1908 with 163 books of which a 
complete list was given in the first edition of the school mag-
azine. Fiction pr~dcminated, but with some variety in that it 
ranged from Austento Henty. There is some suggestion, too, that 
there may have been a collection of reference books available, 
perhaps derived from the former library, since the Board of 
Education report dated 1912 said: 
IThere is a nucleus of books of reference for the use of the 
staff, but their usefulness would be greatly enhanced if steps 
were taken to catalogue the contents of the library and systemise 
their distribution and return. Additions should be made from time 
to time, as in many respects the supply of books is deficient'. 
Oddly, there was no mention of-the lending library which was 
in existence by then. The 1906 report had made no mention of a 
library at all. 
There is later evidence also of the existence of a separate 
reference collection for the staff and sixth form (Magazine, Ill, 
3, 1927, p.4), and the first bound volume of the school magazine 
which was displayed with the main collection in 1947 is marked as 
transferred to reference in 1930. The implication is that two or 
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more collections were brought together to form one library when 
·a special room was eventually provided in the new building of 
1936. 
Periodicals were provided from about 1938 onwards, at which 
time they included such publications as Spectator andMoto~ Cycle 
(Magazine, XV, 1, 1938, p.18). 
By the outbreak of the first \tlorld \'/ar the library had grown 
to 350 volumes, and to 700 by 1926 (Anniversary Vol. pp.44-46). 
It was still under 1,000 in 1937, by which time the remnants of 
the old library had been discovered during the demolition of the 
·old building and were again part of the stock. They were described 
in an article in the magazine in 1939 (Ma~azihe, XVI, 1i 1939, pp. 
10-11) and mentioned in connection with an exhibition held in the 
1ibrary.in 1947 as part of the 350th Anniversary Celebrations. 
The titles did not include any of those mentioned by Christie, 
and nor are those noted by him to be found among the remnants now 
held by the Wigan Record Office, where they were transferred in 
1972 on the closure of the library. There are 18 books, ranging 
in date from 1675 to 1823, and including gifts from Bradshaw and 
Jolly. Eleven of them have been rebound in leather, including the 
volume from which the bookplate (fig.50) has been reproduced. 
There is no obvious explanation for the figure or date of 1850 
which has been added to this, since despite the architectural 
anomalies the building is that of 1723 and the book also bears 
the inscription, 'The Free Grammar School in Wigan 1771', as do 
some of the others. Another of the books, Evans' Sketch 1802, 
bears a different bookplate with provision for accession number and 
other information, b~t there is no other old plate for comparison. 
Arrangements are now being made for the transfer of the collection· 
to Wigan Library. 
The bound volumes of the school magazine were deposited with 
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the books and other items, having once formed part of the library 
stock. They bear classification marks and also bookplates showing 
them to have belonged to the Dr. Thomas Linacre Library of Wigan 
Grammar School. This was the name given to the newly founded 
library in 1908 although Linacre, who was Rector of Wigarr, 
apparently had no ~onnectionwith the school and is no longer 
thought to have given books to the school as was once believed. 
De par t men t.a 1 1 i bra r i e s had bee n s tar t e din the s c h 0 0 1 i n 
1926 and by 1947 there were at least eight of them, som~ containing 
all relevant books, some only the more advanced works, but with the 
purpose built library and new activity within it, they began to 
return. Five of them had done so by 1953 at which time the shelves 
became full and withdrawals began to take place (Magazine, XXIX, 3, 
1953, p.17)~ The l'ibrary grew steadily and by the time of the 
amalgamation there were about 12,000 books covering all subjects. 
Some movement of stock took place, appropriate to the different 
uses of the two buildings in which the then split library was 
housed, but in some ways it was the beginning of the end. Many 
of the books were transferred to the Linacre Library, that is tosay 
the real Linacre Library which took its name from the school, and 
more were moved when the room was taken over for the language 
laboratory, leaving about 8,000. Many of these simply disappeared 
following Mr~ Nutt's retirement in 1968, and the fate of the rest 
is best described in his own words: 
'The final episode was quite path~tic. I received a message 
from some of the staff that if I wanted to see the last of the 
Grammar School Library I had better come down to the old library 
room next Monday morning. I did so and found that the bookcases 
had all gone, placed in various rooms, the oak library tables had 
disappeared,and in an otherwis~empty room about 3,000 books 
were piled up on the floor round the walls. I was told that the 
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edict had gone forth that these books must be got rid of. The 
headmaster later assured me that he knew nothing of this and it 
would seem that the master concerned must have been a complete 
ignoramus on the value of books. Perhaps a third or even a half 
were fit for throwing away (out of date, dilapidated, etc.) but 
there were included high-class and expensive books on art, travel, 
science, sports and hobbies and so on. It would have been 
laughab1e,_ had it not been so tragic, to see half a dozen ~eads 
of departments rummaging about among these piles to salvage books 
on their own subjects or interests, for taking away storing in the 
cupboards of their own subject rooms. Worst of all to me at- least 
was the fact that a large number of these books I had sought out 
with great trouble second-hand, and I knew that they would not, in-
fact could not, be replaced ever-again. All these books were 
destined for the incinerator, but I heard from the school care-
~ 
tqker later that at the end of the week he had met a friend of his, 
who was headmaster of a local secondary modern school, and he had 
mentioned these books to him. The head offered to look them over 
and was very pleased to take the majority for his own school 
library. I hope they were useful'. 
Cataloguing and Classification 
There remain four volumes of an accessions register which are 
not clearly marked but seem to cover the period from 1909 to 1953, 
and three catalogues which seem to apply to some peridd prior to 
1944. There is little precise indication of their function, 
although one is clearly a catalogue of the reference library, 
another is marked 'Hand List ' and the third 'Authors' Cata10gue ' . 
The last two ar~ arranged alphabetically under authors and contain 
mainly fiction titles. It appears that special subject books were 
found mainly in the reference library at first, and there are 
about 1,500 books listed under sixteen headings,"but not the 
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sixteen headings allotted to the library in 1944. 
Re-classification was begun in 1943 (Magazine, XIX, 3, 1943, 
p.10), and completed in 1944, at which time a card index system 
was brought into use. The classification system was not standard, 
it being thought at the time that the library did not warrant the 
. . 
'complex systems' in use in public libraries, and an account of it 
was given in the magazine some years later(M~~azine~ XXX, 2, 1954, 
p.12). The stock was divided into sixteen sections, each section 
was allocated a letter and subdivisions were given a number, e.g. 
R for recreation Rl for outdoor recreation and so on. The books 
were also given shelf numbers used in conjunction with the initial 
letter of the author's surname, thus Rl/A2 would have indicated 
the second book on the A's shelf in the outdoor recreation section. 
The numbers were written on the spines when the classification was 
carried out. Books which were in departmental libraries at the 
" 
time were'not touched, b~t were dealt with later as they were 
returned to the central library. 
The Dewey system of classification was eventually introduced 
in 1968 with the advent of a new librarian, and the typing of new 
catalogues was begun. The bound volumes of the magazine end about 
this time, however, and with them further information, and since 
the library ended only two or three years later there is nothing 
to show if the task was ever completed. 
Additions 
The first edition of the school magazine listed the 163 books 
with which the library was restarted, complete with their 
catalogue numbers, and there were regular notices of additions 
until about 1912, by which time there were about 300 books. Most 
of these had been given but some had been.bought and they covered~ 
as \'le11 as fiction, such subjects as nature study, English liter-
ature and French. There seems to have been a period of inactivity 
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coinciding with the war, or at least little was reported, but by 
1926 there had been something of a revival, and a further 400 
books added (Anniversary Vol. pp.44-45). 
That date saw the developme~t of departmental libraries which 
confused the figures, and it was' not really until the 1940s when 
Mr. Nutt took over that matters became clearer. There were by 
then supposed to be about 3,000 books but over 800 were missing, 
leaving something over 2,000. By 1947 there were over 5,000, 
about 400 of them presented early in 1944 and others sought out 
and bought second-hand in a period of book shortage, as well as 
those bought new. The librarian seems to have been solely respon-
sible for stocking the library at this time, and indeed, although 
suggestions must have been made by members of staff, there is no 
real sign of there ever being a formal system for this, although 
a library suggestions book was mentioned in the 1950s (Magazine, 
XXVII, 2, 1952, p.9). 
The rapid rate of increase continued, the library, growing 
, from 5,000 books in 1947 to about 12,000 in 1968, although by 
that time the figures had again been confused by'the amalgamation 
of the libraries of the two schools. Before the amalgamation 
there had been about 10,000 books in the grammar school library 
which, whilst it lacked modern amenities such as a librarian's 
room which the Linacre library provided, and probably had less 
space overall, seems to have been much better stocked, certainly 
in terms of size. The combination of the two seems to have added' 
a mere 2,000 or so books, thus altering the ratio of books to 
pupils since the school more or less doubled in size to approaching 
1,000. 
Administration and Staffing 
The reopening of the library in 1908 was a result of the 
joint efforts of the headmaster, the Rev. G.C. Chambres, and his 
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deputy, Mr. J.W. Jon~s, the latter going on to run it until he 
left to join the army in the first world war. It seems to have 
been neglected then, but to 'have revived under Mr. E.E. Chardon 
who was in charge by 1926, at which time he is said to have 
supervised borrowing from the cupboards every morning break as 
he sipped his coff~e (Annive~sary Vol. pp.44-45). He was a 
modern linguist and was followed in the post by two others, 
Mr. W. Savage, who left in 1936, and Mr. W.B~ Savigny. There is 
no record of their activities. 
The next librarian was Mr. Nutt who took over in 1944 and 
was responsible for the reorganisation and massive expansion of 
the library. He held the post until his retirement in 1968, his 
successor being a Mr. Hardman who began a further reorganisation. 
He may have had so~ething to do with the closure of the library, 
but this is conjecture. The school must by then have been in the 
throes of' complete reorganisation, and it is not even possible to 
be sure which of the school's two libraries was being reported on 
in the later magazine entries. 
Boys seem to have been involved with the library since 1908, 
when two were named as assistant librarians in the account of its 
opening. In Mr. Chardon's time the magazine reports were written 
by boys~ and they clearly played an important part from the early 
1940s. In the reorganisation of that period most of the work was 
attributed to the efforts of four boys, and teams of sixth form 
librarians existed from that date. 
There has been other help from time to time: a Miss Hosendorf 
was mentioned in 1942, a Mrs. Fisher was typing catalogues in 1969, 
and a Miss Machin was named in 1970, but the impression is of 
unofficial assistance and no details were given. Basically the 
library seems to have been administered by a master and operated 
by boys for most of its twentieth century existence. 
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Regulations and Use 
When it began the library was open at 10.30' and 1.30 on . 
Tuesdays and Fridays. By 1926 it \'/as open every morning break 
and queues were forming, and by 1935 additional opening in the 
afternoon \'/as being tried. In 1942 it was open at 4 p.m.' with 
different days allocated to different age groups, but by 1944 
it was shown to be open at break as well and the allocation to 
different days to have been ended with a subsequent increase in,' 
use. Private study was introduced about 1946, and althOugh 
borrowing times remained limited, some unspecified changes were 
made for the sixth form, presumably to allow for their continual 
presence in the library; 
The introduction of private study brought with it the 
customary behaviour problems. From that time the reports were 
full of complaints, mostly about untidiness and misplacement of 
, 
b~_oks, but including failure to return books to the extent that 
a retiring senior librarian, R.B. Farley, was moved to castigate 
his fellows in his final report and wish his successor more luck 
and co-operation (Magazine, XXVII, 3, 1951, p.5). 
On the whole the library appears to have been well used in 
the sense of books being borrowed, until the amalgamation with 
Thomas Linacre. The reports of the next few years all show a 
decline, even though library periods Nere introduced. Private 
study was held elsewhere for twelve months and its return increased 
sixth form use temporarily, but the operation of a split library 
seems to have been most unsatisfactory. By 1968 the library report 
read: 
'The library has ceased to function in everything but name 
but the heading 'New School Library' suggests that this was the 
Linacre library only, the section used by the middle school, since 
the original grammar s~hool library was in Main School. 
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Reports after 1969 which spoke of improved use after re-
classification and reorganisation were headed 'The School Library', 
and a year later 'smooth, efficient operation' was reported. Since 
the grammar school library ceased to function at all in 1971 it 
must be assumed that not unnatura11y,'in view of the accommodation, 
deveiopment was concentrated on the Linacre Library \'thich was then 
itself taken over by the ,new school in 1972. 
Finance 
In its early days the library was heavily dependent upon 
gifts, although it did have limited financial resources. For the 
re-opening the governors contributed £5 and more was anticipated, 
and boys paid a subscription of l/-d (5p) for the first term and 
6d (2ip) for subsequent terms. There were initially sixty four 
members from a school of 142 boys. (Magazine, I, 1, 1909, pp.l0-
11). Other monies were also received such as the rather surprising 
, 
and unexplained gift of i3.l4.0d (£3.70) from Wigan and District 
Rambling Club in 1910. 
The school prospectus of about 1930 mentioned the library as 
a charge included in the fees, suggesting that money may have been 
allocated to it from time to time, but there seems to be no record 
of regular payments and Mr. Nutt was not receiving any in 1944, 
even though the local authority had made a 'size~b1e grant' at 
the time of the opening of the new building (Anniversary Vol. 
p.45). Regular local authority book grants came much later and 
his early purchases were made primarily from gifts, and from the 
profi~s of the school magazine. Fines have also supplied income: 
two books were bought in 1940 by: 
'The Supporters' Club .... those boys who keep their books 
longer than the allotted period' (Magazine, XVI, 2, 1940, p.8). 
In 1950 the Chambres-Jones Memorial Fund was set up as a 
war memorial to provide books for the 1ibrary,the income then 
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being about £6 a year. This was later increased by reinvestment 
and presumably continued until the demise of the library. By 
this time the library must have been in receipt of a regular 
local authority grant, but det~i1s are not available. 
13.4. SUMNARY 
Although at least some of the books investigated by Christie. 
were probably still in the school, Wigan Grammar Sih60l Library 
had ceased to function. sometime beh/een 1885 and 1908 when it vias 
refounded by the headmaster and a ~ember of his staff. Both 
world \'/ars seem to have affected the ne\'/. library .adversely, but 
otherwise it developed quite satisfactorily, with a great increase 
of activity in 1944, until the first reorganisation of the school 
in 1963 which doubled its size and brought about a split library. 
Had the school continued as a grammar school the library might 
also have continued, but as it was it ended with the end of the 
s~hoo1 fo11owing a shor~ but sorry period of decline. Some of the 
books were simply thrown away, some found new homes, and a very 
few, the oldest and the connecting link with the early library, 
together with some of the library records, have found a home in 
the Wigan Record Office following their rescue and deposition 
by Mr. Nutt (fig.52). 
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Pres ent state of t he twelve schools consi dered end 
the location of t be remaining old libru-ies. 
14.1. THE SCHOOLS 
CHAPTE R 14 
CO NCLUSION 
At the time of their foun dati on the twelve schools discussed 
were all en dow ed grammar schools offering the only form of what 
wa s to be co me secondary education . One was to close at an early 
stage and another to lose its status as a result ~f local 
conditions, and more recently t wo more have been closed by direct 
government interference; another two have been reorg anised under 
the same pressure. and the remaining six have opted for independ-
ence. Thus the ma jority, wh ilst re ma ining true to their found-
ation, are no longer representative of the standard pattern of 
schooling. These results, therefore, as far as the present is 
concerned, must be viewed in the context of a localized sample 
of new inaependent schools with a strong academic tradition, and 
are not necessarily indicative of the ge neral pattern of school 
library provision. The ma p (fig.53) shows the present status of 
the various schools and also illustrates the fact "th at most of 
them are no longer officially in Lancashire. 
14.2. THE 1885 LIBRARIES 
In his study of the only sizeable early libraries which he 
believed to have existed, a belief not always supported by other 
writers in a field in which every writer consulted a~pears to 
have held a different opinion, Christie located and investigated 
nine of the original twelve. However, since books from one of 
the others remained until 1951, and probably still exist , there 
were in fa c t at least ten schools whi ch retained something of the 
collec tio ns origin al ly do nat e d . Al l the schools, though, ha d 
libraries of so me kind, and at leas t half had roo ms set apa rt 
for them, which is a surprisingly high figure. 
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Surprising also is the va ri ation in si ze ; from fewer than 
50 to over 4,000 books, but as might be expected s r ough ly the 
same subjects were covered in all case s fo r wh ich info rm ation is 
available. Thes e were principally, but not excl us ively, cla ss ics , 
histo ry and t he ology. Cla s sifica tion wa s highl y i ndivid ua l 
a lthoug h no rmal l y inv olvi ng som e sort of shelf syste m, and 
cataloguing s eems to have lef t mu ch to be desired in the few 
cases where i t cle arl y existed in so me form - mainly outdated 
l "ists. 
1885 seems to be illustrative of a pe riod of inactivity: 
few additions were being made to any of the libraries, an d of 
those f ew the major ity we re by gift, not purchase; the post of 
libra rian had apparent ly leps ~ d in al l cases; little use wa s 
being made of wha t books there were; and where money was available 
it was not being sp ent, or at least, not on the li brary. There 
had to be a reason f or s~ch widespread neglect, and general1) i t 
can be ex pl a i ned by the s oc ial changes which were affecting 
education at the time. Th e gramma r schoo ls were still dec lin ing 
in the face of al t ernative forms of secondary education offering 
l es s classical and more practical courses, and thus they had 
financial problems. At the same ti me they we re themselves altering 
their curricula in order to survive, and neglecting the type of 
education which the libraries had supported. They had thus tended 
to become stagn ant and be themselves neglected to a degree con-
trolled by differences within individual schools. This neglect, 
however, sad though it mi gh t have been, doubtless contributed t o 
the co ntinued existen ce of some of the origina l coll e c t ions. 
Th e re are sti l l the remnants of at least eigh t of the se, and 
p ro b a b 1 y n i ne, and a 1 t h 0 u g h they s u f fer e d fro m m i sus e p r i 0 r to 
1885, a mis use ranging from the disappea ance of co plet e 
collecti on s during civ il disturbances to the i l l-treatment of 
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individual volumes by schoolboys, since then their only real 
enemy has been time, and occasionally space. Under these 
conditions they lasted long enough to have historical interest, 
and thus to be preserved. 
In some cases the remnant con sis ts of a very few books, but 
in others the number is quite large; five schools have fewer 
than leo bo oks, two have several hundre d and the re mai ning two 
have over 1,000. Some correlation might be expected here betwe~n 
their survival and the nature of the school and their treatment, 
but there is very little before the present decade. The loss of 
Heskin's iibrary may be attributed to the decline of the school 
to an elementary level at an ea r ly stage, but on the whole that 
is all. It does not even seem to have made much difference whether 
the collections were kept with the developing main libraries or 
not; both the smallest collection, Wigan~ and the largest, Burnley, 
were housed in much the same way. Survival seems to have been 
very much a matter of chance, and some element of this remains. 
Schools which have been subjected to drastic changes have tr an s-
ferred their old collections to other libraries, public and uni-
versity, for their better use and protection, but five have 
retained them. They have all been set apart, either in store or 
as collections within the present libraries, but in some ways they 
present a problem, particularly where space is limited. Many of 
the books are in poor condition and of little value, and really of 
little use, but they are not lightly to be . disposed of. 
Hawkshead library , of course, fits no pattern. It has 
~urvived as a mu se um piece, a monu ment to th e vagaries of for t une 
and the infl uence of lo cal e nv ironment . 
14.3. THE PRESE NT LI BRARIE S AND THEIR DEVE LOPMENT 
The period of neglect sho wn by all but one of the librarie s 
in 1885 see ms to have continued until t he ear ly 1900s . At this 
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ti me t hey be gan t o re ceive more at t ent i on , and tw o we r e r e foun ded. 
This \'as a ssoci ated wi t h a wider gene r al in t ere st be i ng t aken i n 
seconda ry e d u ca t ion ~ an i ntere st from wh i ch aros e th e 19 02 Ed u-
cation Act , whi ch dou btless had an effect on the lib ra rie s. This 
act regu l ar is ed the pro vi si on of s econda ry edu cation a nd ie d to 
the spec if i cation of a min im um of subj ect s t o be studi ed. A 
syste m of loc a l edu cat ion aut horities was c r ea ted, and am ong st 
oth er things th i s pr ovided in creas ed f in an ci al su pp ort for 
existing schools. Most of these s ch ools ci early to ok adva nt ag e 
of the financial op portuni t ies offe r e d, al t hough no t t o t he s ame 
extent, as demons trated by t heir eve ntual s ta t us rangin g fro m 
enti r e l y sta t e con t r olle d t o direc t gr an t. 
The su bj e ct s to be s tu died , unde r t he ass oci a t ed Boa r d of 
Ed uc ation code of 1904, were Eng l i s h, ge ograp hy , his t ory, a 
lang ua ge oth e r than Erig l i sh , math em a t ics~ sc i ence and dr awi ng, 
a~ d a lth ~ugh the cl assi ts continu e d t o be stud ied, t he mai nly 
n~gl ected and outdate d li brari es would obviously ha ve been of 
little use. At th e s ame t i me t he ne ed f or books woul d ha ve been 
felt in t hese s choo ls, all still s t riving fo r hi gh aca demic 
achi evement. 
Two obv i ous in dicatio ns of i nte rest are to be found i n 
accommodatio n and size of s tock, a nd although these showed no 
sudden overall i mp rove ment, there were gradual ch anges pr ior to 
the 1930s whe n there was a general increase in activ i ty in 
the se fields: As s hown in Miss E11is l study mention e d in the 
introd uct io n t o t hi s work, the re was acti ve encour ageme nt of 
the dev e lo pment of s choo l lib r a ries in of f icia l c i r cl es f ro m 
at l east 1910, and s tandar ds f or provi sion we re be in g set as 
ea rly as 191 2, but there seems to have been littl e reac ti on in 
these sc hools for at le ast t en years. Nor did these lib r ari~s 
en t ire l y s uppor t the e~ u c at io n r eport of 1924 ~ al~o me nti oned, 
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which claimed that many endowed schools still had excellent 
libraries (El1is, pp.22-47). Only four of the ten schools then 
still open had anything like satisfactory libraries, and they 
had been revived rather than maintained. The first world war 
was found to have hind e red develop ment in that staff were not 
ava il ab le, an d th e movement, once impeded, was generally slow 
t o begin again . By 1925 s only four of the libr~ries had 
separate rooms for their books, and in only one was the stock 
over 1,000. By 1945, however, the figures were nine and eight 
respectively. The second world war interfered to some extent 
as the first had done, not only in financial restrictions and 
staff absence~ but also . in the shortage of books which it 
produced. Nevertheless there has been a pattern of steady 
growth since the 1930s, although within this pattern there have 
been periods of exceptional activity. 
Miss E11is pointed to the inter-war period as one such time, 
with increasing accent on child-centred education and individual 
learning methods giving the library more importance (Ellis~ p.27) 
but despite some correlation, there was again a ti me 1a9. Apart 
from the initial establishment or re-establishment of these 
libraries, there was little change until after the last war when 
the 1950s revealed a further period of general activity. At that 
time, when all secondary schools were expected to have libraries 
and their position as an educational force was far more widely 
accepted, at least one of these schools had a library which was 
considered to be a model for its a rea. 
Thus the s e l i br ar i es have refl ec ted ed uca t io na l trends, but 
within the gene ra l patte r n of growth out ined above t he re ha ve 
be en changes a t different tim es in different s chools, demonstra ti n g 
t he overall i .por t ance of th e ind'vi du a l e r. Jironme nt , anr! i .de ed 
of the individual. In al most every peri o d of ac tivity re cor de d, 
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the mainspring has clearly l a in in the presence of an interested 
and enthusias t ic person; somet i mes the headmaster himse l f , some -
ti mes a member of staff , somet i mes a pupil. The pupils were 
doubt1ess mo ti vated by need, the staff by this and exte r na l 
pre ssures which mu st have affected the heedmasters~ but personal 
co mmitment to the cause of the sc ho ol li brary cannot be discounte d . 
It se em s that in these schoo ls at l ea st, where the libra r ia n is 
comm only working in isolation , his or her influence on the deve lop -
ment of the library can be, and has been, enormous. Individual 
enthusiasm , however , has itself been limit ed by situ a tion~ part-
icul a rly in terms of t he provision of accommodation. Only one 
school added a library to an exist ing building and i n a ll othe r 
cases it was first prop e rly provi ded for either wh En t he s choo l 
was re-hous ed , or in conne ction wit h other buildin g ope rations 
which provide d space ~or it. The l ibrari es are still in fact 
b~ing extended on this basi s since they are bound up with the 
overall expansion of, or changes within, their schools . Th e re 
are signs that they ar e beginning to reflect the present period 
of educational change, but in the end, prese nt pro vision var ies 
according to the ti me at whi ch it wa s initi a lly provi ded, although 
in a ll cases attem pts have been ma de to update it . Thus there i s 
a complete range from a very restricted 1928 version t o a develop-
ing resource centre . 
It is dif fi cul t to relate t hese libraries to t he pattern of 
gen e ral provision and mode rn t ren ds since t hey form a rather 
s pe ci a lised group, as outlined above. Briefly, thou gh , of the 
eight secondary schools wh ich re main open i n some fo rm, t wo (on e 
state and one indepen de nt) a r e de velopirg r esource cent res , on e 
( inde pendent) sto cks some records and tapes, two (one state and 
one independent) employ qualified staff, wh ilst two mo re (both 
i ndependen t) emp loy ancillary sta f f . In all cases the money 
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Fig. 54 Diagr am to show the stal'lQards reached by the eTisting 
libraries compared w~th those recommended in 1970 . ( 1ne 
bla ck shaded area shows provision now or pr i or to 
reorganisa.tion, the red. line the stC'..ndard r ecommended). 
allowed is thought to be adequate. Thus, although these libraries 
, may not meet the guideJines set out by the Library Association in 
1977, they have certainly been moving towards them. However, they·' 
remain principally book collections, and as such may be more 
easily viewed in the light of the standards recommended in 1970, 
before the idea of resource centres had been so fully developed. 
The space suggested then was 25 sq.ft. per pupil, here 
approximated to 2m. 2 , with seats for one tenth of the pupils, the 
latter standard in fact being repeated in 1977. The diagram {fig. 
54a) shows the position in the schools at the present time, orat 
their closure or change where applicable. Figures have been 
approximated and are based on the number of pupils using each 
library, not necessarily the number in the school. Four of the 
. 
schools have junior libraries which would have to be taken into 
account to produce an overall stock figure, and since these were 
not studied, this could~not be done. Thus although books are 
available as indicated for all upper school pupils, general 
pro~ision may not be properly reflected (fig.54b). 
It is clear that on the whole these libraries meet the 
standards for accommodation in terms of space fof pupils, although 
this is not the case as far as staff working area is concerned. 
Three of them are short of, space for books and have deveioped 
departmental libraries which the librarians would rather be with-' 
out, and only three offer a variety of seating and surroundings 
and a degree of comfort, as was also recommended. The more recent 
the library the better the provision in this respect. 
Although the qualification of the figures already mentioned 
must be borne in mind, it is clear that the recommended standard 
for the provision of books, 15 per pupil at sixth form level an~ 
10 below, is generally exceeded. Some of thjs excess can be 
accounted for in the retention of old stock, but by no means all, 
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and in any case old is not necessarily useless. Experience in 
one of these libraries has shown a demand for particular texts 
and material on obscure topics which can be met from older 
stock, and this is assumed to- be the case elsewhere. 
The general stock of these libraries is mainly specialised 
in that although they are school libraries they contain very few 
children's books, and are mainly related to academic studies. 
At a lecture given to a Library Association group at Liverpool 
Polytechnic on the 3rd May, 1979, Mr. Michae1 Marian mentioned 
as a school library problem the gap between the nature of pro-
vision and demand. This was not found in these libraries to any 
great extent, except pe!haps in the advanced nature of some of 
the material. Where junior libraries are included thE number of 
junior books is relatively low, although the proportion of fiction 
and recreational reading tends to be higher. Recreational reading. 
is generally poorly provided for, and English literature an~ 
history are easily the best served subjects. Beyond this there 
is considerable variety in the subjects best covered in individual 
schools. Although some of them have had county book loans in the 
past, this is likely to decline with changing status, and in 
effect they are obliged to be self sufficient. 
In fact the libraries are somewhat isolated in many respects, 
partic~larly in terms of contact with professional organisations. 
Several of the schools are or were members of the School Library 
Association and contact has been made with local libraries on an 
unofficial basis, but the absence of qualified staff has increased 
the natural isolation inherent in the situation! with some conse-
quent effect on the libraries. \1hilst there is a reo.diness to 
admit the value of qualified staff, or at least a separate appoint-
ment, there is some feeling that the library Association and the 
School Library Association have little to offer those somewh~t 
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specialised academic libraries in schools in which the importance 
of the library is generally accepted. 
Classification and cataloguing of the bocks i's the area in 
which lack of professional knowledge becomes most apparent, 
particularly classification. Catalogues vary in form and seem 
satisfactor,y, but the application of the Dewey system, the one 
most commonly used, leaves something to be desired. It has be~n 
freely, and not always consistently adapted, and the marking, re-
marking, and occasionally non-marking of the spines has added to 
the chaos. The Brown, Cheltenham and Bliss systems were also 
found in use; the first two remaining as a result of ,dissatisfaction 
with the Dewey system cQup1ed with an appreciation of the size of 
the task of re~lassification, the third being introduced in response 
to the local situation. 
All these libraries began from donations, and the pattern of 
gifts was much encouraged during their earlier years when mon~y 
was not available. The tradition has continued to a greater or 
lesser degree in all cases so that many of today's additions are 
gifts, reflecting particularly the interests of former staff and 
pupils. Purchases are made at the discretion of the librarian, 
based on suggestions made by staff and pupils. Three of the 
schools have library committees, but despite the terminology, the 
system of administration for all but two of the libraries has been, 
and still is, a member of staff as librarian administering the 
library with the assistance of a. group of pupils. 
The Library Association, of course, advocates qualified staff, 
and here the remaining schools are very far from meeting the guide-
lines. It is in fact difficult to apply them, since most ,of the 
schools are below the size of 800 pupils taken as a minimum, but 
in general terms each should have at least some part-time qualified 
~taff,and clerical assistance, with additional staff accordi'ng to 
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size. The difference between the existing situation and what 
might be expected is shown in the diagram (fig.54c). Some of 
the staff involved, however, have had some library experience 
or attended courses, and in many cases there is assistance from 
other members of staff and division of responsibility as regards 
the provision of noon-book materials. There has been a pattern 
of progression from pupil to staff control parallel to the 
physical growth of the schools and recognition of the importance 
of the library, but in all but two schools there is heavy 
reliance on pupil assistance, which is not, of course, recommended. 
Surprisingly, in view of common belief, it was found that the post 
of librarian has been regularly associated with the English depart-
ment in only two of the ten schools which survived until this 
decade. 
In all cases there has been a gradual change in accessibility, 
from restricted opening two or three times a week out of school 
hours to permanent opening during the school day. There ,is still 
some restriction for juniors, but only in the single case where 
the library is regularly used for teaching is sixth form access 
limited. Four of the libraries are principally for the use of 
senior pupils and there are additional thriving junior libraries 
in these schools: the remainder are or were for the whole school. 
Considerable use is made of the libraries and some guidance is 
given or is available in all of them. They are well kept, although 
the problem of behaviour within them seems to have existed from the 
very beginning, to have been increased by the development of 
private study, and to have remained unsolved in most cases. Boys 
are no longer sent to the library for punishment but they are sent 
to do private study, frequently without any option. Particularly 
where the room has been un-supervised this has resulted in a pattern 
of disruptive or unruly behaviour which has existed since the 19405. 
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Use of the libraries for purposes other than reading and study 
had declined, and is actively discouraged in three schools. 
Book losses have clearly always been a problem. Librarians 
might derive some comfort from the fact that this is a common 
problem in other types of libraries, but they cannot escape the 
obvious effect which it has on book supply. All the borrowing 
systems rely heavily on the honesty of library users, partly a 
straightforward result of limited staffing in libraries which 
are always open. Losses have been increasing, as they have 
outside schools, and it would be interesting to compare figures 
for these li~raries with those of other schools in which access 
is more limited and borrowing more closely supervised. 
Money was clearly a problem in the early days. Until the 
late 1930s the libraries were mainly supported by gifts and 
miscellaneous profits from school activities, although the one 
major exception, where money was provided from as early as 1B60, 
.-demonstrates yet again the influence of the local environment. 
Even here, however, the sum remained small until the 1950s, the 
time at which all these libraries began to receive the regular 
and sizeable allowances which they now have. The present trend 
towards cutting expenditure on school books, and on school library 
books in particular, was found in none of these schools where 
there are few outside limitations on the way in which funds may 
. . 
be allocated. There is some indication that this difference may. 
be nothing new; in this admittedly restricted sample, a history 
of r~latively poor provision was most noticeable in the fully 
state controlled schools. 
'14."4. SUMMARY 
Much of what has been written here may already be generally 
known, but it is clear fro~ the lack 6f information about the 
libraries which are now closed, that specific and detailed' 
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information can disappear quite rapidly. Thus a record has some 
value, particularly in view of the current changes which are 
taking place in education. This is in many ways a very restricted 
sample of school library provision, but some of its limitations 
could be of use in further study. It could be interesting to 
consider possible·differences in provision in other areas of the 
country for example, in newer schools, in different types of 
schools and perhaps in private education as opposed to state~ 
All the Library Association had to say about that in 1970 was 
lIt is recognised that some libraries in independent schools 
are of high quality, but this state is by no means universal l • 
Any of the above comparisons might have something to say not 
only about school libraries, but also about educational provision. 
This work is,· however, mainly a record of the histories of 
twelve particular school libraries of ancient foundation, which 
must reflect something of the general pattern of school ·library 
provision and the influences which have been at work upon it. 
Overall the libraries are similar in history and concept, although 
they vary considerably in detail. They show a pattern of growth 
directly affected by the fortunes of the schools and subject to the 
. limitations of finance and enthusiasm within them. Outside 
pressures have played their part, but the main influence seems to 
have been that exerted by interested individuals. Obviously these 
have all been teachers, and in view of the success of the majority 
of these libraries, perhaps professional librarians should beware 
of under-rating their contribution and abilities. Organisation 
has sometimes been hamp~red by lack.of professional knowledge, but 
on the whole these libraries have been able to meet the demands 
made upon them as book collections. 
The fact that they were very early foundations may have 
contributed to their development, but there is really· little 
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evidence to support this. Most of the old collections have been 
long disused and frequently disregarded, and the majority of the 
modern ones have grown up independently, following the general 
pattern recommended by the a~thorities in the first half of this 
century, and in support of teaching requirements. The implication 
is that a good school will feel the need of a good library, and 
that in fact the library can only operate successfully in such 
circumstances since it exists to serve learning, not to direct it. 
In almost all cases the libraries have been able to maintain 
a satisfactory standard of book provision, and most have fairly 
good accommodation for this purpose. Whether they will move into 
the future with the development of resource centres has yet to be 
seen. It does not seem appropriate to disc~ss here. the setting up 
of resource centres in schools which for the most part already 
have their own long-established systems of provision based on 
traditional methods of teaching. Generally the need has not been 
felt and so they have not appeared. This study has revealed a 
general tendency for the library to be involved in any period of 
educational change, but for there to be a time lag, and this may 
well be the present situation. The great demand from these 
schools is still for books to support their curricula and teaching, 
and only as this changes will the libraries change to meet tIle 
thallenge. 
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